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Abstract

Consider a system ‰ of nonconstant affine-linear forms  1; : : : ;  t W Zd ! Z,
no two of which are linearly dependent. Let N be a large integer, and let K �
Œ�N;N �d be convex. A generalisation of a famous and difficult open conjecture
of Hardy and Littlewood predicts an asymptotic, as N !1, for the number of
integer points n 2 Zd \K for which the integers  1.n/; : : : ;  t .n/ are simultane-
ously prime. This implies many other well-known conjectures, such as the twin
prime conjecture and the (weak) Goldbach conjecture. It also allows one to count
the number of solutions in a convex range to any simultaneous linear system of
equations, in which all unknowns are required to be prime.

In this paper we (conditionally) verify this asymptotic under the assumption that
no two of the affine-linear forms  1; : : : ;  t are affinely related; this excludes the
important “binary” cases such as the twin prime or Goldbach conjectures, but does
allow one to count “nondegenerate” configurations such as arithmetic progressions.
Our result assumes two families of conjectures, which we term the inverse Gowers-
norm conjecture (GI.s/) and the Möbius and nilsequences conjecture (MN.s/),
where s 2 f1; 2; : : : g is the complexity of the system and measures the extent to
which the forms  i depend on each other. The case s D 0 is somewhat degenerate,
and follows from the prime number theorem in APs.

Roughly speaking, the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/ asserts the Gow-
ers U sC1-norm of a function f W ŒN �! Œ�1; 1� is large if and only if f correlates
with an s-step nilsequence, while the Möbius and nilsequences conjecture MN.s/
asserts that the Möbius function � is strongly asymptotically orthogonal to s-step
nilsequences of a fixed complexity. These conjectures have long been known to
be true for s D 1 (essentially by work of Hardy-Littlewood and Vinogradov), and
were established for s D 2 in two papers of the authors. Thus our results in the case
of complexity s 6 2 are unconditional.

In particular we can obtain the expected asymptotics for the number of 4-term
progressions p1 < p2 < p3 < p4 6 N of primes, and more generally for any
(nondegenerate) problem involving two linear equations in four prime unknowns.
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1. Introduction

A Generalised Hardy-Littlewood Conjecture. We let

P WD f2; 3; 5; : : : g � Z

denote the prime numbers. We refer to the lattice points .p1; : : : ; pt /2P t as prime
points in Zt . A basic problem in additive number theory is to count the number
of prime points on a given affine sublattice of Zt in a given range. For instance,
the twin prime conjecture asserts that the number of prime points in f.n; nC 2/ W
n 2 Zg � Z2 is infinite. When the affine lattice is formed by intersecting Zt with
an affine subspace, this problem is equivalent to finding solutions to simultaneous
linear equations in which all unknowns are prime. To formalise these types of
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problems more concretely, it is convenient to parametrise this lattice by d affine-
linear forms, as follows.

Definition 1.1 (Affine-linear forms). Let d; t > 1 be integers. An affine-linear
form on Zd is a function  W Zd ! Z which is the sum  D P C .0/ of a linear
form P W Zd ! Z and a constant  .0/ 2 Z. A system of affine-linear forms on
Zd is a collection ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t / of affine-linear forms on Zd . To avoid trivial
degeneracies we shall require that all the affine-linear forms are nonconstant and no
two forms are rational multiples of each other. The entire system ‰ can be thought
of as an affine-linear map from Zd to Zt , which is the sum ‰ D P‰C‰.0/ of a
linear map P‰ W Zd ! Zt and a constant ‰.0/ 2 Zt ; we refer to the range ‰.Zd / of
this map as an affine sublattice of Zt . We extend ‰ (and P‰) in the obvious manner
to an affine-linear map from Rd to Rt . If N > 0, we define the size k‰kN of ‰
relative to the scale N to be the quantity

(1.1) k‰kN WD

tX
iD1

dX
jD1

j P i .ej /jC

tX
iD1

ˇ̌̌̌
 i .0/

N

ˇ̌̌̌
where e1; : : : ; ed is the standard basis for Zd .

Example 1. The line f.n; nC 2/ W n 2 Zg is the affine lattice associated to the
system ‰ W n 7! .n; nC 2/ with d D 1 and t D 2. This example has bounded size
for any N > 1. The system ‰ W n 7! .n;N �n/ counts pairs of primes which sum
to N , and has bounded size at scale N .

In order to count the number of prime points on an affine lattice, it is conve-
nient to use the von Mangoldt function ƒ W Z! RC, defined by setting ƒ.n/ WD
logp when n > 1 is a power of a prime p, and ƒ.n/D 0 otherwise (in particular,
ƒ.n/D 0 whenever n6 0). We are then interested in estimating the sum

(1.2)
X

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ. i .n//

where K is a convex subset of Rd and Œt � WD f1; : : : ; tg.

Remark. We do not necessarily assume that ‰ is injective, that is to say we
allow the sum in (1.2) to count a single prime point repeatedly. This freedom will
be convenient for us at a later stage of the arguement when we increase the number
d of parameters in order to place ‰ in a certain normal form. However, in most
applications of interest it will indeed be the case that ‰ is injective, and so the
prime points are counted without multiplicity.

The prime number theorem asserts that the average value of ƒ.n/ is 1 for
positive n and 0 for negative n, so it is first natural (cf. Cramer’s model for the
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primes) to consider the much simpler sumX
n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

1RC. i .n//

where we use 1E to denote the indicator of a set E (thus 1E .x/D 1 when x 2E
and 1E .x/ D 0 otherwise). Let us assume that the convex body K is contained
in the box Œ�N;N �d for some large integer N , and let us also assume the size
bounds k‰kN 6L for some L> 0. Then a simple volume packing arguement (see
Appendix A) yields the asymptotic

(1.3)
X

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

1RC. i .n//D ˇ1COd;t;L.N
d�1/D ˇ1C od;t;L.N

d /

where the archimedean factor ˇ1 is defined by

(1.4) ˇ1 WD vold
�
K \‰�1..RC/t /

�
(see Section 3 for our conventions concerning asymptotic notation). Note that the
main term ˇ1 is typically of size N d or so. One can be much more precise about
the nature of the error term, but we will not be concerned with quantitative decay
rates here. Indeed the rates provided by our later arguements will be poor and often
ineffective, and will dominate whatever gains one could extract from the error term
in (1.3).

In view of (1.3) and the prime number theorem, one might naı̈vely conjecture
that the expression (1.2) also enjoys the asymptotic ˇ1C od;t;L.N d /. However
this is not the case due to local obstructions at small moduli. For instance, we have

(1.5)
NX
nD1

ƒ.qnC b/DƒZq .b/N C oq.N /

whenever q > 1 and jbj 6 q, where ƒZq W Z ! RC is the local von Mangoldt
function, that is the q-periodic function defined by setting ƒZq .b/ WD

q
�.q/

when b
is coprime to q and ƒZq .b/D 0 otherwise. Here Zq WD Z=qZ is the cyclic group
of order q and �.q/ WD jZ�q j is the Euler totient function. We shall refer to (1.5) as
the prime number theorem in APs. A well-known quantitative version of this result
is the Siegel-Walfisz theorem, which establishes the asymptotic (1.5) uniformly in
the range q 6 logAN for any fixed A. In this range, the o-term is ineffective, and
if one wishes for an effective error term it is necessary to restrict to q 6 log1�ı N
for some ı > 0. See [10, p. 123] for details.
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More generally, given a system ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t / of affine-linear forms, one
can define the local factor ˇq for any integer q > 1 by the formula

(1.6) ˇq WD En2Zdq

Y
i2Œt�

ƒZq . i .n//:

The symbol E denotes expectation or averaging; see Section 3 for more details.
From the Chinese remainder theorem we see that this factor is multiplicative, in-
deed we have ˇq D

Q
pjq p̌, where the product is over all primes1 p dividing q.

We then have

CONJECTURE 1.2 (Generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture). Let N; d; t; L
be positive integers, and let ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t / be a system of affine-linear forms
with size k‰kN 6 L. Let K � Œ�N;N �d be a convex body. Then we have

(1.7)
X

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ. i .n//D ˇ1
Y
p

p̌C ot;d;L.N
d /

where the archimedean factor ˇ1 and the local factors p̌ for each prime p were
defined in (1.4), (1.6).

Roughly speaking, this conjecture asserts that ƒ “behaves like” the indepen-
dent product of 1RC and ƒZp , as p ranges over primes. In typical applications,
the quantities ˇ1 and p̌ are quite easy to compute explicitly: see Examples 5–9
below. We shall refer to the quantity

Q
p p̌ as the singular product. The local

factors p̌ can be easily estimated:

LEMMA 1.3 (Local factor bounds). With the hypotheses of Conjecture 1.2,
we have p̌ D 1COt;d;L.p

�1/. If furthermore no two of the forms  1; : : : ;  t
are affinely related (i.e. no two of the forms P 1; : : : ; P t are parallel), or if p >
C.t; d; L/N for some sufficiently large constant C.t; d; L/, then we have p̌ D

1COt;d;L.p
�2/.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume p to be large compared to
t; d; L, as the claim is trivial otherwise. Let n be selected uniformly at random
from Zdp . Since the  i are nonconstant, we easily see that ƒZp . i .n// will equal
p
p�1

with probability 1� 1
p

, and 0 otherwise. In particular the product in (1.6)
is equal to . p

p�1
/t D 1COt .

1
p
/ with probability 1�Ot . 1p / and zero otherwise,

which gives the first bound on p̌. Now suppose that either no two of  1; : : : ;  t
are affinely related, or that p > C.t; d; L/N for some sufficiently large C.t; d; L/.
Then for any 16 i < j 6 t , we see from elementary linear algebra that  i .n/ and
 j .n/ will simultaneously be divisible by p with probability O. 1

p2
/; the point is

1More generally, we adopt the convention that whenever a product ranges over p, that p is under-
stood to be restricted to the primes.
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that the hypotheses imply that2  i and  j cannot be linear multiples of each other
modulo p. The desired bound on p̌ then follows from a simple application of the
Bonferroni inequalities (that is, the fact that truncations of the inclusion-exclusion
formula give upper and lower bounds alternately).

In particular we see that the singular series
Q
p p̌ is always convergent, al-

though it could vanish, thanks to the presence of the small primes p DOt;d;L.1/.
A straightforward arguement shows that Conjecture 1.2 implies a conjecture

which counts primes more explicitly:

CONJECTURE 1.4 (Generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture, again). Let N ,
d , t; L;‰;K be as in Conjecture 1.2. Then

jK \Zd \‰�1.P t /j D #fn 2K \Zd W  1.n/; : : : ;  t .n/ primeg

D .1C ot;d;L.1//
ˇ1

logt N

Y
p

p̌C ot;d;L

�
N d

logt N

�
:

(1.8)

Remarks. It would be slightly more accurate to replace ˇ1
logt N

with the more
precise expression Z

K

Y
j2Œt�

1 j .x/>2

log j .x/
dx;

but the difference between these two expressions can be absorbed into the qualita-
tive ot;d;L. / error terms. In most (though not quite all) cases, the singular seriesQ
p p̌ is bounded by Ot;d;L.1/, which allows one to absorb the first error term

into the second. Informally speaking, this conjecture asserts that the probability
that a randomly selected point in ‰.Zd /\Zt

C
of magnitude N is a prime point is

asymptotically 1
logt N

Q
p p̌.

Sketch proof of Conjecture 1.4 assuming Conjecture 1.2. Let 0 < " < 1 be
a small quantity (depending on N; d; t; L) to be chosen later. The contribution to
(1.8) where min16i6t j i .n/j6N 1�" can easily be shown to be ot;d;L;".N d�"=2/

by crude estimates; the analogous contribution to (1.7) can similarly be shown to
be ot;d;L;".N d /. The contribution to (1.7) where at least one of the  i .n/ is a
power of a prime p2; p3; : : : can similarly be shown to be ot;d;L.N d /. Finally,
for the remaining nonzero contributions to (1.7), the quantity

Q
i2Œt�ƒ. i .n// is

equal to .1CO.t"// logt N . Putting all this together, we see that the left-hand side
of (1.8) is

.1CO.t"//
ˇ1

logt N

Y
p

p̌C ot;d;L;"

�
N d

logt N

�
:

2One could view this as a (very simple) manifestation of the Lefschetz principle.
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Setting " to be a sufficiently slowly decaying function of N (for fixed t; d; L) we
obtain the claim.

Note that the case d D t D 1 of the generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture
is essentially the prime number theorem in APs (1.5). We have been referring to
the generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture because Hardy and Littlewood [26]
in fact only conjectured an asymptotic for the number of n 6 N for which the
forms nC b1; : : : ; nC bt are all prime. If this were generalised to deal with the
case of forms a1nC b1; : : : ; atnC bt – the case d D 1 of Conjecture 1.2 – then a
d -parameter version along the lines we have been discussing would follow easily
by holding d �1 of the variables fixed and summing in the remaining one. One has
the impression that, had they thought to ask the question, Hardy and Littlewood
would easily have produced a conjecture for the asymptotic formula. The name
of Dickson is sometimes associated to this circle of ideas. In the 1904 paper [11],
he noted the obvious necessary condition on the ai ; bi in order that the forms
a1nC b1; : : : ; atnC bt might all be prime infinitely often and suggested that this
condition might also be sufficient.

Dickson also suggested that the “experts in the new Dirichlet theory” try their
hand at establishing this. His hope has yet to be realised, however, since the d D 1,
t > 1 case of Conjecture 1.2 seems to be extremely difficult. The twin prime, Sophie
Germain, and weak3 even Goldbach conjectures, for instance, follow easily from
the d D 1, t D 2 case of the conjecture. These cases are probably well beyond
the reach of current technology, although we remark that if one replaces the von
Mangoldt function ƒ with substantially simpler weight functions arising from the
Selberg ƒ2 sieve then such asymptotics can be obtained by standard sieve theory
methods (see Theorem D.3). This in turn leads to upper bounds on (1.2) which
differ from (1.7) only by a multiplicative constant depending only on d; t; L.

Note also that it is possible to establish the case d D 1, t > 1 of the Hardy-
Littlewood conjecture on average over the choice of forms  1; : : : ;  t in a certain
sense; see [2]. This essentially amounts to increasing d , which can place one back
in the “finite complexity” regime discussed below.

Complexity. We will not make any progress on the d D 1, t > 1 case here,
but instead focus on the substantially simpler cases when d > 1 and the system is
“finite complexity” in the following sense.

Definition 1.5 (Complexity). Let ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t / be a system of affine-
linear forms. If 1 6 i 6 t and s > 0, we say that ‰ has i-complexity at most s if
one can cover the t �1 forms f j W j 2 Œt �nfigg by sC1 classes, such that  i does
not lie in the affine-linear span of any of these classes. The complexity of the ‰

3That is, the conjecture that every sufficiently large even number is the sum of two primes.
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is defined to be the least s for which the system has i -complexity at most s for all
16 i 6 t , or1 if no such s exists.

Remark. It is easy to see that one can replace “cover : : : by” by “partition
: : : into” in the above definition without affecting the definition of i -complexity or
complexity. While partitions are slightly more natural here than covers, we prefer
to use covers as it makes it a little easier to compute the complexity in some cases.

Examples 1. The system ‰.n1; : : : ; nd / WD .n1; : : : ; nd /, which counts d -
tuples of independent primes, has complexity 0, because no form ui lies in the
affine span of all the other forms. For any k > 2, the system

‰.n1; n2/ WD .n1; n1Cn2; : : : ; n1C .k� 1/n2/;

which counts arithmetic progressions of primes of length k, has complexity k� 2,
because each form does not lie in the affine span of any other individual form,
though it is in the affine span of any two other forms. The system ‰.n1; n2/ WD

.n1; n2; N �n1�n2/, which counts triples of primes that sum to a fixed number
N , has complexity 1. The system ‰.n1; n2/ WD .n1; n2; n1Cn2�1; n1C2n2�2/,
which counts progressions of primes of length three, whose difference n2 � 1 is
one less than a prime, has complexity 2. The system ‰.n1/ WD .n1; n1C 2/, which
counts twin primes, has infinite complexity. So too does the system ‰.n1/ WD

.n1; N �n1/, which counts pairs of primes which sum to a fixed number N , as well
as ‰.n1/D .n1; 2n1C 1/, which counts Sophie Germain primes. More generally,
any system with d D 1 and t > 1 has infinite complexity.

Example 2 (Cubes). Let d > 2 and t WD 2d�1. Then the system

‰.n1; : : : ; nd / WD
�
n1C

X
j2A

nj

�
A�f2;:::;dg

;

(which counts .d � 1/-dimensional cubes whose vertices are all prime) has a very
large value of t , but has complexity at most d � 2. For instance, if one considers
the form n1, then one can cover the other t � 1 forms by d � 1 classes, with the i th

class consisting of those forms which involve niC1, then n1 is not in the affine span
of any of these classes because the i th class always assigns the same coefficient to
both n1 and niC1. The other forms can be treated similarly after “reflecting” the
cube appropriately.

Example 3 (IP0 cubes). Let d > 1 and t WD 2d � 1. Then the system

‰.n1; : : : ; nd / WD
�
1C

X
j2A

nj

�
A�Œd�IA¤∅

;

which counts d -dimensional cubes pinned at the origin whose remaining vertices
are one less than a prime, also has a large value of t but has complexity at most
d � 1, for reasons similar to the previous example.
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In fact in Example 2 the complexity is exactly d � 2, whilst in Example 3 it
is exactly d � 1. We leave the proofs to the reader.

Example 4 (Balog’s example). Let d > 2 and t WD d.dC1/
2

. Then the system

‰.n1; : : : ; nd / WD .ni Cnj C 1/16i6j6d ;

which counts d -tuples of odd primes p1; : : : ; pd , all of whose midpoints piCpj
2

are
also prime, has complexity 1, even though t is quite large. Indeed, if one considers
the form ni Cnj C 1 with i < j , one can partition the other t � 1 forms into two
classes, those which do not involve ni , and those which do involve ni (and hence
do not involve nj ), and ni C nj C 1 is an affine-linear combination of neither of
these two classes. If instead one considers the form ni C ni C 1D 2ni C 1, one
can partition the other t � 1 forms into two classes, those which involve ni (and
one other nj ), and those which do not involve ni at all, and again 2ni C 1 is an
affine-linear combination of neither of these two classes.

The complexity is a little difficult to compute directly, but the following lemma
gives some easy bounds on this quantity.

LEMMA 1.6 (Complexity bounded by codimension). Let ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t /
be a system of affine-linear forms. Then this system has finite complexity if and only
if no two of the  i are affinely dependent. Furthermore, in this case the complexity
of the system is less than or equal to t � dim. P‰/.

Proof. If two of the forms  i and  j are affinely related, then it is not possible
for the i -complexity to be finite, as  i will lie in the affine span of any collection of
forms which contain  j . Conversely, if no two of the  i are affinely related, then
the i -complexity is at most t�2, as we can partition the t�1 forms f j W j 2 Œt �nfigg
into singletons. This gives the first claim of the lemma.

Now suppose that no two of the  i are affinely dependent. Write r WD dim. P‰/.
Choose any homogeneous form, say P 1; this will be nonzero. Relabelling if
necessary, we may suppose that f P 1; : : : ; P rg is a basis for P‰. Consider the set
f 2; : : : ;  rg along with the singleton sets f rC1g; : : : ; f tg. Clearly  1 is not in
the affine-linear span of any such set, and so the system has 1-complexity at most
t � r . Since this is true with any  i in place of  1, the claim follows.

Remark. This lemma is sharp in all the cases treated in Examples 1, but is very
far from sharp in Examples 2–4. It asserts that the infinite complexity systems are
precisely those which encode a “binary” problem such as the twin prime, Goldbach,
Sophie Germain, or prime tuples conjectures. Observe from Lemmas 1.6 and 1.3
that if the system has finite complexity, then p̌ D 1C Ot;d;L.

1
p2
/ and so the

singular series
Q
p p̌ is either zero, or is bounded above and below by constants
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depending only on t; d; L. In particular we can eliminate the first error term in
(1.8) in this setting.

For systems of complexity 0, The generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture
follows easily from the prime number theorem in APs (1.5). For systems of com-
plexity 1, the conjecture can be treated by the Hardy-Littlewood circle method (see
e.g. [2], [3]). Systems of complexity 2 or higher, on the other hand, are largely out
of reach of the circle method and the conjecture has remained open in these cases.

We mention two directions in which a partial approach to high complexity
cases of the generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture has been made. The first is
that a version of the conjecture remains true if one is willing to enlarge sufficiently
many of the ƒ factors, replacing primes with some notion of an almost prime,
and adjust the singular series appropriately; see for instance Theorem D.3 for a
simplified version of this result. One consequence of this is that upper bounds
in (1.7) (or (1.8)) are known which are only off by a multiplicative constant of
Ot;d;L.1/.

For certain special systems a lower bound of the correct order of magnitude
is available. For some systems such as the cube systems in Example 2 this is rather
simple, involving nothing more than a few applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, despite the fact that such systems can have arbitrarily high complexity.
However, the task of obtaining asymptotics here is just as difficult as obtaining
asymptotics for other systems; see [30] for some related discussion of this phe-
nomenon.

There is also the system ‰.n1; n2/ WD .n1; n1C n2; : : : ; n1C .k � 1/n2/ of
arithmetic progressions of length k, for which the powerful tool of Szemerédi’s
theorem [37] was available. Despite the fact that these systems can have arbitrarily
high complexity, a lower bound for (1.7) and (1.8) was established which was again
only off by a multiplicative constant. In particular this implied that the primes
contain arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions; see [24].

Our arguements in this paper borrow many ideas and results from [24], in
particular drawing heavily on the transference principle developed in that paper.
However we shall not use Szemerédi’s theorem in this paper, as it does not apply
to the general systems of affine-linear forms studied here. Roughly speaking, one
only expects Szemerédi-type theorems for systems which are homogeneous (so
‰.0/D 0) and translation invariant, that is the lattice P‰.Zd / contains the diagonal
generator .1; : : : ; 1/. In any case Szemerédi’s theorem only provides lower bounds
and not asymptotics.

Main result. Our main result settles the generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjec-
ture for any system of affine-linear forms of finite complexity, conditional on two
simpler, partially resolved, conjectures.
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MAIN THEOREM (Generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture, finite complex-
ity case). Suppose that the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/ and the Möbius
and nilsequences conjecture MN.s/ are true for some finite s > 1. Both of these
conjectures will be stated formally in Section 8. Then the generalised Hardy-
Littlewood conjecture is true for all systems of affine-linear forms of complexity
at most s.

We have deferred the precise statement of the conjectures GI.s/ and MN.s/ to
Section 8 on account of the fact that both of them are somewhat technical to state
formally. The impatient reader may wish to jump to that section to view these
conjectures, but for now we settle for informal one-line statements of them.

The inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/ gives an explicit criterion as to
when a bounded sequence of complex numbers is “Gowers uniform of order s”,
this being a measure of pseudorandomness of the sequence; namely, this Gow-
ers uniformity holds whenever the sequence fails to be correlated with any s-step
nilsequence.

The Möbius and nilsequences conjecture MN.s/ asserts that the Möbius func-
tion �.n/ (which is of course closely related to ƒ.n/) does indeed have negligible
correlation with all s-step nilsequences.

Neither of these two conjectures are fully resolved at present. However, the
case s D 1 is classical and was essentially already present in the work of Hardy-
Littlewood and Vinogradov, though not in this language. The conjecture GI.2/
was settled more recently in [23], while the conjecture MN.2/ was settled in [25].
Because of this, we have the following unconditional result:

COROLLARY 1.7. The generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture is true for
all systems of affine-linear forms of complexity at most 2. In particular, thanks
to Lemma 1.6, the generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture is true for any system
‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t / in which no two  i ;  j are affinely dependent, and such that
codim. P‰.Rd //6 2.

We expect both GI.s/ and MN.s/ to be settled shortly for general s, and hope
to report on progress on both of these conjectures in the not-too-distant future4.
We therefore expect to settle the generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture entirely
in the finite complexity case, or in other words we should be able to remove the last
hypothesis in Corollary 1.7. The only unresolved case of the generalised Hardy-
Littlewood conjecture would then be the presumably very hard “binary” or “infinite
complexity” case in which two or more of the forms are affinely related.

4Note added in April 2008: in a recent preprint, the authors have fully resolved the MN.s/ con-
jecture for every s.
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Let us now state some particular new consequences of our results. The first
three are unconditional, while the last two require further progress on the inverse
Gowers-norm and Möbius and nilsequences conjectures.

Example 5 (APs of length 4). The number of 4-tuples of primes p1 < p2 <
p3 < p4 6N which lie in arithmetic progression is .1C o.1//S1

N 2

log4N
, where

S1 WD
3

4

Y
p>5

�
1�

3p� 1

.p� 1/3

�
� 0:4764:

This follows from Corollary 1.7 with the system ‰.n1; n2/ WD .n1; n1Cn2; n1C

2n2; n1C3n2/, withK being the convex region f.n1; n2/ W 16n16n1C3n26N g;
one has ˇ1DN 2=6, ˇ2D 4, ˇ3D 9=8, and p̌ D 1�

3p�1

.p�1/3
for p > 5. Note that

the results in [24] do not give this asymptotic, instead yielding a lower bound of
.cC o.1// N 2

log4N
for some explicitly computable but rather small constant c > 0.

Example 6 (APs of length 3 with common difference p˙ 1). The number of
triples of primes p1<p2<p36N in arithmetic progression, in which the common
difference p2�p1 is equal to a prime plus 1, is .1C o.1//S2N

2 log�4N , where

S2 WD

Y
p>3

�
1�

p2� 4pC 1

.p� 1/4

�
� 1:0481:

The same asymptotic holds for progressions in which p2�p1 is a prime minus 1.
This follows from a similar application of Corollary 1.7 as in Example 5.

Example 7 (Vinogradov 3-primes theorem with a constraint). Let N be a large
odd integer. Then the number of distinct representations of N as p1Cp2Cp3 in
which p1�p2 is equal to a prime minus 1 is .S3.N /C o.1//

N 2

log4N
, where

S3.N / WD
1

3

Y
p>3

pjN 3�N

�
1�

p2� 4pC 1

.p� 1/4

� Y
p>3

p−N 3�N

�
1C

4p� 1

.p� 1/4

�
:

Thanks to Lemma 1.3, we see that S3.N / is bounded above and below by absolute
positive constants independently of N . Again, this result follows from a specific
application of Corollary 1.7.

Example 8 (APs of length k). Let k > 2 be a fixed integer. Assume the
GI.k� 2/ conjecture and the MN.k� 2/ conjecture. Then the number of k-tuples
of primes p1 < p2 < � � �< pk 6N which lie in arithmetic progression is�

1

2.k� 1/

Y
p

p̌C ok.1/

�
N 2

logk N
;
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where

p̌ WD

8̂<̂
:

1
p

�
p
p�1

�k�1
if p 6 k�

1� k�1
p

� �
p
p�1

�k�1
if p > k:

The k D 4 case of this is Example 5; the k D 3 case is due to van der Corput [44];
and the kD 1; 2 cases are equivalent to the prime number theorem. For comparison,
the arguements in [24] give an unconditional lower bound of .ckC o.1// N 2

logk N
for

some ck > 0.

Example 9 (P �1 and PC1 are IP0-sets). Assume s> 0 is such that the GI.s/
and MN.s/ conjectures are true. Then (thanks to Example 3) there exist infinitely
many sC 1-tuples .n1; : : : ; nsC1/ of distinct positive integers such that all of the
sums f

P
i2A ni W A� ŒsC 1�; A¤∅g, are equal to a prime minus 1. Similarly for

the primes plus 1. In particular, we unconditionally have the new result that there
are infinitely many distinct n1; n2; n3 such that n1; n2; n3; n1Cn2; n1Cn3; n2C
n3; n1Cn2Cn3 are all one less than a prime.

Another consequence of the Main Theorem concerns counting the number of
solutions in a given range to a system of linear equations, in which all unknowns
are required to be prime:

THEOREM 1.8 (Linear equations in primes). Assume the GI.s/ and MN.s/
conjectures. Let AD .aij / be an s � t matrix of integers, where s 6 t . Assume the
nondegeneracy conditions that A has full rank s, and that the only element of the
row-space of A over Q with two or fewer nonzero entries is the zero vector. Let
N > 1, let b D .b1; : : : ; bs/ 2 Zs be a vector in AZt D fAx W x 2 Ztg, and suppose
that the coefficients jaij j and the quantities jbi=N j are uniformly bounded by some
constant L. Let K � Œ�N;N �t be convex. Then we have

(1.9)
X

x2K\Zt

AxDb

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ.xi /D ˛1
Y
p

p̨C ot;L;s.N
t�s/;

where the local densities p̨ are given by

(1.10) p̨ WD lim
M!1

Ex2Œ�M;M�t ;AxDb

Y
i2Œt�

ƒZp .xi /

and the global factor ˛1 is given by

(1.11) ˛1 WD #fx 2 Zt W x 2K;Ax D b; xi > 0g:

Theorem 1.8 follows easily from the Main Theorem and some elementary
linear algebra: the details may be found in Section 4. The quantities p̨ and ˛1 can
be easily computed in practice. One can also formulate an analogue of Theorem 1.8
which counts prime solutions to Ax D b, just as Conjecture 1.4 could be deduced
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from Conjecture 1.2. We leave the details to the reader. Theorem 1.8 is not the
most general consequence of the Main Theorem, but it is rather representative. For
instance, it already implies Examples 5–8 (and also implies Example 9 if GI.s/
and MN.s/ are known for all s).

Another simple “qualitative” consequence of the Main Theorem is the follow-
ing.

COROLLARY 1.9 (Qualitative generalised H-L conjecture for finite complex-
ity systems). Suppose that GI.s/ and MN.s/ are true for some s > 1. Let ‰ D
. 1; : : : ;  t / W Z

d ! Zt be a system of complexity at most s, and let K � Rd be an
open convex cone, that is to say an open convex set which is closed under dilations.
Suppose that we have the following two local solvability conditions:
� (Solvability at p) For each prime p, there exists n 2 Zd such that the forms
 1.n/; : : : ;  t .n/ are all coprime to p.

� (Solvability at1) There exists n 2K \Zd such that P 1.n/; : : : ; P t .n/ > 0.

Then there exist infinitely many n 2 K \ Zd such that  1.n/; : : : ;  t .n/ are all
prime.

Remark. The fact that the primes contain infinitely many progressions of
length k significantly generalises the main theorem in [24]. However, for progres-
sions of length k >4, the arguement here is conditional on the conjectures GI.k�2/
and MN.k� 2/.

Proof. Truncating K to Œ�N;N �d , the hypotheses ensure that ˇ1�K;d N
d

and p̌ ¤ 0 for all p. From Lemma 1.3 we conclude that ˇ1
Q
p p̌�K;‰;d;t N

d ,
and the claim now follows by letting N !1.

2. Overview of the paper

This section is a kind of roadmap for the rest of the paper, and is somewhat in-
formal in nature. Also, it employs some terminology which will only be rigorously
defined in later sections.

The bulk of the paper will be concerned with the proof of the Main Theorem.
A substantial portion of our arguement consists of reprising the transference prin-
ciple machinery from [24]. This allows us to model certain unbounded functions,
such as ƒ, by bounded ones. Another large component of this paper consists of
some facts on nilmanifolds which are essentially contained in papers in the ergodic
literature, particularly that of Host and Kra [30]. Unfortunately, as our situation
here is slightly different from that in [24] we cannot simply cite the results we need
directly from that paper, and for similar reasons we cannot cite the nilmanifold
material directly. Thus we have placed a large number of appendices in this paper
in which we slightly modify the arguements from these sources to suit our present
needs.
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In Section 4 we use linear algebra to deduce Theorem 1.8 from the Main
Theorem, and also to reduce the Main Theorem to a simplified form, Theorem 4.5,
in which the archimedean factor ˇ1 is not present and the system ‰ is in a certain
“normal form”. Then we use the “W -trick” from [24] to eliminate the local factors
p̌ and reduce matters to establishing a discorrelation estimate, Theorem 5.2, for

certain variants ƒ0
b;W
� 1 of the von Mangoldt function.

In Section 6, we recall one of the main ingredients of [24]. This is the idea that
the von Mangoldt function ƒ, or more precisely the variants ƒ0

b;W
� 1, are domi-

nated by a certain enveloping sieve � which obeys some good pseudorandomness
properties. The verification of these properties is essentially given in [24, Chaps. 9,
10]. We take the opportunity, in Appendix D, to give a simpler variant along the
lines of unpublished notes of the second author [38].

In Section 7 we recall the generalised von Neumann theorem from [24], which
allows us to use the pseudorandom enveloping sieve � to deduce the desired discor-
relation estimate, Theorem 5.2, from a Gowers uniformity estimate on ƒ0

b;W
� 1.

This latter estimate is the content of Theorem 7.2. We in fact provide a more
general type of generalised von Neumann theorem: the one in [24] was specific to
the case of arithmetic progressions, and did not allow one to count points inside an
arbitrary convex body K. The basic theory of Gowers uniformity norms is reviewed
in Appendix B, whilst the generalised von Neumann theorem itself is proved in
Appendix C, following some preliminaries on convex geometry in Appendix A.

To prove the Gowers uniformity estimate, we begin by stating in Section 8 the
two conjectures we need, namely the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/ and
the Möbius and nilsequences conjecture MN.s/. At this point we pause to present
some easy consequences of these conjectures, deducing in Section 9 some results
concerning the behaviour of the Möbius and Liouville functions along systems of
linear forms. These functions have an advantage over ƒ, in that they are bounded
by 1.

In Section 10 we apply the transference principle technology from [24] to
extend the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/ to cover functions which are
bounded only by a pseudorandom measure. This result, Proposition 10.1, is in a
sense the conceptual heart of the paper. Once this is done the matter is reduced
to the task of showing that ƒ0

b;W
� 1 is asymptotically orthogonal to nilsequences.

The precise statement of such a result is Proposition 10.2.
At this point we need a technical reduction, replacing a nilsequence by a

slightly better behaved averaged nilsequence. This reduction is carried out in
Section 11, and uses some basic structural facts about nilmanifolds and the cubes
within them. These facts are somewhat difficult to extract from the literature, so
we give them in Appendix E. In preparing this appendix we benefitted much from
conversations with Sasha Leibman.
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Finally, to show that ƒ0
b;W
� 1 is asymptotically orthogonal to an averaged

nilsequence, we split ƒ into a “smooth” part ƒ] and a “rough” part ƒ[. This is a
fairly standard construction in analytic number theory which we learnt from [32].
The contribution of the smooth part ƒ] can be handled by the Gowers-Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality (B.12), combined with correlation estimates for truncated divi-
sor sums. The latter type of estimates are given in Appendix D – the technology is
that we used to build the enveloping sieve. The rough part ƒ[ can be handled by
the Möbius and nilsequences conjecture MN.s/, thus concluding the proof.

In Section 13 we gather some concluding remarks concerning possible ex-
tensions of our results, as well as possibilities for making our estimates effective.
We also indicate a proof of (say) the asymptotic in Example 5 which is somewhat
shorter than the one given here, but is harder to motivate from the conceptual point
of view.

In Section 14 we gather some remarks concerning bounds for the error terms
in our main results. The most interesting part of this discussion focusses on what
can be said assuming GRH, since unconditionally all error terms are at present
completely ineffective.

The remainder of the paper consists of appendices which supply proofs for
various results that we need, but which require techniques which are either standard
or somewhat outside the line of the main portion of the paper.

3. General notation

Our conventions for asymptotic notation are as follows. We use Oa1;:::;ak .X/
to denote a quantity which is bounded in magnitude by Ca1;:::;akX for some finite
positive quantity Ca1;:::;ak depending only on a1; : : : ; ak . We write Y �a1;:::;ak X

or X �a1;:::;ak Y for the estimate jY j6Oa1;:::;ak .X/.
In this paper we always think of the parameter N as “large” or “tending to in-

finity”. Thus we use oa1;:::;ak .X/ to denote a quantity bounded by ca1;:::;ak .N /X ,
where ca1;:::;ak .N / is a quantity which goes to zero as N !1 for each fixed
a1; : : : ; ak . We do not assume that the convergence is uniform in these parameters
a1; : : : ; ak .

We do not require the implied constants Ca1;:::;ak , ca1;:::;ak .N / to be effective.
While the arguements presented in this paper are entirely effective, the bounds that
arise in the Möbius and nilsequences conjecture MN.s/, Conjecture 8.5, inevitably
involve Siegel zeroes and are thus ineffective with current technology. They are,
however, effective if the GRH is assumed.

The o-notation being reserved for functions which become small as N !1,
we introduce a further notation, the �-notation, for functions which tend to zero as
their parameters become small. Thus �.ı/ denotes a quantity which tends to 0 as
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ı! 0. Once again the � may be subscripted by other parameters, indicating a rate
of decay which depends on those parameters.

We will frequently take advantage of the fact that two errors involving dif-
ferent parameters can often be concatenated by choosing one of the parameters
properly. To give a typical example, suppose we have a quantity Q.N/ for which
we have established the bound

(3.1) Q.N/6 o�.1/C �.�/

where � 2 .0; 1/ is a parameter at our disposal and Q.N/ does not depend on �.
Then we can concatenate the two error terms by optimising in � and conclude that

(3.2) Q.N/D o.1/:

Indeed for fixed � one may choose N so large that the o�.1/ term in (3.1) is at
most �. This means that Q.N/D �C �.�/, still a function of the form �.�/. Since
� can be as small as one likes, one obtains Q.N/D o.1/. Note that this kind of
trick was already used to deduce Conjecture 1.4 from Conjecture 1.2.

If A is a finite nonempty set and f WA! C is a function, we write jAj for the
cardinality of A and Ex2Af .x/ WD

1
jAj

P
x2A f .x/ for the average of f on A. We

extend this notation to functions of several variables in the obvious manner, thus
for instance Ex2A;y2Bf .x; y/ WD

1
jAjjBj

P
x2A

P
y2B f .x; y/.

For any integer N > 1, we use ŒN � to denote the discrete interval ŒN � WD
f1; : : : ; N g, while ZN denotes the cyclic group ZN WD Z=NZ. At some places in
the arguement it will be convenient to pass from intervals ŒN � to cyclic groups ZN ,
possibly after modifying N by a constant multiplicative factor.

The letter i is too important for use only as the square-root of minus one.
Occasionally it will be used in this capacity and as an index in the same formula.
This ought not to cause any confusion; an earlier attempt to write

p
�1 throughout

made several of our formulae rather difficult to read.
In an earlier version of the paper we used vector notation such as Ex to indicate

that certain elements lay in product spaces such as Zd . It was discovered that
consistent use of this notation rendered certain of our expressions rather difficult
to read, and so we have abandoned this practice. The reader may, at certain times,
need to carefully remind herself of the spaces in which certain variables take values.

Important convention. For the rest of the paper, the parameters t , d , s, L
(which control the size and complexity of our system ‰ D . i /i2Œt� of linear
forms). All implied constants in the �, O. /, or o. / notation are understood
to be dependent on these parameters t; d; s; L, even if we do not subscript them
explicitly. In particular, any quantity depending just on t; d; s; L is automatically
O.1/. Note however that we do allow our system ‰ to vary (for instance, in order
to encompass Vinogradov’s three-primes theorem, ‰ must depend on N ), and our
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estimates will be uniform in the choice of ‰ so long as the parameters t; d; s; L
remain fixed.

4. Linear algebra reductions

In this section we show how the Main Theorem implies Theorem 1.8, and
also reduce the Main Theorem to the case in which the system ‰ is placed in a
suitable “normal form”. More precisely, in this section we reduce both the Main
Theorem and Theorem 1.8 to the simpler Theorem 4.5. Our methods here use
only elementary linear algebra. In particular we do not require precise knowledge
of exactly what the conjectures GI.s/, MN.s/ are at this point. We will however
restrict to the case s > 1, because the case s D 0 follows from the s D 1 case (note
that the conjectures GI.1/, MN.1/ are known to be true) and in any event the s D 0
case can be easily deduced from (1.5). This allows us to avoid some degeneracies
later on.

Derivation of Theorem 1.8 from the Main Theorem. Suppose that we are in
the situation of the Main Theorem. Because A has full rank, and b lies in the
set AZt , the set � WD fx 2 Zt W Ax D bg is a nonempty affine sublattice of Zt

of rank d WD t � s. Since b D O.N/ and A have bounded integer coordinates,
it is not hard to see that � must contain at least one point of magnitude O.N/.
For instance, one could apply any standard linear algebra algorithm to produce an
element of � , which will then necessarily have magnitude O.N/ from inspection
of the algorithm. Furthermore, the generators of this lattice can also be chosen
to have magnitude O.1/, again by applying standard linear algebra algorithms.
Thus we have a multiplicity-free parametrisation � D‰.Zt�s/ for some system of
affine-linear forms ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t / with k‰kN DO.1/.

The full rank of A ensures that the codimension of ‰.Zd / is the minimal
value, namely s. We can then write the left-hand side of (1.9) asX

n2K0\Zt�s

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ. i .n//

where K 0 � Rt�s is the convex body

K 0 WD fy 2 Rt�s W‰.y/ 2Kg:

Note that K 0 is contained in the box Œ�N 0; N 0�t�s for some N 0 DO.N/.
If two of the  i were affinely dependent then two of the coordinates of lattice

points in � would obey an affine-linear constraint. This is equivalent to the row
space of A containing a nontrivial vector with at most two nonzero entries, which
is contrary to assumption. From Lemma 1.6 we conclude that ‰ has complexity
at most s. We now invoke the Main Theorem. Comparing (1.7) with (1.9) we see
that we will be done as soon as we show that ˛1

Q
p p̨ D ˇ1

Q
p p̌C o.N

d /.
For any fixed prime p, the set fn 2 Zt�s W ‰.n/ 2 Œ�M;M�tg is asymptotically
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uniformly distributed in residue classes in Zt�sp in the limit M !1 and hence
p̨ D p̌ . Since the product

Q
p p̌ is either zero or comparable to 1, it thus suffices

to show that ˛1 D ˇ1C o.N d /. But this follows from (1.3).

Elimination of the archimedean factor. We now return to the task of proving
the Main Theorem, using some simple linear algebra to obtain some reductions.

First of all, we can use the following easy trick to hide the “archimedean fac-
tor” ˇ1 from view. Clearly we may intersect K with the convex set ‰�1..RC/t /
and reduce to the case where  i > 0 on K; in this case ˇ1 is simply the volume
of K. In light of (1.3) and the boundedness of the product

Q
p p̌, we can then

rewrite (1.7) as

(4.1)
X

n2K\Zd

� Y
i2Œt�

ƒ. i .n//�
Y
p

p̌

�
D o.N d /:

Remark. One can easily verify the “local” version of this formula,X
n2K\Zd

� Y
i2Œt�

ƒZp . i .n//� p̌

�
D op.N

d /I

indeed this is a variant of the identity p̨ D p̌ discussed previously.

It turns out to be convenient to strengthen the condition  i > 0 slightly, say
to  i >N 9=10. The exact power of N is not important so long as it lies between
0 and 1. One can easily verify, by estimating ƒ crudely by logN , that for each i
the contribution of the case 0 6  i .n/ 6 N 9=10 to (4.1) is o.N d /. We have thus
reduced to showing

THEOREM 4.1 (Finite complexity generalised H-L conjecture, again).Let s>1,
and let ‰ W Zd ! Zt be a system of affine-linear forms of complexity s. Suppose
that the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/ and the Möbius and nilsequences
conjecture MN.s/ are true. Let N > 1 and suppose that k‰kN D O.1/. Let
K � Œ�N;N �t be a convex body such that  1; : : : ;  t > N 9=10 on K. Then (4.1)
holds.

Normal form reduction of the Main Theorem. We now reduce Theorem 4.1
further by placing the system ‰ in a convenient “normal form”. We denote the
standard basis of Zd by e1; : : : ; ed .

Definition 4.2 (Normal form). Let ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t / be a system of affine-
linear forms on Zd , and let s > 0. We say that ‰ is in s-normal form if for every
i 2 Œt �, there exists a collection Ji � fe1; : : : ; ed g of basis vectors of cardinality
jJi j6 sC 1 such that

Q
e2Ji

P i 0.e/ is nonzero for i 0 D i and vanishes otherwise.
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If a system is in s-normal form, then we can explicitly see that for each i 2 Œt �
the i-complexity of the system is at most s. Indeed, we can cover the t � 1 forms
f j W j 2 Œt �nfigg by jJi j classes, where the class associated to a basis vector
e 2 Ji is simply the collection of all the forms  i 0 for which P i 0.e/ D 0; since
P i .e/ ¤ 0, we see that  i cannot lie in the affine span of such a class. It is,

therefore, necessary that a system be of a finite complexity s before admitting an
s-normal form. We now investigate the converse relationship, beginning with some
illustrative examples.

Example 10. The system of affine-linear forms

‰.n1; n2/ WD .n1; n1Cn2; n1C 2n2; n1C 3n2/;

which counts progressions of length four, has complexity 2 but is not in s-normal
form for any s. However the system of affine-linear forms

‰0.n1; n2; n3; n4/

WD .n2C 2n3C 3n4;�n1Cn3C 2n4;�2n1�n2Cn4;�3n1� 2n2�n3/;

which also counts progressions of length four, is also of complexity 2 and is now
in 2-normal form.

Example 11. The system in Example 2, which counts .d � 1/-dimensional
cubes, has complexity d � 2 but is not in s-normal form for any s. However the
system

‰0.n1; : : : ; nd�1; n
0
1; : : : ; n

0
d�1/D

�X
i2A

ni C
X

i2Œd�1�nA

n0i

�
A�Œd�1�

;

which also counts .d � 1/-dimensional cubes, is also of complexity at most d � 2
and is now in .d � 2/-normal form.

Example 12. Let t WD d.dC1/
2

, and consider the system of affine-linear forms

‰.n1; : : : ; nd / WD .ni Cnj C 1/16i6j6d

from Example 4. This system has complexity 1 but is not in s-normal form for any s.
However, if we increase the number of parameters from d to 2d , and consider the
system

‰0.n1; : : : ; nd ; ndC1; : : : ; n2d /

WD

�
ni Cnj C 1CndCi CndCj �

2dX
kDdC1

nk

�
16i6j6d

;

which count the same type of pattern, then this system still has complexity 1 and
is now in 1-normal form. Indeed for the off-diagonal forms i < j we may use
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the basis vectors ei ; ej , while for the diagonal forms i D j we may use the basis
vectors ei ; edCi .

Remark. Informally speaking, if . 1; : : : ;  t / is in s-normal form, then for
each form  i there exist a set of at most sC1 variables .nj /j2Ji , such that  i is the
only form which truly utilises all the variables at once. As we shall see later, this
property will be convenient for establishing a “generalised von Neumann theorem”
(Proposition 7.1), which roughly speaking controls averages such as (4.1) in terms
of Gowers uniformity norms, which we shall recall in Appendix B.

Now we investigate the converse question, namely whether every system of
complexity s has a normal form representation. To formalise this we first need
the concept of extending a system of affine-linear forms by adding some “dummy”
parameters:

Definition 4.3 (Extensions). Let ‰ W Zd ! Zt be a system of affine-linear
forms. An extension of this system is a system ‰0 W Zd

0

!Zt with d 0>d , such that

(4.2) ‰0.Zd
0

/D‰.Zd /

and furthermore if we identify Zd with the subset Zd � f0gd
0�d of Zd

0

in the
obvious manner, then ‰ is the restriction of ‰0 to Zd .

We note that if ‰ is in s-normal form at i , and if ‰0 is an extension of ‰,
then ‰0 is also in s-normal form at i . By the same token, we note also that if
‰D . i /

d
iD1 is in s-normal form, then so is any subsystem . i /i2I , I �f1; : : : ; dg.

Example 13. In Example 4/Example 12, ‰0 is an extension of ‰. This is not
quite the case in Examples 10, 11, because ‰ is not a restriction of ‰0. However in
these two examples, the direct sum ‰˚‰0 of the two systems is both an extension
of ‰ and in normal form; for instance, in Example 10 the system

‰˚‰0.n1; n2; n
0
1; n
0
2; n
0
3; n
0
4/

WD .n1Cn
0
2C 2n

0
3C 3n

0
4; n1Cn2�n

0
1Cn

0
3C 2n

0
4;

n1C 2n2� 2n
0
1�n

0
2Cn

0
4; n1C 3n2� 3n

0
1� 2n

0
2�n

0
3/

is an extension of ‰ which is in 2-normal form.

LEMMA 4.4 (Existence of normal forms). Let ‰ W Zd ! Zt be a system of
affine-linear forms of some finite complexity s. Then there exists an extension ‰0 W
Zd
0

! Zt of ‰ which is in s-normal form, where d 0 D O.1/. Furthermore if the
original system ‰ had size k‰kN D O.1/, then the same is true of the extended
system ‰0.

Proof. Let us fix i 2 Œt �. We shall obtain an extension‰0 WZd
0

!Zt of‰ which
in s-normal form at i , by which we mean that there is a collection Ji �fe1; : : : ; ed 0g
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of basis vectors of cardinality jJi j 6 sC 1 such that
Q
e2Ji

P 0i 0.e/ is nonzero for
i 0 D i and vanishes otherwise. Applying this extension procedure once for each
value of i we shall obtain the result.

By hypothesis, ‰ has i-complexity at most s, and so we can cover Œt �nfig
by s C 1 classes A1; : : : ; AsC1, such that  i is not in the affine-linear span of
f j W j 2 Akg for k 2 ŒsC 1�. In particular, this implies that one can find vectors
f1; : : : ; fsC1 2Qd which “witness this fact”, that is to say such that P j .fk/D 0
and P i .fk/ ¤ 0 all k 2 Œs C 1� and j 2 Ak . By clearing denominators we can
take f1; : : : ; fsC1 2 Zd . Since P‰ has bounded integer coefficients we also see that
f1; : : : ; fsC1 DO.1/. If we now let d 0 WD d C sC 1 and let ‰0 W Zd

0

! Zt be the
system

‰0.n;m1; : : : ; msC1/ WD‰.nCm1f1C � � �CmsC1fsC1/

for all n 2 Zd and m1; : : : ; msC1 2 Z, we easily verify that ‰0 satisfies the desired
s-normal form property at i , as well as the size bounds on ‰0. By repeating this
procedure once for each i we obtain the claim.

Using this lemma it is not hard to show that, in order to prove the Main
Theorem, it suffices to prove the following result for s-independent systems.

THEOREM 4.5 (Primes in affine lattices in normal form). Let s > 1, and let
‰ W Zd ! Zt be a system of affine-linear forms of complexity s in s-normal form.
Suppose that the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/ and the Möbius and nilse-
quences conjecture MN.s/ are true. Let N > 1 and suppose that k‰kN D O.1/.
Let K � Œ�N;N �t be a convex body such that  1; : : : ;  t > N 8=10 on K. Then
(4.1) holds, that is to sayX

n2K\Zd

� Y
i2Œt�

ƒ. i .n//�
Y
p

p̌

�
D o.N d /:

Proof of the Main Theorem assuming Theorem 4.5. By our earlier reduction it
suffices to show that Theorem 4.1 holds. Let ‰, K, N be as in Theorem 4.1. We
may assume N large as the claim is trivial for N small.

Let ‰0 W Zd
0

! Zt be the s-normal form extension given by Lemma 4.4. An
inspection of the proof of that lemma allows us to find vectors fdC1; : : : ; fd 0 2 Zd

of magnitude O.1/ such that

‰0.n;mdC1; : : : ; md 0/ WD‰.nCmdC1fdC1C � � �Cmd 0fd 0/:

(One can also deduce the existence of these vectors directly from the conclusions
of Lemma 4.4.) We observe that the local factors ˇ0p associated to the system ‰0

are precisely the same as the local factors p̌ associated to ‰; this is ultimately
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due to the translation-invariance of Zp. Now let K 0 � Rd
0

be the convex body

K 0 WD
n
.n;mdC1; : : : ; md 0/ 2 Rd

� Œ�N;N �d
0�d
W nCmdC1fdC1C � � �Cmd 0fd 0 2K

o
:

This is contained in Œ�N 0; N 0�d
0

for some N 0 DO.N/. Applying Theorem 4.5 we
conclude X

.n;m/2K0\Zd
0

� Y
i2Œt�

ƒ. 0i .n;m//�
Y
p

p̌

�
D o.N d 0/:

Making the change of variables r WD nCmdC1fdC1C� � �Cmd 0fd 0 , the left-hand
side can be simplified toˇ̌̌

Œ�N;N �d
0�d
\Zd

0�d
ˇ̌̌ X
r2K\Zd

� Y
i2Œt�

ƒ. i .r//�
Y
p

p̌

�

and (4.1) follows upon dividing out by .2N C 1/d
0�d .

This completes our linear algebra manipulations. It now remains to prove
Theorem 4.5, a task which will occupy the remainder of the paper.

5. The W -trick

In the preceding section we were able to eliminate the archimedean factor ˇ1
by assuming that  1; : : : ;  t were nonnegative on K, and using the formulation
(4.1). Now we use a somewhat similar trick, which we term the “W -trick”. This
was a vital trick in [20; 24; 22], where it was used in similar fashion to eliminate
the local factors p̌. Once again, the reductions here will not actually require
any knowledge of the two conjectures GI.s/ and MN.s/, which we shall finally
introduce in Section 8.

Important convention. From now on, fix some slowly growing function w D
w.N/. Any function such that w.N/ 6 1

2
log logN and limN!1w.N/ D 1

would suffice; for definiteness, we shall conservatively set w WD log log logN . The
exact choice of w is only relevant for determining the decay rate of the o. / terms,
but as our final decay bounds are ineffective we will not attempt to optimise in w.

We define the quantity W DW.w/ by

W WD
Y
p6w

pI
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since w 6 1
2

log logN we have W D O.log1=2N/. For each b 2 ŒW � with
gcd.b;W /D 1, let ƒb;W W ZC! RC be the function

(5.1) ƒb;W .n/ WD
�.W /

W
ƒ.W nC b/

where we recall that �.W / D #fb 2 ŒW � W gcd.b;W / D 1g is the Euler totient
function of W . Thus for instance the prime number theorem in APs (1.5) asserts5

that ƒb;W .n/ has average value 1 as n!1. Actually it will be slightly more
convenient to work with the variant

ƒ0b;W .n/ WD
�.W /

W
ƒ0.W nC b/

where ƒ0 is the restriction of ƒ to the primes, i.e. ƒ0.p/D logp for all primes p
and ƒ0.n/D 0 for nonprime p. Thus ƒ0 only differs from ƒ on the (negligible)
set of prime powers p2; p3; : : : :

Recall that we reduced the task of proving the Main Theorem to that of proving
Theorem 4.5. We now make a further reduction, showing that it suffices to prove
the following.

THEOREM 5.1 (W-tricked primes in affine lattices). Let s > 1, and suppose
that‰D . 1; : : : ;  t / WZd!Zt is a system of affine-linear forms in s-normal form
and with k‰kN DO.1/. Suppose that the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/
and the Möbius and nilsequences conjecture MN.s/ are true. Let K � Œ�N;N �t

be any convex body on which  1; : : : ;  t >N 7=10. Then for any b1; : : : ; bt 2 ŒW �
which are coprime to W , we haveX

n2K\Zd

� Y
i2Œt�

ƒ0bi ;W . i .n//� 1

�
D o.N d /:

Remark. Note that the bounds on the right do not depend on b1; : : : ; bt . The
philosophy here is that the functions ƒ0

b;W
should behave “pseudorandomly” with

average value one; this is in contrast with ƒ, which has many local irregularities
with respect to small moduli which necessitate the introduction of the local factors
p̌. This philosophy of passing from ƒ to the more uniformly distributed ƒ0

b;W

underlies the arguements in [24]. In Section 12 we will have to invert the W -trick
and deduce some correlation estimates on ƒ0

b;W
from that on ƒ.

Proof of the Main Theorem assuming Theorem 5.1. By previous reductions,
it suffices to establish Theorem 4.5. Let ‰;K be as in Theorem 4.5. We may
then replace ƒ by ƒ0 as the contribution of the prime powers is easily seen to be

5In order to obtain this statement for w as large as 12 log logN , one needs a more quantitative
version of (1.5) such as the Siegel-Walfisz theorem.
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negligible. To prove (4.1), it then suffices by (1.3) to show that

(5.2)
X

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ0. i .n//D vold .K/
Y
p

p̌C o.N
d /:

We may take N to be large, since the claim is trivial otherwise.
Now the upper bound on w ensures that W 6 logN . From Lemma 1.3 fol-

lowed by the multiplicativity of the local factors ˇ we haveY
p

p̌ D

Y
p6w

p̌C o.1/D ˇW C o.1/I

since vold .K/DO.N d /, we conclude that

vold .K/
Y
p

p̌ D vold .K/ˇW C o.N
d /:

Now let A be the set

A WD fa 2 ŒW �d W gcd. i .a/;W /D 1 for all i 2 Œt �g:

Then from (1.6) we have ˇW D
�

W
�.W /

�t
jAj=W d , which implies that

(5.3) vold .K/
Y
p

p̌ D

X
a2A

�
W

�.W /

�t
W �d vold .K/C o.N

d /:

Also, from Lemma 1.3 we know that ˇW is comparable to 1, and so

(5.4) jAj �

�
�.W /

W

�t
W d :

Next, note that by a simple expansion we have

(5.5)
X

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ0. i .n//D
X

a2ŒW �d

X
n2Zd

WnCa2K

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ0. i .W nC a//:

If a does not lie in A, then  i .W nC a/ will not be coprime to W for some i 2 Œt �.
Since  .W nC a/ > N 7=10 by hypothesis, and W is so small compared to N , we
see that ƒ0. i .W nC a//D 0. Thus we may restrict a to A. Now for each a 2 A
and i 2 Œt �, we can write

 i .W nC a/DW z i;a.n/C bi .a/

where bi .a/ lies in ŒW � and is coprime to W , while z i;a is a translate of  i whose
constant term z i;a.0/ is O.N=W /. Indeed bi .a/ is simply the remainder formed
when dividing  i .a/ by W . We then have

ƒ0. i .W nC a//D
W

�.W /
ƒ0bi .a/;W .

z i;a.n//:
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It follows from (5.5) that
(5.6) X

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ0. i .n//D
X
a2A

�
W

�.W /

�t X
n2Zd

WnCa2K

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ0bi .a/;W .
z i;a.n//:

However from Theorem 5.1 (with N replaced by zN DO.N=W / and zK WD
.K � a/=W : note that kz‰k zN DO.1/) we have

X
n2Zd

WnCa2K

� Y
i2Œt�

ƒ0bi .a/;W .
z i;a.n//� 1

�
D o

�
N

W

�d
:

Recalling (5.4), this together with (5.6) implies that

(5.7)
X

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ0. i .n//D
X
a2A

�
W

�.W /

�t X
n2Zd

WnCa2K

1 C o.N d /:

On the other hand a simple volume-packing arguement (cf. Appendix A) yieldsX
n2Zd

WnCa2K

1DW �d vold .K/C o
�
N

W

�d

and so, using (5.4) once more together with (5.7), we see thatX
n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ0. i .n//D
X
a2A

�
W

�.W /

�t
W �d vold .K/C o.N

d /:

Subtracting this against (5.3) we see that the left-hand side of (5.2) is o.N d /. This
proves the claim.

Theorem 5.1, as we have just seen, implies the Main Theorem. Before moving
on to the more substantial arguements in this paper, we give one further simple
reduction, deducing Theorem 5.1 from the following variant.

THEOREM 5.2 (Final technical reduction). Let s>1, and let‰D . 1; : : : ;  t / W
Zd ! Zt be a system of affine-linear forms in s-normal form. Suppose that the in-
verse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/ and the Möbius and nilsequences conjecture
MN.s/ are true. Let K � Œ�N;N �t be any convex body on which  1; : : : ;  t >
N 7=10. Then for any b1; : : : ; bt 2 ŒW � which are coprime to W , we haveX

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

.ƒ0bi ;W . i .n//� 1/D o.N
d /:
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Indeed, Theorem 5.1 follows immediately from Theorem 5.2 by splitting each
ƒ0
bi ;W

as .ƒ0
bi ;W
� 1/C 1, expanding out the product in Theorem 5.1, and using

Theorem 5.2 repeatedly, noting that any subsystem of ‰ will still be in s-normal
form.

The remainder of the paper shall be devoted to establishing Theorem 5.2.

6. The enveloping sieve

In previous sections we have reduced matters to establishing a certain discor-
relation estimate, Theorem 5.2, for the functions ƒ0

bi ;W
� 1. A major difficulty in

the analysis here is that these functions are not bounded uniformly in N . However,
as in [24], [22], we shall be able to import tools from sieve theory. In particular, we
use the principle of the “enveloping sieve”. This is a well-behaved function �, some
constant multiple of which provides a pointwise bound for the functions ƒ0

bi ;W
�1.

Of course, the function � will not be bounded as N !1; however it does obey
a number of very good correlation or pseudorandomness estimates which assert,
roughly speaking, that � “effectively behaves like” the bounded function 1.

To define the notion of pseudorandomness properly we recall the linear forms
condition and correlation condition from [24], modified slightly for the application
at hand. In the following three definitions we assume that N is a large positive
integer, and that N 0 DN 0.N / is a prime number of size N <N 0 6Os;t;d;L.N /.

Definition 6.1 (Measures). A measure on ZN 0 is a function � W ZN 0 ! RC

(depending of course on N 0 and hence on N ) with

(6.1) En2ZN 0
�.n/D 1C o.1/:

Definition 6.2 (Linear forms condition). Let � be a measure on ZN 0 , and let
m0; d0 and L0 be positive integer parameters. Then we say that � satisfies the
.m0; d0; L0/-linear forms condition if the following holds: given 1 6 d 6 d0,
1 6 t 6 m0, and any finite complexity system ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t / of affine-linear
forms on Zd with all coefficients of P‰ bounded in magnitude by L0, we have

(6.2) En2Zd
N 0

Y
i2Œt�

�. i .n//D 1C om0;d0;L0.1/:

In this expression we induce the affine-linear forms  j W ZdN 0 ! ZN 0 from their
global counterparts  j W Zd ! Z in the obvious manner.

Remarks. Note that (6.2) includes (6.1) as a special case. Strictly speaking,
it would be more accurate to call measures “probability densities”, and the linear
forms condition is really an “affine-linear forms condition”, but we will keep the
notation as above for brevity and compatibility with [24]. In [24] the coefficients
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of the affine-linear forms were allowed to be rational with bounded numerator
and denominator. Since N 0 is a large prime, it is always possible in practice to
clear denominators and deal only with forms having integer coefficients. Note that
Theorem 5.1 is a (conditional) assertion that the ƒb;W essentially obey the linear-
forms condition. Thus trying to establishing the linear forms condition for ƒb;W
would essentially be as hard as trying to prove the Main Theorem. The point of
the definition, however, is that it will suffice to achieve the much simpler task of
majorising ƒb;W by constant multiples of measures � which obey this condition.
Finally, we note that the error term in (6.2) is uniform over all choices of constant
term ‰.0/.

Definition 6.3 (Correlation condition). Let � W ZN 0 ! RC be a measure, and
let m0 be a positive integer parameter. We say that � satisfies the m0-correlation
condition if for every 1<m6m0 there exists a weight function � D �m WZN 0!RC

which obeys the moment conditions

(6.3) En2ZN 0
�q.n/�m;q 1

for all 16 q <1 and such that

(6.4) En2ZN 0

Y
i2Œm�

�.nC hi /6
X

16i<j6m

�.hi � hj /

for all h1; : : : ; hm 2 ZN 0 , not necessarily distinct.

Remarks. Because we are only seeking upper bounds here rather than asymp-
totics, this condition would follow from a standard upper bound sieve such as
Selberg’s sieve. One should compare this condition with the much more difficult
prime tuples conjecture, which is part of the “infinite complexity” case d D 1, t > 1
of the generalised Hardy-Littlewood conjecture. The correlation condition will
only be used implicitly in this paper, as it is needed in the proof of [24, Prop. 8.1],
which is in turn used in the proof of Proposition 10.3.

LetD be a positive integer. We call a measureD-pseudorandom if it obeys the
.D;D;D/-linear forms and D-correlation conditions. In practice, we shall work
with measures which are D-pseudorandom where D is a sufficiently large function
of s; d; t; L. The exact value will not be terribly important for our arguements and,
whilst it could be specified explicitly, we shall not do so.

Our next task is to show that the functions ƒ0
b1;W

; : : : ; ƒ0
bt ;W

can be domi-
nated by a D-pseudorandom measure for any fixed D that we choose, providing
we are willing to concede multiplicative constants that depend on D.

PROPOSITION 6.4 (Domination by a pseudorandom measure). Let D > 1 be
arbitrary. Then there is a constant C0 WD C0.D/ such that the following is true.
Let C >C0, and suppose thatN 0 2 ŒCN; 2CN �. Let b1; : : : ; bt 2 f0; 1; : : : ; W �1g
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be coprime to W WD
Q
p6w p. Then there exists a D-pseudorandom measure

� W ZN 0 ! RC which obeys the pointwise bounds

1Cƒ0b1;W .n/C � � �Cƒ
0
bt ;W

.n/�D;C �.n/

for all n 2 ŒN 3=5; N �, where we identify n with an element of ZN 0 in the obvious
manner.

The proof of this proposition is a minor variant of that in [24]. For the sake of
completeness we present a proof in Appendix D. The constant C is a technicality
needed to avoid certain “wraparound” issues when passing from ŒN � to ZN 0 and
can be largely ignored.

The philosophy of the transference principle developed in [24] is that func-
tions which are dominated by pseudorandom measures behave almost as if they
were bounded, for the purposes of computing correlations and other multilinear
averages. We shall see examples of this in later sections. For now, we turn to the
first significant step in the paper, namely the reduction of matters to establishing a
Gowers uniformity norm estimate for ƒ0

b;W
� 1.

7. Reduction to a Gowers norm estimate

We shall informally refer to a function f W ŒN �! C as being Gowers uniform
of order s if its Gowers uniformity norm kf kU sC1ŒN � is small; see Appendix B
for definitions and basic properties of this norm. A basic principle is that Gowers
uniform functions of order s have a negligible impact on multilinear averages of
complexity s or less. An example of this is [24, Prop. 5.3], but we will prove a much
more general result of this type here. We refer to such statements as generalised
von Neumann theorems. The name originally came from results in ergodic theory
such as [30, Th. 11.1], but it has been convenient to use the name to describe a large
number of contexts in additive combinatorics in which some kind of expression is
bounded using Gowers norms6.

A crucial observation in [24] is that this type of principle also applies to un-
bounded functions, so long as these unbounded functions are in turn dominated
pointwise by a suitably pseudorandom measure.

PROPOSITION 7.1 (Generalised von Neumann theorem). Let s; t; d; L be pos-
itive integer parameters as usual. Then there are constants C1 and D, depending
on s; t; d and L, such that the following is true. Let C1 6 C 6 Os;t;d;L.1/ be
arbitrary and suppose that N 0 2 ŒCN; 2CN � is a prime. Let � W ZN 0 ! RC be a
D-pseudorandom measure, and suppose that f1; : : : ; ft W ŒN �! R are functions
with jfi .x/j6 �.x/ for all i 2 Œt � and x 2 ŒN �. Suppose that ‰D . 1; : : : ;  t / is a

6Another example of this is the Koopman von Neumann theorem, which we will introduce in
Section 10.
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system of affine-linear forms in s-normal form with k‰kN 6L. Let K � Œ�N;N �d

be a convex body such that ‰.K/� ŒN �t . Suppose also that

min
16j6t

kfj kU sC1ŒN � 6 ı

for some ı > 0. Then we have

(7.1)
X
n2K

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//D oı;C .N
d /C �C .ı/N

d :

Remarks. For an explanation of the �-notation, we refer the reader to Sec-
tion 3. One could specify explicit values for C1;D, but we have not done so. In
applications to the primes we will always take C >C0.D/, where C0 is the function
defined in Proposition 6.4.

This proposition is a variant of [24, Prop. 5.3]. It is somewhat more elaborate
than that result in that it applies to a general system of affine linear forms, and
one has the flexibility of summing over an arbitrary convex body. Once the convex
body is handled by standard techniques, however, the only real tool that is needed is
several applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This is a common feature
of generalised von Neumann theorems. We give a proof of Proposition 7.1 in
Appendix C, which uses some preliminaries in Appendices A, B but is otherwise
self-contained. Using Propositions 6.4 and 7.1 we reduce Theorem 5.2, and hence
the Main Theorem, to the following Gowers uniformity estimate.

THEOREM 7.2 (Gowers uniformity estimate). Let N;w > 1, and let b 2 ŒW �
be coprime to W D

Q
p6w p. Suppose that the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture

GI.s/ and the Möbius and nilsequences conjecture MN.s/ are true for some s > 1.
Then we have

kƒ0b;W � 1kU sC1ŒN � D o.1/:

Remark. Observe (cf. Examples 2 and 11) that this theorem is a special case
of Theorem 5.2. Thus the generalised von Neumann theorem, Proposition 7.1, can
be viewed as an assertion that the U sC1 average is “universal” or “characteristic”
among all multilinear averages of complexity s, even when dealing with functions
that are bounded only by a pseudorandom measure.

Proof of Main Theorem assuming Theorem 7.2. By previous reductions, is
suffices to prove Theorem 5.2. Let the notation and assumptions be as in that
theorem. By enlarging N by a multiplicative factor of O.1/ if necessary we may
assume that‰.K/� ŒN �t . LetDDDs;t;d;L be the constant in Proposition 7.1, and
set C WDmax.C1; C0.D//, where C0 is the function appearing in Proposition 6.4
and C1 is the one appearing in Proposition 7.1. Applying Bertrand’s postulate, we
may select a prime N 0 such that CN 6N 0 6 2CN . Let � be the D-pseudorandom
measure given by 6.4. Then the functions fi .n/ WD c �.ƒ0bi ;W �1/ will be pointwise
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dominated in magnitude by � for some suitably small constant c D cs;t;d;L > 0.
Applying Theorem 7.2 and Proposition 7.1, we obtain the desired estimate after
dividing out the factors of c.

We have now completed yet another reduction, and it remains to prove Theo-
rem 7.2. Note that we have eliminated the system ‰ of affine-linear forms, as well
as the convex body K, replacing them both with the Gowers norm U sC1ŒN �; the
parameters d; t have also disappeared. In order to proceed further, we need to ex-
ploit some deeper facts and conjectures concerning the Gowers norm. In particular
we shall shortly need the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/, to which we now
turn.

8. The inverse Gowers-norm and Möbius and nilsequences conjectures

Nilsequences. The purpose of this section is to state the two conjectures GI.s/
and MN.s/ which have appeared in many of the above theorems, most recently in
Theorem 7.2. Both conjectures revolve around the concept of a nilsequence, which
we now pause to recall.

Definition 8.1 (Nilmanifolds and nilsequences). Let G be a connected, simply
connected, Lie group. We define the central seriesG0�G1�G2� : : : by defining
G0DG1DG, and GiC1D ŒG;Gi � for i > 2, where the commutator group ŒG;Gi �
is the group generated by fghg�1h�1 W g 2 G; h 2 Gig. We say that G is s-step
nilpotent if GsC1 D 1. Let � � G be a discrete, cocompact subgroup. Then the
quotient G=� is called an s-step nilmanifold. If g 2G then g acts on G=� by left
multiplication, x 7! g � x. By a an s-step nilsequence, we mean a sequence of the
form .F.gnx//n2N, where x 2G=� is a point and F WG=�! R is a continuous
function. We say that the nilsequence is 1-bounded if F takes values in Œ�1; 1�.

Remark. For a full technical treatment of nilsequences, see [8]. The reader
might consult [5], [30], [33] for the ergodic theory perspective, or other papers
of the authors [21], [23], [25] for various discussions more-or-less in the spirit of
additive combinatorics.

As remarked above, the exact definition of a nilsequence will not be terribly
important to our arguements here. In the s D 2 case, representative examples of
nilsequences are those associated to the Heisenberg nilmanifold, which is discussed
in detail in [5], [21], [23], [25]. See also the proof of Proposition 8.4.

Remark. Note that we are requiring our nilpotent groups to be connected and
simply connected. The latter hypothesis is not overly restrictive, since if G is
connected, then it may be assumed to be simply connected by passing to a universal
cover. The connectedness assumption however is more substantial; the nilpotent
groups constructed in the ergodic theory literature (e.g. in [30]) are not always
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shown to be connected. However, Sasha Leibman [34] has indicated to us that it
suffices, in the context of the GI.s/ conjecture, to deal with connected G. We will
elaborate on this point in a future paper if necessary, but the issue does not need to
be addressed here. This is because the arguements used in proving the cases s 6 2,
which are the only cases of the conjectures established so far, give connectedness
as a byproduct.

As we shall need to be rather quantitative regarding these nilmanifolds, we
shall arbitrarily endow7 each nilmanifold G=� with a smooth Riemannian metric
dG=� . We then define the Lipschitz constant of a nilsequence F.gnx/ to be the
Lipschitz constant of F .

Remark. Note that the Lipschitz constant of a nilsequence depends on the
choice of metric dG=� one places on the nilmanifold; there is no obvious canonical
metric to assign to any given nilmanifold, and so the Lipschitz constant is a some-
what arbitrary quantity. However if one replaces the metric with another smooth
Riemannian metric then from the compactness of G=� we see that the Lipschitz
constant is only affected by at most a multiplicative constant. One could replace the
Lipschitz constant here by other quantitative measures of regularity, such as Hölder
continuity norms or C k norms, but this will not significantly affect the statements
of the conjectures here, basically because a function which is controlled in one of
these norms can be approximated in a quantitative manner as the uniform limit of
functions controlled in any other of these norms.

Remark. The Lipschitz nilsequences form an algebra in the following sense:
if f .n/ is an s-step nilsequence on G=� with Lipschitz constant M , and zf .n/ is an
s-step nilsequence on zG=z� with Lipschitz constant zM , and both nilsequences are
bounded by O.1/, then f .n/˙ zf .n/ or f .n/ zf .n/ is an s-step nilsequence on the
product nilmanifold .G=�/� . zG=z�/ with Lipschitz constant O

M; zM
.1/. However,

nilsequences as we have defined them are not closed under uniform limits. This
leads to a slight conflict between the nomenclature of the present paper and that
of (for example) [5]. In that paper the objects we have called nilsequences are
referred to as basic nilsequences; a nilsequence is then a uniform limit of basic
nilsequences. Since our analysis is essentially finitary in nature we will not make
any further mention of this distinction.

7Strictly speaking, we are abusing notation here; a nilmanifold should not be represented solely
by the quotient space G=� , but rather as a quadruplet .G; �;G=�; dG=� / (and the Lie group G
should in turn be expanded to explicitly mention the group operations, coordinate charts, etc.). Sim-
ilarly, the nilsequence should not be represented solely as F.gnx/, but should really be the octuplet
.G; �;G=�; dG=� ; g; x; F; .n 7! F.gnx///. However we shall continue to abuse notation in order
to simplify the exposition.
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The inverse Gowers-norm conjecture. An important feature of s-step nilman-
ifolds is that they have significant “constraints” connecting arithmetic progressions
of length sC2, or cubes of dimension sC1. Roughly speaking, given the first sC1
elements x; g � x; g2 � x; : : : ; gs � x of a progression in an s-step nilmanifold G=� ,
the next element gsC1 �x of the progression and all further elements are essentially
completely determined as continuous functions of these first sC 1 elements. For
a precise formulation of this assertion see [23, Lemma 12.7]. Similarly, when
considering an s-dimensional “cube” fg!11 : : : g

!s
s � x W .!1; : : : ; !s/ 2 f0; 1g

sg in
G=� , the final vertex g1 : : : gs �x of this cube is essentially a continuous function of
the other 2s�1 elements of this cube. See Appendix E for more precise formulations
of this statement, which we will make heavy use of in this paper. As a consequence
of either of these facts, we can relate nilsequences to the U sC1 norm. The next
result is in this direction, but it is not sufficiently general for our later applications.
We state it now to introduce the concept of nilsequences obstructing uniformity,
and because it can be proved using earlier results.

PROPOSITION 8.2 (Nilsequences obstruct uniformity). Let s > 1 be an integer
and let ı 2 .0; 1/ be real. Let G=� D .G=�; dG=�/ be an s-step nilmanifold
with some fixed smooth metric dG=� , and let .F.gnx//n2N be a bounded s-step
nilsequence with Lipschitz constant at most M . Let f W ŒN �! Œ�1; 1� be a function
for which

En2ŒN �f .n/F.g
n
� x/> ı:

Then we have
kf kU sC1ŒN ��s;ı;M;G=� 1:

Proof. See [23, Prop. 12.6]. The lower bound arising in that proposition
was stated to depend on the continuous function F W G=� ! C, and not just on
kF kLip. However, an examination of the proof reveals that the arguement can be
made uniform in F , for a given value of kF kLip.

Remark. It turns out that one can relax the assumption that f be uniformly
bounded, requiring only that f be bounded in L1 norm; see Corollary 11.6.

The inverse Gowers-norm conjecture is an assertion in the converse direction,
that nilsequences are the only obstruction to uniformity. More precisely, we have
for each s > 1 the following conjecture:

CONJECTURE 8.3 (GI.s/ conjecture). Suppose that 0 < ı 6 1. Then there
exists a finite collection Ms;ı of s-step nilmanifolds G=� D .G=�; dG=�/ with the
following property. Given any N and any f W ŒN �! Œ�1; 1� such that

kf kU sC1ŒN � > ı;
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there is a nilmanifoldG=�2Ms;ı and a 1-bounded s-step nilsequence .F.gnx//n2N

on it with Lipschitz constant Os;ı.1/, such that

jEn2ŒN �f .n/F.g
nx/j �s;ı 1:

This conjecture in this form is due to the authors. It was hinted at in [23, �13]
and is being stated formally for the first time here. The evidence in favour of it is
strong. First of all we know that the cases s D 1; 2 are true. The case s D 1 is an
exercise in harmonic analysis. Indeed in this case one can take G=� to just be the
standard unit circle R=Z, so that M1;ı is a singleton set independent of ı. The case
s D 2 was established, with some effort, in [23] and is stated in Proposition 8.4
below. Note that things are not so simple when s > 1, and it is known that as ı
decreases to zero, the collection Ms;ı of nilmanifolds G=� that one must employ
must have cardinality going to infinity8.

PROPOSITION 8.4 (The GI.2/ conjecture, [23]). The GI.2/ conjecture holds
in the form stated above. In fact the group G may be taken to be a product of
O.ı�O.1// Heisenberg groups

�
1 R R
0 1 R
0 0 1

�
, and the discrete cocompact subgroup �

may be taken to be a product of copies of
�
1 Z Z
0 1 Z
0 0 1

�
.

Proof. This is almost [23, Th. 12.8]. In that theorem, a nilsequence was con-
structed in a somewhat ad hoc manner from another type of object, a generalised
quadratic phase. In the arguement of that paper, however, the nilpotent groups
constructed were not all Heisenberg groups. Some of them were isomorphic to
R2 �Z, which is not connected and hence, with our definition, cannot be used to
construct a nilmanifold.

More precisely, in the proof of [23, Th. 12.8] it is shown that if kf kU 3 > ı
then ˇ̌

En2ŒN �f .n/F1.g
nx/e.n2�/

ˇ̌
� exp.�ı�O.1//;

where F1.gnx/ is a product of nilsequences coming from O.ı�O.1// Heisenberg
groups (which are all connected and simply-connected), � 2 R=Z, and e.x/ WD
e2�ix . In [23, Th. 12.8] we proceeded by constructing e.n2�/ as a nilsequence
coming from a skew torus which, being a quotient of the disconnected nilpotent
Lie group

�
1 R R
0 1 Z
0 0 1

�
, is not immediately helpful in the present context. However we

might just as easily have observed that�
1 �� ��
0 1 2
0 0 1

�n
D

�
1 �n� �n2�
0 1 2n
0 0 1

�
8This seems to be related to the fact, known to the ergodic theorists, that the inverse limit of

1-step nilsystems is a 1-step nilsystem, but the same is not true for s-step nilsystems, s > 2.
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which, upon quotienting by the right action of
�
1 Z Z
0 1 Z
0 0 1

�
, leads toh�

1 �� ��
0 1 2
0 0 1

�ni
D

��
1 f�n�g fn2�g
0 1 0
0 0 1

��
:

Here we have moved our matrix under the right action of � so that it lies in the
fundamental domain

F WD
n�

1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1

�
W �

1
2
< x; y; z 6 1

2

o
I

see [25] for further discussion. The fractional parts ftg are chosen to lie in .�1
2
; 1
2
�.

This almost exhibits e.n2�/ as a nilsequence coming from the Heisenberg
group, but there is one small problem: the function�

1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1

�
7! e.z/

from F to C does not extend to a continuous function on G=� , since there are
discontinuities on the boundary @F.

To get around this one may introduce a smooth partition of unity .�j /j2J on
.R=Z/2, where each function �j is supported on (say) a square of width 1=100.
Each function �

1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1

�
7! �j .x; y/e.z/

does extend to a Lipschitz function on G=� . This makes it clear that e.n2�/ may,
after all, be realised as a nilsequence coming from a product of O.1/ Heisenberg
groups.

For higher values of s, the conjecture GI.s/ remains open. However, signifi-
cant support in favour of this conjecture arises from the combinatorial and Fourier-
analytic work of Gowers [19], in which a “local” form of this conjecture was estab-
lished in order to provide a new proof of Szemerédi’s theorem. Further substantial
support for the conjecture comes from the ergodic-theoretic work of Host-Kra [30].

The Möbius and nilsequences conjecture. Our main results are concerned with
the von Mangoldt function ƒ.n/ and with functions derived from ƒ, such as ƒ0

b;W
.

It turns out, however, to be convenient to rewrite this function in terms of the closely
related Möbius function � W Z! f�1; 0;C1g, defined by setting �.n/ WD .�1/d

when n is the product of d distinct primes, and �.n/ D 0 otherwise. The main
advantage of doing so is that � is a 1-bounded function, whereas ƒ patently is not.
As is well known, ƒ and � are related by the identity

(8.1) ƒ.n/D
X
d jn

�.d/ log
n

d
D�

X
d jn

�.d/ log d

for all n> 1. In principle this allows us to reduce the task of estimating correlations
involving ƒ to that of estimating correlations involving �, although when doing
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so the unbounded weight log n
d

and the summation over d will introduce some
dangerous factors of O.logN/ which must be handled with some caution.

Suppose we formally apply Conjecture 8.3 to the task of proving Theorem 7.2,
ignoring for now the significant issue thatƒ0

b;W
�1 is not uniformly bounded. Then

we expect to reduce this theorem to the assertion thatƒ0
b;W
�1 has small correlation

with any s-step nilsequence. In the light of (8.1), we expect this statement to be
related to the corresponding assertion for the Möbius function �. We formalise
this latter statement as the following conjecture.

CONJECTURE 8.5 (MN.s/ conjecture). Let G=� D .G=�; dG=�/ be an s-step
nilmanifold with smooth metric dG=� , and let .F.gnx//n2ŒN � be a bounded s-step
nilsequence with Lipschitz constant M . Then we have the boundˇ̌

En6N�.n/F.g
nx/

ˇ̌
�A;M;G=�;s log�AN

for any real number A > 0.

Remark. It is important to note that the implied constant is not allowed to
depend on g and x. The case s D 1 can be reduced to a classical result of Dav-
enport [9]; see [25, �6] for details. The case s D 2 was the main result of [25].
The case s > 2 remains open; however, we certainly expect MN.s/ to be true
in this case because of the Möbius randomness heuristic from analytic number
theory, which states that � exhibits a substantial degree of orthogonality to any
suitably “Lipschitz” function. Moreover, it seems likely that the techniques we
developed to prove MN.2/ will eventually extend to cover MN.s/, s > 3, as well.
This is another ongoing area of research. As is well known, even when s D 1

the current technology for establishing this conjecture yields ineffective implied
constants in the�A;M;G=� due to our lack of knowledge regarding the existence
of Siegel zeroes. This ultimately makes the decay rates in the Main Theorem
(and its corollaries) similarly ineffective. If the GRH is assumed, the estimates do
become effective. However they are still somewhat poor for s > 2, largely because
the bounds in the GI.2/ conjecture obtained in [23] are a little weaker than one
might hope for.

9. Correlation estimates for Möbius and Liouville

Perhaps the heart of the present paper is Section 10, in which it is shown how,
in certain circumstances, the requirement of 1-boundedness can be dropped in the
GI.s/ conjecture. This section is an aside to the main line of our arguement, in
which we use what we already have to obtain estimates similar to the generalised
Hardy-Littlewood conjecture for the Möbius function and the related Liouville func-
tion � WN!f�1;C1g, defined to be the unique completely multiplicative function
such that �.p/D�1 for all primes p.
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PROPOSITION 9.1 (Correlation estimates for � and �). Let d; t; L be positive
integers, let N be a large positive integer parameter, and let ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t /
be a system of affine-linear forms with size k‰kN 6 L and complexity at most s.
Assume the GI.s/ and MN.s/ conjectures. Let K � Œ�N;N �d be a convex body.
Then we have

(9.1)
X

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

�. i .n//D os;t;d;L.N
d /

and
(9.2)

X
n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

�. i .n//D os;t;d;L.N
d /:

Remark. Note the lack of any local factors p̌; ˇ1. This makes Proposi-
tion 9.1 rather appealing from a certain point of view. It also provides an instance
of the “Möbius randomness heuristic” alluded to above.

Proof. We begin by applying Proposition 7.1, the generalised von Neumann
theorem. Since � and � are 1-bounded, this may be applied with the pseudoran-
dom measure � set equal to the constant function 1, which is obviously D-pseudo-
random for all D. We note that in this case the proof of Proposition 7.1 that we give
in Appendix C is rather simpler than in the case of a more general �; specifically,
one can use Corollary B.3 in place of Corollary B.4, while the verification of (C.10),
(C.11) is trivial when � D 1.

The application of Proposition 7.1 reduces (9.1) to the statement

(9.3) k�kU sC1ŒN � D os.1/:

Applying the GI.s/ conjecture, it is sufficient to establish that

(9.4) En6N�.n/F.g
nx/D os;M;ı.1/

uniformly over all nilmanifolds G=� 2Ms;ı and all 1-bounded M -Lipschitz nilse-
quences .F.gnx//n6N on G=� . Indeed the truth of such a statement implies, by
the GI.s/ conjecture, that k�kU sC1ŒN � 6 ı, and one may then take ı arbitrarily
small to deduce (9.3). Recalling that jMs;ı j DOı;s.1/, we see that (9.4) follows
immediately from (a weak form of) the MN.s/ conjecture. This proves (9.1).

The proof of (9.2) proceeds similarly. It suffices to establish the analogue of
(9.4), that is to say the bound

(9.5) En6N�.n/F.g
nx/D os;M;ı.1/

uniformly over all nilmanifolds G=� 2Ms;ı and all 1-bounded M -Lipschitz nilse-
quences .F.gnx//n6N on G=� . We begin by noting the identity

�.n/ WD
X
d2jn

�
� n
d2

�
:
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This implies that for any positive real X , any fixed G=� 2Ms;ı and any 1-bounded
M -Lipschitz nilsequence .F.gnx//n6N on G=� we have

En6N�.n/F.g
nx/(9.6)

D En6N

X
d2jn

�
� n
d2

�
F.gnx/

D

X
d6X

En6N 1d2jn�
� n
d2

�
F.gnx/C

X
d>X

En6N 1d2jn�
� n
d2

�
F.gnx/

D

X
d6X

Ek6N=d2�.k/F.g
d2kx/CO.X�1/:

By replacing g by gd
2

in the MN.s/ conjecture we obtain the bound

Ek6N=d2�.k/F.g
d2kx/D oG=�;M;d .1/:

Substituting into (9.6) we obtain

En6N�.n/F.g
nx/D oG=�;M;X .1/CO.X

�1/:

Let " > 0 be arbitrary. Taking X WD 1=", we may make this expression smaller
than a constant times " by taking N sufficiently large. This implies that

En6N�.n/F.g
nx/D oG=�;M .1/:

Recalling once more that jMs;ı j D Os;ı.1/, we therefore obtain (9.5) and hence
(9.2).

Let us remark that, as with the Main Theorem, Proposition 9.1 is unconditional
in the cases s D 1; 2.

We conclude with a mention of a conjecture of Chowla [7], which asserts that
� is uniformly distributed on any polynomial, thus for instance

(9.7) Ey1;y26N�.P.y1; y2//D oP .1/

for any polynomial P WN�N!N of two variables. Our results imply (for instance)
the following case of Chowla’s conjecture.

PROPOSITION 9.2. Let P W N �N! N be a polynomial of degree at most
4 which is the product of homogeneous linear factors over Q, and which is not a
rational multiple of a perfect square. Then we have

Ey1;y26N�.P.y1; y2//D oP .1/:

The proof is immediate from (9.2) and the complete multiplicativity of �; note
that we can easily eliminate any repeated factors in P and so the system of linear
forms associated to P will be nondegenerate. We remark that this conjecture was
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also recently verified for all homogeneous polynomials of degree at most three in
[27], [28]. Removing the homogeneity assumption looks hopeless with current
technology; the case P.y1; y2/D y1.y1C 2/ is already roughly of the same order
of difficulty as the twin prime conjecture.

10. Transferring the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture

Recall that we are trying to use the inverse Gowers-norm and Möbius and
nilsequences conjectures to prove Theorem 7.2. We cannot apply the Gowers In-
verse conjecture directly to prove Theorem 7.2, because ƒ0

b;W
� 1 is not bounded

uniformly in N . The difficulty here is similar to that encountered in [24], in
which Szemerédi’s theorem, which ostensibly only establishes multiple recurrence
bounds for bounded functions, needed to be extended to an unbounded function
such as ƒ01;W . We will use a similar resolution to that in [24], namely to transfer
the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture to the situation of a function bounded by a
pseudorandom measure. More precisely, the purpose of this section is to prove the
following result.

PROPOSITION 10.1 (Relative inverse Gowers-norm conjecture). Assume the
GI.s/ conjecture. For any 0 < ı 6 1 and any C > 20, there exists a finite collection
Ms;ı;C of nilmanifolds G=�D.G=�; dG=�/ with the following property. Let N>1.
Suppose that N 0 2 ŒCN; 2CN � is a prime, that � W ZN 0 ! RC is an .sC 2/2sC1-
pseudorandom measure, that f W ŒN �! R is a function with jf .n/j6 �.n/ for all
n 2 ŒN � and that kf kU sC1ŒN � > ı. Then there exists G=� 2Ms;ı;C together with
a 1-bounded s-step nilsequence .F.gnx//n2Z with Lipschitz constant Os;ı;C .1/,
such that

jEn6Nf .n/F.g
nx/j �s;C;ı 1:

Remarks. This looks significantly more complicated than the ordinary GI.s/
conjecture, but this is something of an illusion. Most of the complexity comes
from the need for the additional dependence on C . A largeish value of C might
be required in order to construct an appropriate pseudorandom measure � on ZN 0

(cf. Proposition 6.4) and so we leave C unspecified in this proposition.

In view of Proposition 10.1 and Proposition 6.4, it is not hard to see that
Theorem 7.2, and hence the Main Theorem, follows from the next proposition. All
one need do is choose C WD max.C0..s C 2/2sC1/; 20/, where C0 is the func-
tion appearing in Proposition 6.4. This ensures that an appropriate pseudorandom
measure � can be constructed.

PROPOSITION 10.2 (W -tricked von Mangoldt orthogonal to nilsequences).
Let s > 1, and assume the MN.s/ conjecture. Let G=� D .G=�; dG=�/ be an
s-step nilmanifold with smooth metric dG=� , and let .F.gnx//n2ŒN � be a bounded
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s-step nilsequence with Lipschitz constant M . Let b 2 ŒW � be coprime to W . Then
we have the bound

En2ŒN �.ƒ
0
b;W .n/� 1/F.g

nx/D oM;G=�;s.1/:

Remark. In principle, Proposition 10.2 is substantially easier to establish than
the preceding reductions of the Main Theorem, such as Theorem 7.2. This is
because we are now computing the correlation of ƒ (or ƒ0

b;W
� 1) with respect

to a “low complexity” sequence F.gnx/, rather than the more complicated task
of computing a multilinear correlation of ƒ with itself. In particular one can now
hope to use tools such as Vinogradov’s method to establish this proposition. Indeed,
the computation of exponential sums such as

P
n2ŒN �ƒ.n/e.˛n/, or more gener-

ally
P
n2ŒN �ƒ.n/e.˛n

k/, are essentially model cases of Proposition 10.2 and are
well-known to be treatable by Vinogradov’s method. However, Proposition 10.2 is
somewhat more general as it also (for example) asserts some control on generalised
polynomial exponential sums such as

P
n2ŒN �ƒ.n/e.˛nbˇnc/, where b�c is the

greatest integer function. See [25] for further discussion of the link between such
functions and 2-step nilsequences. Thus we see that the inverse Gowers-norm
conjecture GI.s/ is a powerful tool for establishing bounds on the Gowers norms
U sC1, and thence to all multilinear averages of complexity at most s.

We prove Proposition 10.2 in later sections. For the remainder of this section
we derive Proposition 10.1 from the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture.

A Koopman-von Neumann theorem.9 The primary tool in deducing Proposi-
tion 10.1 from the Gowers Inverse conjecture is the following structure theorem,
which allows us to decompose an arbitrary function f which is bounded pointwise
by � into a bounded function and a Gowers-uniform function.

PROPOSITION 10.3 (Koopman-von Neumann theorem). Let s > 1 and let
N 0 > N > 1 be an integer. Suppose that � is an .s C 2/2sC1-pseudorandom
measure on ZN 0 , and that f W ZN 0 ! R is a function such that jf .n/j 6 �.n/
pointwise. Then we may decompose f D f1Cf2, where

(10.1) sup
n2ZN 0

jf1.n/j6 1

and

(10.2) kf2kU sC1.ZN 0 / D o.1/:

9This term has something in common with the term “generalised von Neumann theorem” in that
it originally came from analogies with ergodic theory. We now use it in our work to describe a range
of theorems whose general aim is to decompose a given function f into the sum of a function f1
which is somehow less complicated than f , together with an error f2 which is small in some Gowers
norm.
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If furthermore f is supported in f�N; : : : ; N g for some N <N 0=10, then we may
arrange matters so that f1 and f2 are both supported on f�2N; : : : ; 2N g.

Remark. Informally, this theorem asserts that in the U sC1 topology, bounded
functions are dense in the class of functions bounded by �. This fact (and re-
finements thereof), in conjunction with generalised von Neumann theorems such
as Proposition 7.1, underlie the “transference principle” from [24] which allow
one to convert results for multilinear averages of 1-bounded functions to results
for multilinear averages of functions bounded by a pseudorandom measure. This
principle is essential for our arguements here, as it allows us in many cases to
manipulate functions such as ƒb;W as if they were uniformly bounded.

Proof. Let us first make the observation that we can weaken (10.1) to

(10.3) sup
n2ZN 0

jf1.n/j6 1C o.1/

since one could simply transfer the o.1/ error in (10.3) to the f2 component after-
wards, using the triangle inequality on (10.2).

We shall rely heavily on a similar result from [24, Prop. 8.1]. Before we give
this result we need some notation.

Definition 10.4 (Conditional expectation). If f W ZN 0! R is a function and
16p61, we denote kf kLp.ZN 0 / WD .En2ZN 0

jf .n/jp/1=p , with the usual conven-
tion that kf kL1.ZN 0 / WD supn2ZN 0

jf .n/j. If B is a �-algebra on ZN 0 , that is to
say the Boolean algebra generated by the atoms of a partition of ZN 0 , we define the
conditional expectation E.f jB/ of f relative to B to be the orthogonal projection
in L2.ZN 0/ from f to the B-measurable functions.

In our current notation, Proposition 8.1 from [24] asserts10 the following.

PROPOSITION 8.1 OF [24]. Suppose that N 0 > N and that � W ZN 0 ! R>0

is an .sC 2/2sC1-pseudorandom measure. Let f W ZN 0 ! R be such that jf .n/j6
�.n/ for all n 2 ZN 0 . Let " 2 .0; 1/ be a small parameter, and assume N 0 is suffi-
ciently large depending on ". Then there exists a �-algebra B and an exceptional
set � 2B such that

� (smallness condition)

(10.4) EZN 0
.�1�/D o".1/I

10In [24] the result is only stated when 06 f .n/6 �.n/, but exactly the same proof applies under
the more general assumption that jf .n/j6 �.n/. In any case, in order to prove Proposition 10.3 one
could always decompose f into nonnegative and negative parts f CCf � and follow the proof for
each part separately. The key point to note is that the function f C1 is nonnegative, whilst f �1 6 0.
Thus f1 D f C1 Cf

�
1 satisfies the requisite L1 bound (10.3).
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� (� is uniformly distributed outside of �)

(10.5) k.1� 1�/E.� � 1jB/kL1.ZN 0 / D o".1/

and

� (Gowers uniformity estimate)

(10.6) k.1� 1�/.f � E.f jB//kU sC1.ZN 0 / 6 "
1=2sC2

D �s.�/:

Let " be chosen later (it will eventually be a slowly decaying function of N ).
If N is sufficiently large depending on ", we can invoke the above theorem. Write

f D f1Cf2 D f1Cf
.1/
2 Cf

.2/
2 ;

where

f1 WD .1� 1�/E.f jB/;

f
.1/
2 WD .1� 1�/.f � E.f jB//

and
f
.2/
2 WD 1�f:

Then by (10.5) we have

(10.7) kf1kL1.ZN 0 / 6 1C o".1/:

Also, by (10.6) we have

(10.8) kf
.1/
2 kU sC1.ZN 0 /

D �s.�/:

Next, we claim that

(10.9) kf
.2/
2 kU sC1.ZN 0 /

D o".1/:

To see this, first note that from (10.4) we have

(10.10) kf
.2/
2 kL1.ZN 0 /

D o".1/:

Secondly, we prove that for functions g for which jgj is bounded pointwise by
a pseudorandom measure �, the L1.ZN 0/ norm controls the U sC1.ZN 0/-norm.
Indeed for such a function we have

kgk2
sC1

U sC1.ZN 0 /
D E

n2ZN 0 ;h2Z
sC1

N 0
g.n/

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

!¤0

g.nC! � h/

6 En2ZN 0
jg.n/j sup

n
E
h2Z

sC1

N 0

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

!¤0

�.nC! � h/

D kD�kL1.ZN 0 /kgkL1.ZN 0 /;
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where
D�.n/ WD

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

!¤0

�.nC! � h/

is the dual function associated to �. However a simple application of the linear
forms condition, given in detail in [24, Lemma 6.1], confirms that

kD�kL1.ZN 0 / 6 1C o.1/:

This concludes the proof of (10.9). From this, (10.8), and the triangle inequality
for the U sC1.ZN 0/ norm we conclude that

kf2kU sC1.ZN 0 / 6 o".1/C �.�/:

Choosing " to be a sufficiently slowly decaying function of N we obtain the first
part of Proposition 10.3.

It remains to deal with the situation where f is supported11 in f�N; : : : ; N g.
We can write f .n/D f .n/ .n/, where  WZN 0! Œ0; 1� equals 1 on f�N; : : : ; N g,
vanishes outside of f�2N; : : : ; 2N g and interpolates smoothly in the range N 6
jnj 6 2N . One could, for example, take  to be a de la Vallée Poussin kernel.
If f D f1C f2 is the previous decomposition, then upon multiplying by  we
obtain f D Qf1C Qf2, where Qf1 WD f1 and Qf2 WD f2 . The function Qf1 contin-
ues to enjoy the bound (10.3) but now also has the desired support property. To
confirm that Qf2 enjoys the bound (10.2), simply use Fourier series to break  up
as a rapidly convergent linear combination of linear phases e.n�=N /, and use the
triangle inequality combined with the phase invariance (B.11) of the U sC1 norm.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 10.3.

Proof of Proposition 10.1. Suppose that N 0 2 ŒCN; 2CN � is prime, that � W
ZN 0!R is an .sC2/2sC1-pseudorandom measure, that f W ŒN �!R is a function
with jf .n/j6 �.n/ for all n 2 ŒN � and that kf kU sC1ŒN � > ı. Applying Proposition
10.3 we may decompose

f D f1Cf2;

where kf1kL1.ZN 0 /6 1 and kf2kU sC1.ZN 0 /D o.1/. Since C >10, we may further
assume that both f1 and f2 are supported in f�2N; : : : ; 2N g. By Lemma B.5 the
assumption that kf kU sC1ŒN � > ı implies that kf kU sC1.ZN 0 /�C;s ı, and hence
that kf1kU sC1.ZN 0 /�C;s ı. Applying Lemma B.5 once more, we conclude that
kf1kU sC1.f�2N;:::;2N g/�C;s ı.

We now apply the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/, translating f�2N;
: : : ; 2N g to the interval Œ4NC1�, to conclude that there exists an s-step nilmanifold

11An alternate way to proceed at this point is to modify the proof of [24, Prop. 8.1], where the
� -algebra B is initialised not at the trivial factor, but rather at the factor generated by f�N; : : : ; N g.
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G=� D .G=�; dG=�/ from a fixed finite collection G=� 2Ms;ı;C , together with a
bounded s-step nilsequence .F.gnx//n2N generated by this nilmanifold and with
Lipschitz constant Os;ı;C .1/, such that

jE�2N6n62Nf1.n/F.g
nx/j �s;ı;C 1:

On the other hand, from (10.2) and the contrapositive of Proposition 8.2 we have

jE�2N6n62Nf2.n/F.g
nx/j D oG=�;s;ı;C .1/:

If N >N0.s; ı; C / is large depending on s, ı and C , we conclude that

jE�2N6n62Nf .n/F.g
nx/j �s;ı;C 1

and the claim follows (since f is supported on ŒN �).
If by contrast N DOs;ı;C .1/ then the claim is trivial, since all norms on ŒN �

are then equivalent up to factors of ON .1/DOs;ı;C .1/, and all functions on ŒN �
can be expressed as nilsequences (say on the torus R=Z) with Lipschitz constant
ON .1/DOs;ı;C .1/.

11. Averaging the nilsequence

To summarise so far, we have reduced the task of showing that the GI.s/
conjecture implies the Main Theorem to the much easier task of establishing Propo-
sition 10.2. This, recall, is an estimate on the correlation between the number-
theoretic function ƒ0

b;W
.n/� 1 and the nilsequence F.gnx/.

The purpose of this section is to perform a rather technical modification to
the nilsequence F.gnx/, which is necessary for the following reason. At a later
stage in the proof we would like to discard certain “small” components of the
function ƒ0

b;W
.n/� 1 from this correlation. Some of these components will be

easy to discard; for instance, any error which is small in L1 norm will be easily
removed since the nilsequence is bounded. However, there will be one component
of ƒ0

b;W
.n/�1 that we shall encounter (namely, the term arising from the “smooth”

component ƒ] of the von Mangoldt function) which will not be small in L1, but
is instead small in the Gowers norm U sC1ŒN �. In principle, Proposition 8.2 or
Corollary 11.6 would allow us to safely drop such terms. Unfortunately, a problem
arises because the component of ƒ0

b;W
.n/ � 1 that we are trying to discard is

not bounded, and we have also not been able to dominate this component by a
pseudorandom measure or even to establish a bound for it in L1. To get around
this problem, we need to improve the “regularity” of the nilsequence F.gnx/. In
particular we must convert it to an object which we can bound in the dual norm
U sC1ŒN ��, defined as usual by the formula

kF kU sC1ŒN �� WD supfjEn2ŒN �f .n/F.n/j W kf kU sC1ŒN � 6 1g:

This dual norm also appeared in [24], and plays a similar rôle there as it does here.
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It would be pleasant if every s-step nilsequence was automatically bounded in
the U sC1ŒN �� norm. Unfortunately, this statement is false even in the s D 1 case,
as in that case it amounts to a certain l4=3 summability estimate on the Fourier
coefficients of Lipschitz functions on a compact abelian group. There is no such
estimate if the group is of sufficiently high dimension. Of course one can rectify
this by replacing the Lipschitz functions with smooth functions. It seems likely
that a similar claim is true for higher s, but it also seems likely that a proof would
involve a finer analysis of the structure of nilmanifolds than we need for the rest
of our arguement.

Fortunately, however, we can achieve an adequate substitute result by replac-
ing the concept of a nilsequence by its convex hull. Definition 11.1 provides a
precise definition.

Definition 11.1 (Averaged nilsequences). Let G=� D .G=�; dG=�/ be an
s-step nilmanifold, and let M > 0. An s-step averaged nilsequence on G=� with
Lipschitz constant at most M is a function F.n/ having the form

F.n/D Ei2IFi .g
n
i xi /;

where I is some finite index set, and for each i , Fi .gni xi / is a bounded s-step
nilsequence on G=� with Lipschitz constant at most M .

Remark. An averaged nilsequence of the type just described is a genuine
nilsequence on the nilmanifold .G=�/I . However the averaging set I will, in
applications, have size comparable to N and so in our finitary world these av-
eraged nilsequences should be thought of as a strict generalisation of the notion
of a nilsequence. Were it not for the desire to avoid issues of measurability, we
might even have replaced the finite averaging operator Ei2I by an integration over
a suitable probability space.

We now state the crucial technical lemma we need, which allows us to replace
a nilsequence by an averaged nilsequence with a good U sC1ŒN �� bound.

PROPOSITION 11.2 (Decomposition of nilsequences).Let G=�D.G=�;dG=�/
be an s-step nilmanifold, and let M > 0. Suppose that .F.gnx//n2N is a bounded
s-step nilsequence on G=� with Lipschitz constant at most M . Let " 2 .0; 1/ and
suppose that N > 1. Then we may effect the decomposition

(11.1) F.gnx/D F1.n/CF2.n/;

where F1 WN! Œ�1; 1� is an averaged nilsequence on .G=�/2
sC1�1 with Lipschitz

constant OM;";G=�.1/ and obeying the dual norm bound

(11.2) kF1kU sC1ŒN �� �M;";G=� 1;
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while F2 W N! R obeys the uniform bound

(11.3) kF2k1 DO."/:

Remark. At present, our decomposition (11.1) depends on the parameter N .
It is possible to modify the arguement below in such a way that the decomposi-
tion is independent of N , but this requires generalising the notion of an averaged
nilsequence by replacing the averaging over a finite set I with an integral over a
continuous probability measure. As this introduces some minor technical issues
such as measurability, we shall settle for the slightly weaker formulation of Propo-
sition 11.2 given above, as it still suffices for our application.

We shall prove Proposition 11.2 shortly. Assuming it for the moment, we
may make yet another reduction of the Main Theorem. This we do by reducing
Proposition 10.2 (which, as we have already shown, implies the Main Theorem) to
the following result.

PROPOSITION 11.3 (W-tricked ƒ orthogonal to averaged nilsequences). Let
s > 1, and assume the MN.s/ conjecture. Let G=� D .G=�; dG=�/ be an s-
step nilmanifold with smooth metric dG=� , and let F1.n/ be an averaged s-step
nilsequence with Lipschitz constant M . Let b 2 ŒW � be coprime to W . Suppose we
also have the dual norm bound

(11.4) kF1kU sC1ŒN �� 6M 0:

Then we have the bound

En2ŒN �.ƒ
0
b;W .n/� 1/F1.n/D oM;M 0;G=�;s.1/:

Indeed, to deduce Proposition 10.2 from Proposition 11.3, let " 2 .0; 1/ be
arbitrary and apply Proposition 11.2. The contribution of F2 will be bounded by
O."/C o".1/ thanks to (1.5) and (11.3). The contribution of F1 can be controlled
using Proposition 11.3. Putting these estimates together leads to the bound

En2ŒN �.ƒ
0
b;W .n/� 1/F.g

nx/D oM;G=�;s;".1/C o".1/CO."/:

Letting " go to zero sufficiently slowly, we obtain the claim.
In later sections we shall prove Proposition 11.3. For now we turn to the task

of proving Proposition 11.2.

Proof of Proposition 11.2. Fix G=� , s, M . Observe that if we have proven the
proposition for a single Lipschitz function F , then if we perturb F in the L1 norm
by " then the statement is still true for the perturbed function (with slightly worse
implied constants in the O. / notation). On the other hand, since G=� is a compact
metric space, we know from the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem that the space of Lipschitz
functions F on G=� with Lipschitz constant at most M is equicontinuous and
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hence compact in the uniform topology. In particular, it can be covered by finitely
many balls in the uniform metric of radius "=2, say. In view of this compactness12,
we see that it will suffice to establish the qualitative version of the proposition,
namely given any continuous function F (not necessarily Lipschitz) and any " > 0,
we have a decomposition (11.1) for all N > 1, g 2G and x 2G=� , where F1 is
an averaged nilsequence on G=� with Lipschitz constant uniform in g; x;N , and
with dual norm kF1kU sC1ŒN �� bounded uniformly in N; g; x, and F2 obeys the
bound (11.3).

Fix F and ". To proceed further we need to detect some “constraints” on the
orbit n 7! gnx in G=� . The most convenient framework for giving such constraints
will be the .sC 1/-dimensional parallelepipeds in G=� , as studied in [30].

Definition 11.4 (Parallelepipeds in nilmanifolds). Let .G=�/f0;1g
sC1

denote
the space of all 2sC1-tuples .x!/!2f0;1gsC1 . An .sC1/-dimensional parallelepiped

is any element of .G=�/f0;1g
sC1

having the form

.gnC!�hx/!2f0;1gsC1

for some g 2 G, x 2 G=� , n 2 Z, and h 2 ZsC1. Here, and for the remainder of
the paper, we write ! � h WD !1h1C � � � C!sC1hsC1 where ! D .!1; : : : ; !sC1/
and hD .h1; : : : ; hsC1/.

A fundamental property of s-step nilmanifolds is that the value of any one
vertex of a parallelepiped (say, the zero vertex x0sC1 , where 0sC1 WD .0; : : : ; 0/) is
determined “continuously” by all the other vertices. In the following proposition,
and for the remainder of the paper, write f0; 1gsC1� WD f0; 1gsC1 n f0sC1g.

PROPOSITION 11.5 (Parallelepiped constraint). There exists a compact set

†� .G=�/f0;1g
sC1
�

and a continuous function P W†!G=� such that, for any .sC 1/-dimensional
parallelepiped .x!/!2f0;1gsC1 , we have .x!/!2f0;1gsC1� 2† and the constraint

x0sC1 D P..x!/!2f0;1gsC1�
/:

This proposition is a topological and algebraic statement about the structure
of nilmanifolds, and it was essentially proved in [30]. We supply a complete and
self-contained proof in Appendix E, taking the opportunity to introduce the Host-
Kra cube groups. A closely related statement regarding arithmetic progressions
in nilmanifolds appeared in [23, Lemma 12.7]; results of this latter type seem to

12One could also use the compactness of G=� to remove the requirement that all bounds be uni-
form in x. However the parameter g ranges over the noncompact group G and cannot be eliminated
so easily; the range of the parameter n is similarly noncompact. Thus we will be forced to look for
constraints in the orbit gnx which are independent of g and n. This helps motivate our introduction
of cubes below.
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have been around in the ergodic theory community for some time and feature, for
instance, in the papers of Furstenberg [12], [13].

For now, we shall simply illustrate this proposition with two model examples
before continuing with the proof of Proposition 11.2.

Example 14 (Abelian shift). Take s D 1, let G be an abelian Lie group, and
let � be a cocompact lattice in G. Thus G=� is a compact abelian Lie group, and
any action of g 2G on G=� has the form of a shift x 7! xCg. Of course, G=� is
a 1-step nilmanifold. A 2-dimensional parallelepiped in this nilmanifold takes the
form .xCng; xC .nCh1/g; xC .nCh2/g; xC .nCh1Ch2/g/. The first vertex
is a function of the other three. In the notation of Proposition 11.5 we can take
† WD .R=Z/3 and P W†!G=� be the map P.y10; y01; y11/ WD y01Cy10�y11
and we easily verify that y00 D P.y10; y01; y11/ whenever .y00; y10; y01; y11/ is
a 2-dimensional parallelepiped.

Example 15 (Skew shift). For the sake of illustration, we consider a quotient
G=� where G is 2-step nilpotent but not connected. The way we have set things
up in this paper, then, G=� does not qualify as a nilmanifold; however one can
modify this example so that it genuinely takes place in a nilmanifold (cf. the proof
of Proposition 8.4).

Set G WD
�
1 Z R
0 1 R
0 0 1

�
and � WD

�
1 Z Z
0 1 Z
0 0 1

�
. Then G is 2-step nilpotent, and G=�

may be identified with the torus .R=Z/2 via the map

.x; y/ 7!
�
1 0 y
0 1 x
0 0 1

�
�:

Taking g WD
�
1 1 0
0 1 ˛
0 0 1

�
, it is easy to check the action of g on G=� is given by

.x; y/ 7! .xC ˛; yC x/. The 3-dimensional parallelepipeds of this nilflow take
the form�
xC .nC! � h/˛; yC 1

2
.nC! � h/.nC! � hC 1/˛C .nC! � h/x

�
!2f0;1g3

:

The key point to note here is that the first coordinate is at most linear in n; h, while
the second coordinate is at most quadratic. Take the set † to be the set of all
7-tuples ..x! ; y!//!2f0;1g3� with the linear constraints

x000C x011 D x010C x001

x000C x101 D x001C x100

x000C x110 D x100C x010:

The map P W†! .R=Z/2 is given by the alternating sum

P
��
.x! ; y!/

�
!2f0;1g3�

�
WD �

X
!2f0;1g3�

.�1/j!j.x! ; y!/:
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This is ultimately a reflection of the fact that linear and quadratic functions have
vanishing third derivative. Note, in contrast to the previous example, that for the
skew shift a vertex of a 2-dimensional parallelepiped is not determined continu-
ously by the other three vertices.

Now we return to the task of proving Proposition 11.2. Let P and † be as in
Proposition 11.5. The function x 7! F.P.x// is continuous on the compact metric
space †. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, we may approximate this function to
uniform accuracy O."/ by a finite linear combination of tensor products of bounded
Lipschitz functions on G=� , obtaining the uniform approximation

F.P.x//D
X
˛2A

Y
!2f0;1g

sC1
�

H!;˛.x!/CO."/

for some finite index set A and some 1-bounded Lipschitz functionsH!;˛ WG=�!
Œ�1; 1�. In particular, since .gnC!�h/

!2f0;1g
sC1
�

lies in† and the image of this point
under P is gnx, we have

F.gnx/D
X
˛2A

Y
!2f0;1g

sC1
�

H!;˛.g
nC!�hx/CO."/

for all g 2G, x 2G=� , n 2 Z, and h 2 Z.
Now we introduce the parameterN > 1 and average13 the h parameter over the

box ŒN �sC1. In fact it is necessary to perform this averaging somewhat smoothly,
to which end we take a smooth function cutoff � W R! Œ0; 1� which is supported
on Œ�1; 2� and equals 1 on Œ0; 1�, and then set

F.gnx/D F1.n/CF2.n/

where

F1.n/ WD
X
˛2A

Eh2ŒN �sC1�.h1=N/ : : : �.hsC1=N/
Y

!2f0;1g
sC1
�

H!;˛.g
nC!�hx/

and F2.n/DO."/. In particular, we have kF1k16 1CO."/ since F is bounded by
1. By shrinking the Lipschitz functions H!;˛ by a multiplicative factor of 1�O."/,
and transferring the error over to F2, we may in fact ensure that kF1k1 6 1.

Now observe that for each fixed ˛; ! and h the function given by

n 7!H!;˛
�
gnC!�hx

�
DH!;˛

�
gn.g!�hx/

�
13One could take a limit here as N ! 1, using an ergodic theorem to ensure suitable con-

vergence; this would make the decomposition F D F1 C F2 independent of N , but at the cost of
replacing the finite averaging in the definition of an averaged nilsequence with an infinite one. We
omit the details.
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is a Lipschitz nilsequence on the s-step nilmanifold G=� , with Lipschitz constant
independent of N , g and x. We remarked, in Section 8, that the Lipschitz nilse-
quences form an algebra in a certain sense. From this remark we conclude that F1
is an averaged Lipschitz s-step nilsequence on the product space .G=�/f0;1g

sC1
� ,

again with Lipschitz constant independent of N; g and x. To conclude the proof it
suffices to show that F1 is also bounded in U sC1ŒN �� uniformly in N; g and x. By
the triangle inequality and the definition of the U sC1ŒN �� norm, it thus suffices to
show that the absolute value of
(11.5)

En2ŒN �Ih2ŒN �sC1f .n/�.h1=N/ : : : �.hsC1=N/
Y

!2f0;1g
sC1
�

H!;˛.g
nC!�hx/

is uniformly bounded in N; g; x whenever f W ŒN �!R satisfies kf kU sC1ŒN �61.
From this point onwards we do not care what the functions n 7!H!;˛.g

nx/ ac-
tually are: it is merely important that they are 1-bounded. For that reason we
write b!.n/DH!;˛.gnx/, whereupon the quantity (11.5) that we are to show is
uniformly bounded becomes

(11.6) En2ŒN �Ih2ŒN �sC1f .n/�.h1=N/ : : : �.hsC1=N/
Y

!2f0;1g
sC1
�

b!.nC! � h/:

At this point we transfer to a group ZN 0 where N 0 D 10sN (say). Slightly
abusing notation, the expression (11.6) is, up to factors of Os.1/, equal to

(11.7) E
n2ZN 0 Ih2Z

sC1

N 0
f .n/�.h1=N/ : : : �.hsC1=N/

Y
!2f0;1g

sC1
�

b!.nC! � h/:

Here we have extended f from ŒN � to all of ZN 0 by defining it to be zero outside
of ŒN �. Now by taking a Fourier expansion on ZsC1N 0 we may write

�.h1=N/ : : : �.hsC1=N/D
X

r1;:::;rsC1

cr1;:::;rsC1e
�
.r1h1C � � �C rsC1hsC1/=N

�
:

By choosing the cutoff � to be sufficiently smooth, we may ensure thatX
r1;:::;rsC1

jcr1;:::;rsC1 j DOs.1/:

Thus to show that (11.7) is uniformly bounded it suffices to show the same for

(11.8) E
n2ZN 0 Ih2Z

sC1

N 0
f .n/e

�
.r1h1C� � �CrsC1hsC1/=N

� Y
!2f0;1g

sC1
�

b!.nC! �h/

for all r1; : : : ; rsC1 2 ZN 0 . It is easy to see that the exponential may be split up
and incorporated into the b!. / terms, and therefore we have reduced the matter to
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placing a bound on

(11.9) E
n2ZN 0 Ih2Z

sC1

N 0
f .n/

Y
!2f0;1g

sC1
�

b!.nC! � h/:

Now we are assuming that kf kU sC1ŒN � 6 1. By Lemma B.5 this implies that
kf kU sC1.ZN 0 / DOs.1/. The boundedness now follows from the Gowers-Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality (B.12). Tracing backwards, we see in turn that (11.9), (11.7),
(11.6) and (11.5) are all Os.1/, thereby concluding the proof.

Although we will not need this fact here, it is interesting to note that Proposi-
tion 11.2 allows one to extend Proposition 8.2 from bounded f to integrable f :

COROLLARY 11.6 (Nilsequences obstruct uniformity, II). Let s > 0 and ı 2
.0; 1/. Let G=� D .G=�; dG=�/ be a nilmanifold with some fixed smooth metric
dG=� , and let .F.gnx//n2N be a bounded s-step nilsequence with Lipschitz con-
stant at most M . Let f W ŒN �! R be a function for which

En2ŒN �jf .n/j6 1
and

jEn2ŒN �f .n/F.g
nx/j> ı:

Then we have

kf kU sC1ŒN ��s;ı;M;G=� 1:

Proof. We apply Proposition 11.2 with " equal to a small multiple of ı, and
conclude from the triangle inequality that

jEn2ŒN �f .n/F1.n/j> ı=2:

Since F1 has a U sC1ŒN �� norm of Os;ı;M;G=�.1/, the claim follows.

12. A splitting of the von Mangoldt function

To summarise so far, we have reduced the task of proving that the GI.s/ and
MN.s/ conjectures imply the Main Theorem to the much easier task of establishing
Proposition 11.3. This is a correlation estimate involving ƒ0

b;W
. It is convenient

to return at this point to the original von Mangoldt function ƒ. The contribution
from the prime powers which are introduced when ƒ0

b;W
is replaced by ƒb;W is

easily seen to be negligible, and so it suffices to establish the estimate

En2ŒN �.ƒb;W .n/� 1/F1.n/D oM;M 0;G=�;s.1/:
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Recalling the definition (5.1) of ƒb;W .n/, we are thus trying to establish the bound

(12.1) En2ŒN �

�
�.W /

W
ƒ.W nC b/� 1

�
F1.n/D oM;M 0;G=�;s.1/:

At this point we perform a standard decomposition of ƒ into a “smooth” piece
ƒ] corresponding to small divisors and a “rough” piece ƒ[ corresponding to large
divisors. We take a small exponent  D s > 0, whose exact value will be specified
later, and set R WDN  . Observe from (8.1) that

ƒ.n/D� logR
X
d jn

�.d/�.
log d
logR

/

where � W RC! RC is the identity function �.x/ WD x. We now perform a smooth
splitting � D �]C �[, where �].x/ vanishes for jxj > 1 and �[.x/ vanishes for
jxj 6 1=2, the precise form of this splitting being unimportant. This induces a
splitting ƒDƒ]Cƒ[, where

ƒ].n/ WD � logR
X
d jn

�.d/�]
�

log d
logR

�
(12.2)

and

ƒ[.n/ WD � logR
X
d jn

�.d/�[
�

log d
logR

�
:

Thus to prove (12.1) it will suffice to show the estimates

(12.3) En2ŒN �

�
�.W /

W
ƒ].W nC b/� 1

�
F1.n/D os;M 0.1/

and

(12.4) En2ŒN �
�.W /

W
ƒ[.W nC b/F1.n/D oM;G=�;s.1/:

We begin by establishing the bound (12.3). It is here that we need the dual norm
bound (11.4). Indeed, from that bound we haveˇ̌

En2ŒN �

�
�.W /

W
ƒ].W nC b/� 1

�
F1.n/

ˇ̌
6
�.W /
W

ƒ].W nC b/� 1

U sC1ŒN �

kF1kU sC1ŒN ��

6M 0
�.W /
W

ƒ].W nC b/� 1

U sC1ŒN �

:

It suffices, then to show that

(12.5)
�.W /
W

ƒ].W nC b/� 1

U sC1ŒN �

D os.1/:
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This is a multilinear correlation estimate for a truncated divisor sum, and can be
treated by standard sieve theory methods related to the correlation estimates of
Goldston and Yıldırım [17; 18; 16] provided that the exponent  is sufficiently
small (an appropriate choice would be, for example, s WD 1

10
2�s). We provide the

details of this computation in Appendix D. This establishes (12.3).
It remains to establish the bound (12.4). Recall that F1 is an averaged nilse-

quence. From the triangle inequality, it will thus suffice to prove the bound

(12.6) En2ŒN �
�.W /

W
ƒ[.W nC b/F.gnx/D oM;G=�;s.1/

for all 1-bounded s-step nilsequences F.gnx/ of Lipschitz constant M . We em-
phasise that the o-term is required to depend only on M;G=� and s, and should
be otherwise be independent of F; g and x.

We will eventually apply the MN.s/ conjecture, which comes with the safety
net of an error term which decays like log�AN for any A. With this in mind, we
begin by removing the W -dependence in (12.6) in a rather crude fashion. Since
�.W /=W 6 1, we ignore this factor completely.

Now by a simple substitution we have
(12.7)
En2ŒN �ƒ

[.W nCb/F1.g
nx/DW Eb<n6WNCb1n�b.mod W /ƒ

[.n/F1.g
.n�b/=W x/:

Now any Lie group G over R for which the exponential map exp W g!G from the
associated Lie algebra is surjective is divisible, meaning that given any g 2G and
any positive integer m there is an element g1=m 2G with .g1=m/m D g. When G
is simply-connected and nilpotent, exp is a homeomorphism (see [6] for details).
In our setting, write g0 WD g1=W and x0 WD g�b=W x. Then for all n� b.mod W /
we have

(12.8) F1.g
0nx0/D F1.g

.n�b/=W x/:

Note that the left-hand side here makes perfect sense for any n, not just for n such
that n� b.mod W /.

The constraint 1n�b.mod W / may be expanded as a Fourier series

1n�b.mod W / D
1

W

X
r2ZW

e.�rb=W /e.rn=W /

on ZW . We substitute this and (12.8) into (12.7), noting that each function n 7!
e.rn=W / may be realised as a 1-bounded, O.1/-Lipschitz nilsequence on the 1-
step nilmanifold R=Z. Replacing G=� with G=� �R=Z, we see that in order to
prove (12.6) it suffices to show that

(12.9) W Eb<n6WNCbƒ
[.n/F.gnx/D oM;G=�;s.1/
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for all M -Lipschitz 1-bounded nilsequences .F.gnx//n2N on an s-step nilmani-
fold G=� .

In fact we will establish the stronger estimate

(12.10)

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ X
n2ŒN �

ƒ[.n/F.gnx/

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ�M;G=�;s;A N log�AN

for any A>0. Note that w was chosen to be so slowly growing thatW DO.logN/,
so this estimate really is stronger than (12.9). We expand the left-hand side of
(12.10) using (12.2) and reduce to showing that

(12.11)

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ X
n2ŒN �

X
d jn

�.d/�[
�

log d
logR

�
F.gnx/

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ�M;G=�;s;A N log�AN:

The left-hand side may be rearranged asˇ̌̌̌
ˇ X
m2ŒN �

X
d2ŒN=m�

�.d/�[
�

log d
logR

�
F..gm/dx/

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ:

Observe that �[ is supported on jxj > 1=2, and so the summand vanishes unless
d >R1=2, in which case m6N=R1=2. We now apply the Möbius and nilsequences
conjecture MN.s/. Together with a straightforward summation by parts to remove
the smooth cutoff �[ this shows thatˇ̌̌̌

ˇ X
d2ŒN=m�

�.d/�[
�

log d
logR

�
F..gm/dx/

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ�M;G=�;s;A

N

m
log�A

N

m
:

Note that we are making critical use here of the fact that the bounds in the MN.s/
conjecture are uniform in the g parameter in order to deal with the fact that we
have dilated g to gm. Since m6N=R1=2, we see that log�A.N=m/�A log�AN .
Summing in m and absorbing the logarithmically divergent sum

P
m2ŒN �

1
m

into
the log�AN factor we obtain (12.11) as desired. This in turn implies (12.10) and
hence, by our earlier series of reductions, (12.4). Together with (12.3), which we
have already established, this concludes the proof of Proposition 11.3. By our long
series of earlier reductions, this (finally!) completes the proof of the Main Theorem.

�

13. Variations on the main arguement and other remarks

It is conceivable that our methods here extend to certain “finite complexity”
multilinear averages involving systems of polynomials  j .n/ rather than affine-
linear forms. Indeed, the machinery of “PET induction” (see e.g. [4]) allows us
in principle to use repeated applications of Cauchy-Schwarz to control certain of
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these averages by Gowers uniformity norms. A model problem would be to count
the number of p; n for which the numbers p; pC n; pC n2; : : : ; pC nk are all
prime. A naı̈ve attempt to do this meets with what seems to be an insurmountable
obstacle. Namely, in order to restrict the range of the primes concerned to an
interval such as ŒN �, certain other parameters (for example the “shifts” h in the
definition of the Gowers norms) have to be restricted to a much smaller range, say
of size O.N 1=100/. This makes it impossible to pass back and forth between ŒN �
and ZN 0 as we have done above, and the evaluation of exponential sums with � or
ƒ on such a range seems to be beyond hope, even assuming the GRH. It may be
that the PET induction scheme can be “globalised” to avoid these issues, but we
do not know how to address this at present.

For the benefit of readers who are only interested in the unconditional “qua-
dratic” (sD 2) applications of this paper such as Corollary 1.7 or Examples 5–7 we
outline a shorter path to the Main Theorem in that case. This approach avoids Lie
theory completely, and probably represents the best approach to obtaining bounds
for error terms. Note, however, that with either approach our error terms are com-
pletely ineffective unless the GRH is assumed. The introduction of Lie theory,
though strictly speaking unnecessary, seems to make our work easier to understand
from the conceptual point of view. This is especially the case when s > 3, where it
is not even clear how Lie theory-free analogues of the GI.s/ and MN.s/ conjecture
might be formulated.

In the quadratic case it is possible to replace the concept of a 2-step nilse-
quence by more concrete objects. In a sense these are more basic than 2-step
nilsequences, if only because in [23] we introduce these objects first and then
build nilsequences from them. Note, however, that this may be an artefact of our
approach.

These more basic objects can then be manipulated by hand without resorting
to machinery such as the Host-Kra theory in Appendix E. Let us consider, by way
of illustration, the following more concrete version of the inverse Gowers-norm
conjecture GI.2/ which was proven in [23].

THEOREM 13.1 (U 3 inverse theorem with bracket polynomials). Let f W ŒN �!
Œ�1; 1� be such that kf kU 3ŒN � > ı for some 0 < ı 6 1 and N > 1. Then there exists
a positive integer J D Oı.1/ and real numbers aj ; bj ; �j;1; �j;2; �j;3 for j 2 ŒJ �
such that

(13.1) jEn2ŒN �f .n/e.�.n//j �ı 1

where � is the function

�.n/ WD �
X
j2ŒJ �

�
aj f�j;1ngf�j;2ngC bj f�j;3ng

�
:
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Remark. As before, fxg denotes the fractional part of x, which we take to lie
in .�1

2
; 1
2
�.

This result follows quickly from [23, Th. 10.9] using Lemma B.5 to work in
a cyclic group of prime order. We refer to the phase �.n/ (13.1) as a “bracket
polynomial”. By modifying the arguements in Section 10, one can transfer this
theorem to the case when f is bounded by a pseudorandom measure � rather than
by 1, thereby reducing Theorem 7.2 to the establishment of the exponential sum
estimate

En2ŒN �.ƒb;W .n/� 1/e

�
�

X
j2ŒJ �

�
aj f�j;1ngf�j;2ngC bj f�j;3ng

��
D oJ .1/

uniformly over all b 2 ŒW � with gcd.b;W /D 1. This could in principle14 be estab-
lished directly by Vinogradov’s method, following the machinery in [25], though
the arguement would be rather lengthy. Alternatively one can deduce this result
from the corresponding results for the Möbius function established in [25] using a
variant of the arguements in this paper.

A key difference is that the Host-Kra machinery and the machinery of aver-
aged nilsequences are no longer required. Instead, the above function e.�.n// can
be replaced by a smoother variant, constructed for instance using a variant of the
dual function machinery in [24], in order to obtain a function which is bounded in
.U 3/�. This provides an analogue of Proposition 11.3, and from that point onwards
one may proceed similarly.

One could also use a still more “basic” type of obstruction for the U 3-norm,
namely phases which are locally quadratic on Bohr sets (cf. [23, �2]). These require
even less unpacking than the bracket quadratics above, and indeed it was found to
be rather convenient to work with these functions in [25]. It takes a while to even
define these functions properly, however, and they suffer from a few technical
deficiencies which affect various other steps of the arguement. Perhaps the most
serious is that if n 7! f .n/ is such a function then n 7! f .dn/ need not quite be,
a phenomenon which causes trouble in Section 12. �

14. A brief discussion of bounds

We have shied away from giving any explicit bounds on our o.1/ error terms.
There are at least two reasons for this. Firstly, it is notationally easier to avoid
doing so. Secondly, and much more importantly, unless one assumes the GRH we
do not have any explicit bounds!

14Indeed, this exponential sum is a more complicated variant of the more traditional exponential
sum

P
n2ŒN �ƒ.n/e.˛n

2/, which was considered for instance in [14], [31] .
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By way of illustration, let us consider the statement

(14.1) Ex;d6N�.x/�.xC d/�.xC 2d/�.xC 3d/D o.1/;

which follows from the case s D 2 of Proposition 9.1. A discussion of correlations
involving ƒ would go along similar lines, but there is the distraction of the singular
product ˇ1

Q
p p̌.

As we remarked, the error term here is completely ineffective without assum-
ing GRH. Indeed to show that the left-hand side in (14.1) is at most ı, we would
ultimately (deep inside the paper [25]) need estimates for the sum of the Möbius
function over arithmetic progressions with common difference q � logA.ı/N . Al-
though such estimates exist, the error terms involve an ineffective constant C.A.ı//
due to the possible presence of Landau-Siegel zeros.

Assuming the GRH one could prove using our methods that

jEx;d6N�.x/�.xC d/�.xC 2d/�.xC 3d/j6 C log�c N

for some explicit C and some explicit (but small) c > 0. To obtain such a result
it would be best to avoid the use of Lie theory as outlined in Section 13, since the
many approximation arguements involved in that theory are quite costly from the
quantitative point of view.

Improved results in additive combinatorics (particularly a solution to the so-
called Polynomial Freiman-Ruzsa conjecture, which could be used as an input in
[23]) could lead to a bound of the shape exp.� logc N/. However it seems that
obtaining a bound N�c is very difficult.

Unconditionally, a bound in (14.1) of the form O.f .n// for some explicit
function f .n/ tending to zero as n!1 and some ineffective implied constant
O. / would be very interesting.

To set the above discussion in context, we mention the best available results
for three-term progressions, which follow from estimates for

sup
˛2R=Z

jEn6N�.n/e.˛n/j:

These seem to be as follows:

Ex;d6N�.x/�.xCd/�.xC2d/�

�
CA log�AN any A > 0 Davenport [9]
C�N

�1=4C� on GRH Baker-Harman [1].

Bounds of a similar type could be obtained for any instance of Proposition 9.1
with s D 1.
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Appendix A. Elementary convex geometry

In this appendix we recall some profoundly classical facts concerning convex
bodies which will allow us to manipulate cutoffs such as 1K readily, beginning
with an ancient observation of Archimedes.

LEMMA A.1 (Archimedes comparison principle). Let K1 � K2 � Rd be
bounded convex bodies. Then the surface area of K1 is less than or equal to the
surface area of K2.

Proof. It is easy to see that the intersection of K2 with a half-space has lesser
or equal surface area than K2. Since K1 can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy
by the intersection of finitely many half-spaces, the claim follows.

COROLLARY A.2 (Boundary region estimate). Let K � Œ�N;N �d be a con-
vex body. If " 2 .0; 1/, then the "N -neighbourhood of the boundary @K has volume
Od ."N

d /.

Proof. Rescale so that N D 1. By differentiating in " we see that it suffices to
show that any convex body in Œ�2; 2�d has surface area Od .1/. But this follows
from the Archimedes comparison principle. One could also derive this fact using
the theory of mixed volumes; see [36].

At this point we can now readily prove (1.3) using the Gauss volume-packing
arguement. By intersecting K with the half-spaces fx 2 Rd W  j .x/ > 0g it suffices
to show that

jK \Zd j D vold .K/COd .N
d�1/

for all convex bodies K � Œ�N;N �. However, given that jK \Zd j is equal to the
volume of the set .K \ Zd /C Œ�1=2; 1=2�d , which differs from K only on the
Od .1/-neighbourhood of @K, the claim then follows from Corollary A.2.

Now we give an analytic consequence of Corollary A.2.

COROLLARY A.3 (Lipschitz approximation of convex indicators). Let K �
Œ�N;N �d be a convex body and let "2 .0; 1/. Then we can write 1K DF"CO.G"/,
where F"; G" are nonnegative Lipschitz functions on Œ�2N; 2N �d with Lipschitz
constants O. 1

"N
/ and bounded in magnitude by 1, and where

R
Rd
G".x/ dx D

Od ."N
d /.

Proof. We take

F".x/ WDmax
�
1�

distRd .x;K/
"N

; 0

�
and G".x/ WDmax

�
1�

distRd .x; @K/
2"N

; 0

�
:

The claim follows easily from Corollary A.2.
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In practice, Corollary A.3 allows us to replace a rough cutoff such as 1K
with the smoother operation of Lipschitz cutoffs. This can then be combined with
Fourier analysis to replace the Lipschitz cutoffs in turn with modulations by linear
phases, which turn out to be utterly harmless in our analysis. This might remind
readers of the Pólya-Vinogradov completion-of-sums method, or the Erdős-Turán
inequality.

Appendix B. Gowers norm theory

In this appendix we develop the general “elementary” theory of Gowers unifor-
mity norms, which were introduced in [19] and subsequently, in the rather different
context of ergodic theory, in [30]. By elementary in this context, we basically
mean that we only pursue here those results which can be obtained as an easy
consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This is in contrast to the more
advanced inverse theory involving nilsequences, Fourier analysis, and such-like.
The theory here is an amalgam of parts of [19, �3], [21], [24, �5], [23, �1], [30],
[39, �3], [42; 40], or [43, Chap. 11].

It is convenient to work rather abstractly at first, dealing with complex-valued
functions of many variables. This level of abstraction will be useful for us when we
prove the generalised von Neumann theorem, Proposition 7.1, in Appendix C. The
arguement is essentially that of [24, �5], generalised to handle arbitrary systems of
linear forms rather than merely k-term APs, but the introduction of extra notation
somewhat eases the process of actually carrying this out.

Definition B.1 (Gowers box norms). Let .X˛/˛2A be a finite nonempty col-
lection of finite nonempty sets, and for any B � A write XB WD

Q
˛2B X˛ for the

Cartesian product. If f W XA ! C is a complex-valued function, we define the
Gowers box norm kf k�.XA/ 2 RC to be the unique nonnegative real number such
that

(B.1) kf k2
jAj

�.XA/
WD E

x
.0/
A ;x

.1/
A 2XA

Y
!A2f0;1gA

Cj!Ajf
�
x
.!A/
A

�
where C W z 7! z is complex conjugation, and for any x.0/A D .x

.0/
˛ /˛2A and x.1/A D

.x
.1/
˛ /˛2A in XA and !A D .!˛/˛2A in f0; 1gA, we write x.!/A WD .x

.!˛/
˛ /˛2A and

j!Aj WD
P
˛2A !˛. We adopt the convention that if A is empty (so that f is a

constant), then kf k�.XA/ WD f .

It is not immediately obvious that the right-hand side of (B.1) is nonnegative,
or that the term “norm” is appropriate. We will establish both of these facts below.

Examples 2. If AD f1g, then

kf k�.X1/ D
�
E
x
.0/
1 ;x

.1/
1 2X1

f .x
.0/
1 /f .x

.1/
1 /

�1=2
D jEx12X1f .x1/j
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while if AD f1; 2g, then kf k�.X1;2/ D�
E
x
.0/
1 ;x

.1/
1 2X1Ix

.0/
2 ;x

.1/
2 2X2

f .x
.0/
1 ; x

.0/
2 /f .x

.0/
1 ; x

.1/
2 /f .x

.1/
1 ; x

.0/
2 /f .x

.1/
1 ; x

.1/
2 /

�1=4
:

In general, the 2jAjth power of the �.XA/ norm on fA is a multilinear average of
fA over jAj-dimensional boxes (hence the name).

It is easy to verify the recursive relationship

(B.2) kf k2
jAj

�.XA/
D E

x
.0/
˛ ;x

.1/
˛ 2X˛

kf .�; x.0/˛ /f .�; x
.1/
˛ /k2

jAj�1

�.XAnf˛g/

whenever ˛ 2 A, which can be used as an alternate definition of the box norms. In
particular we see that the box norms kf k�.XA/ are nonnegative for A nonempty.
These norms are also conjugation-invariant, homogeneous, and enjoy the positivity
property

(B.3) kf k�.XA/ 6 k�k�.XA/

whenever f WXA!C and � WXA!RC obey the pointwise bound jf .xA/j6 �.xA/
for all xA 2XA.

The box norms are also invariant under a large class of phase modulations.
Indeed one easily verifies from (B.2) and induction that

(B.4)
fe� X

B¨A

�B

�
�.XA/

D kf k�.XA/

where e WR=Z!C is the standard character e.x/ WD e2�ix and for each proper sub-
set B � A, the phase function �B WXB ! R=Z is arbitrary. Thus the �.XA/ norm
is insensitive to “lower order” modulations which involve only a proper subset of
the variables in XA. A fundamental inequality15 concerning these norms is

LEMMA B.2 (Gowers-Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). Let .X˛/˛2A be a finite
collection of finite nonempty sets. For every !A 2 f0; 1gA let f!A W XA! C be a
function. Then

(B.5)
ˇ̌̌
E
x
.0/
A ;x

.1/
A 2XA

Y
!A2f0;1gA

Cj!Ajf!A.x
.!A/
A /

ˇ̌̌
6

Y
!A2f0;1gA

kf!Ak�.XA/:

15In our treatment here, this inequality plays a more central role than in earlier papers; we are
using it as a kind of “universal Cauchy-Schwarz inequality”, in the sense that any other inequality that
we need, which would in earlier papers be proven by multiple applications of the ordinary Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, is instead proven here by a single application of the Gowers-Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality. This seems to fit with the philosophy that the Gowers norms are somehow “universal” or
“characteristic” for all averages of a certain complexity.
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Proof. We induct on jAj. When jAj D 0 the claim trivially holds, and in fact
there is equality. Now suppose that jAj> 1 and the claim has already been proven
for smaller sets A.

Partition A as A0[f˛g for some ˛ 2 A. We can rewrite the left-hand side of
(B.5) as ˇ̌̌

E
x
.0/

A0
;x
.1/

A0
2XA0

Y
!˛2f0;1g

C!˛F!˛ .x
.0/
A0 ; x

.1/
A0 /

ˇ̌̌
where

F!˛ .x
.0/
A0 ; x

.1/
A0 / WD E

x
.!˛/
˛ 2X˛

Y
!A02f0;1g

A0

Cj!A0 jf.!A0 ;!˛/.x
.!A0 /; x˛/:

By Cauchy-Schwarz it thus suffices to show that

E
x
.0/

A0
;x
.1/

A0
2XA0
jF!˛ .x

.0/
A0 ; x

.1/
A0 /j

2 6
Y

!A02f0;1g
A0

kf.!A0 ;!˛/k
2
�.XA/

for each !˛ 2 f0; 1g. We can expand the left-hand side as

E
x
.0/
˛ ;x

.1/
˛ 2X˛

E
x
.0/

A0
;x
.1/

A0
2XA0Y

!A02f0;1g
A0

Cj!A0 j
�
f.!A0 ;!˛/.x

.!A0 /

A0 ; x.0/˛ /f.!A0 ;!˛/.x
.!A0 /

A0 ; x
.1/
˛ /

�
:

Applying the induction hypothesis, we can bound this by

E
x
.0/
˛ ;x

.1/
˛ 2X˛

Y
!A02f0;1g

A0

kf.!A0 ;!˛/.�; x
.0/
˛ /f.!A0 ;!˛/.�; x

.1/
˛ /k�.XA0 /

and the claim now follows from Hölder’s inequality and (B.2).

From (B.5) we easily deduce the Gowers triangle inequality

kf Cgk�.XA/ 6 kf k�.XA/Ckgk�.XA/

as can be seen by raising both sides to the power 2jAj. Let us also observe, set-
ting all but one of the functions in (B.5) to be Kronecker delta functions, that if
kf k�.XA/ D 0 and jAj > 2 then f vanishes identically. Thus we see that the
�.XA/-norm is indeed a norm for jAj> 2, whilst for jAj D 1 it is merely a semi-
norm.

As a consequence of the Gowers-Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain

COROLLARY B.3 (Second Gowers-Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). Let .X˛/˛2A
be a collection of finite nonempty sets. For every B � A let fB W XB ! C be a
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function. Then

(B.6)
ˇ̌̌
ExA2XA

Y
B�A

fB.xB/
ˇ̌̌
6
Y
B�A

f 2jAj�jBjB

1=2jAj�jBj
�.XB/

;

where xB 2 XB is the restriction of xA to the indices B , and for any complex
number z we define z2

n

WD z when nD 0 and z2
n

WD jzj2
n

for n > 0.

Proof. For each !A 2 f0; 1gA we let f!A WXA! C be the function

f!A.xA/ WD Cj!AjfB.xB/

where B WD f˛ 2 A W !˛ D 1g. Then we can rewrite the above left-hand side asˇ̌̌
E
x
.0/
A ;x

.1/
A 2XA

Y
!A2f0;1gA

Cj!Ajf!A
�
x
.!A/
A

�ˇ̌̌
which by the Gowers-Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is bounded byY

!A2f0;1gA

kf!Ak�.XA/:

However, direct calculation (using (B.2), for instance) shows that

kf!Ak�.XA/ D kf
2
jAj�jBj

B k
1=2jAj�jBj

�.XB/

where B WD f˛ 2 A W !˛ D 1g, and the claim follows.

As a special case of Corollary B.3 (together with (B.3)), we see that

(B.7)
ˇ̌̌
ExA2XAfA.xA/

Y
B¨A

fB.xB/
ˇ̌̌
6 kfAk�.XA/

whenever the functions fB are bounded in magnitude by 1 for B ¨ A; compare
this with (B.4). The inequality (B.7) asserts that the � norm is stable with respect
to lower order functions and can be viewed as a type of generalised von Neumann
theorem.

Remark. If fA is also bounded by 1, then there is a converse to (B.7), namely
that there exist bounded functions fB for whichˇ̌̌

ExA2XAfA.xA/
Y
B¨A

fB.xB/
ˇ̌̌
> kfAk2

jAj

�.XA/
:

Indeed this follows easily from raising (B.1) to the power 2jAj and using the pi-
geonhole principle to freeze the x.1/A variables. Thus we see that the lower order
functions

Q
B¨A fB.xB/ are “characteristic” for the�.XA/ norm: if kfAk�.XA/ is

large then fA correlates with a function of the form
Q
B¨A fB.xB/. One can pursue
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this idea to eventually obtain the hypergraph version of the Szemerédi regularity
lemma, a task which was carried out fully in [42].

In our applications we will need to generalise (B.7) to the case where the
fB are bounded by some other functions �B . Fortunately this is also an easy
consequence of Corollary B.3:

COROLLARY B.4 (The weighted generalised von Neumann theorem). We let
.X˛/˛2A be a finite collection of finite nonempty sets. For every B � A, let fB W
XB ! C and �B W XB ! RC be functions such that jfB.xB/j 6 �B.xB/ for all
xB 2XB . Then

(B.8)
ˇ̌̌
ExA2XA

Y
B�A

fB.xB/
ˇ̌̌
6 kfAk�A.�IXA/

Y
B¨A

k�Bk
1=2jAj�jBj

�B.�IXB/
;

where for any B � A and gB WXB ! C we define kgBk�B.�IXB/ to be the unique
nonnegative real number satisfying

kgBk
2jBj

�B.�IXB/

WD E
x
.0/
B ;x

.1/
B 2XB

� Y
!B2f0;1gB

Cj!B jgB
�
x
.!B/
B

�� Y
C¨B

Y
!C2f0;1gC

�C
�
x
.!C /
C

�
:

Remark. It follows from (B.10) below that the right-hand side of the last
equation is nonnegative, and so kgBk�.�IXB/ is well-defined. Note for instance
that

k�Bk�B.�IXB/ WD

�
E
x
.0/
B ;x

.1/
B 2XB

Y
C�B

Y
!C2f0;1gC

�C
�
x
.!C /
C

��1=2jBj
(B.9)

and

kfBk�.1IXB/ D kfBk�.XB/:

Proof. By a limiting arguement we may assume that the �B are strictly positive
throughout XB . We refactoriseY

B�A

fB.xB/D
Y
B�A

QfB.xB/

where
QfB.xB/ WD

fB.xB/

�B.xB/

Y
C�B

�C .xB/
1=2jAj�jC j :

Applying Corollary B.3 we can thus bound the left-hand side of (B.8) by QfA�.XA/ Y
B¨A

 Qf 2jAj�jBjB

1=2jAj�jBj
�.XB/

:
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However, direct calculation shows that

(B.10)
 QfA�.XA/ D kfAk�.�IXA/;

whilst the pointwise boundˇ̌
QfB.xB/

ˇ̌
6
Y
C�B

�C .xB/
1=2jAj�jC j

together with (B.3) givesˇ̌̌̌ Qf 2jAj�jBjB

1=2jAj�jBj
�.XB/

ˇ̌̌̌
6
 Y
C�B

�C .xB/
1=2jBj�jC j

1=2jAj�jBj
�.XB/

D
�B1=2jAj�jBj�.�IXB/

and the claim follows.

Remark. In order for this inequality to be useful, one needs to compare the
weighted � norm kf k�.�IXA/ with the unweighted norm kf k�.XA/. For any
fixed set of weights �, this is not possible when the � are unbounded; however, if
the � also depend on an additional parameter y, then we will be able to establish
comparability estimates of this type after averaging in y, assuming that � obeys
suitable “linear forms conditions”. See Appendix C; similar ideas appear in [24],
[40].

Now we pass from this abstract setting to a more “additive” setting. Given
any s > 0, any finite additive group Z and any function f WZ! C, we define the
Gowers uniformity norm kf kU sC1.Z/ by the formula

kf kU sC1.Z/ WD kf .x1C � � �C xsC1/k�sC1.ZsC1/:

Equivalently, we have

kf k2
sC1

U sC1.Z/
D Ex.0/;x.1/2ZsC1

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

Cj!jf

� sC1X
jD1

x
.!j /

j

�

D Ex2ZIh2ZsC1
Y

!2f0;1gsC1

Cj!jf

�
xC

sC1X
jD1

!jhj

�
:

Because the U sC1.Z/ norm is derived from the box norm of dimension s C 1,
many properties of the latter norm automatically descend to the former norm. For
instance, the U sC1.Z/ norm is indeed a norm for s > 1, and from (B.4) we have
the invariance

(B.11) ke.�/f kU sC1.Z/ D kf kU sC1.Z/
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whenever s > 1 and � W Z ! R=Z is an affine-linear phase or more generally a
polynomial phase of degree at most s. In our applications we shall take Z to be
a cyclic group ZN 0 , and our functions f shall usually be real-valued. Also, from
Lemma B.2 we have the Gowers-Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for Z, which was
first observed in [19] and reads as follows:
(B.12)ˇ̌̌̌

Ex2ZIh2ZsC1
Y

!2f0;1gsC1

Cj!jf!

�
xC

sC1X
jD1

!jhj

�ˇ̌̌̌
6

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

kf!kU sC1.Z/:

For technical reasons we shall need to localise the Gowers norms slightly. Let
A be any finite nonempty subset of an additive group Z, which may or may not be
finite. Then for any f WA!C, we define the Gowers uniformity norm kf kU sC1.A/
by the formula

kf k2
sC1

U sC1.A/
DE

x.0/;x.1/W
PsC1
jD1

x
.!j /

j
2A 8!2f0;1gsC1

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

Cj!jf

� sC1X
jD1

x
.!j /

j

�

DE
x;hWxC

PsC1
jD1

!jhj2A 8!2f0;1gsC1

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

Cj!jf

�
xC

sC1X
jD1

!jhj

�
:

(B.13)

In the particular case AD ŒN �, which is used several times in the paper, we shall
adopt the abbreviation

kf kU sC1ŒN � WD kf kU sC1.ŒN �/:

If A is contained in a finite additive group Z, then these local Gowers norms
are related to their global counterparts by the identity

(B.14) kf kU sC1.A/ D kf 1AkU sC1.Z/=k1AkU sC1.Z/

for any f W A! C, where f 1A W Z ! C is the extension by zero of f from A

to Z. The local norm U sC1.A/ is also intrinsic in the following sense: if A�Z,
A0 �Z0, and � W A! A0 is a Freiman isomorphism in the sense that it is 1-1 onto
its image and for any a1; a2; a3; a4 2 A, we have a1Ca2 D a3Ca4 if and only if
�.a1/C �.a2/ D �.a3/C �.a4/, then we have kf ı �kU sC1.A/ D kf kU sC1.A0/
for all f W A0! C. A particular consequence of this is the following lemma.

LEMMA B.5 (Comparability of U sC1.I / and U sC1.ZN 0/). Let N 0 > 1 be an
integer, let ˛ > 0, and let I D fa; aC 1; : : : ; bg be an interval of integers whose
length satisfies ˛N 0 6 jI j 6 N 0=2. Let f W I ! C be a function on I , and let
Qf W ZN 0 ! C be the function formed from f by identifying I with a subset of ZN 0
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and setting Qf .x/D 0 for x … I . Then we have

(B.15) k Qf kU sC1.ZN 0 / D ckf kU sC1.I /

where c D cI;N 0;s > 0 is a constant which is independent of f , and which is
bounded above and below by quantities depending only on ˛ and s.

Proof. As jI j6N 0=2, the interval I � Z is Freiman isomorphic to its coun-
terpart in ZN 0 . The claim then follows from (B.14) together the easily confirmed
observation that k1IkU sC1.ZN 0 / is bounded above and below by quantities depend-
ing only on ˛ and s.

Remark. We will typically apply this lemma with I D ŒN � and with N 0

comparable to a moderately large multiple of N . See, for example, the proof of
Proposition 10.1.

Appendix C. Proof of the generalised von Neumann theorem

The purpose of this appendix is to prove Proposition 7.1.

PROPOSITION 7.1 (Generalised von Neumann theorem). Let s; t; d; L be pos-
itive integer parameters as usual. Then there are constants C1 and D, depending
on s; t; d and L, such that the following is true. Let C , C1 6 C 6Os;t;d;L.1/, be
arbitrary and suppose that N 0 2 ŒCN; 2CN � is a prime. Let � W ZN 0 ! RC be a
D-pseudorandom measure, and suppose that f1; : : : ; ft W ŒN �! R are functions
with jfi .x/j6 �.x/ for all i 2 Œt � and x 2 ŒN �. Suppose that ‰D . 1; : : : ;  t / is a
system of affine-linear forms in s-normal form with k‰kN 6L. Let K � Œ�N;N �d

be a convex body such that ‰.K/� ŒN �t . Suppose also that

min
16j6t

kfj kU sC1ŒN � 6 ı

for some ı > 0. Then we have

(C.1)
X
n2K

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//D oı.N
d /C �.ı/N d :

Recall that this is a variant of [24, Prop. 5.3], which was proven by a long
series of applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. We shall phrase our ar-
guement using Corollary B.3, but the arguement is essentially that of [24, �5]. It
is also necessary to perform some regularisation to deal with the convex body K,
a technical feature not present in [24, Prop. 5.3].

Moving to a cyclic group. Let us first make some very minor reductions. We
start by moving the whole problem to the group ZN 0 . We will always assume that
N 0 D Os;t;d;L.N /, but one may wish to take N 0 to be quite a bit larger than
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N in order that a pseudorandom measure � can be constructed so as to make
Proposition 7.1 applicable. We embed ŒN � inside ZN 0 in the usual manner, and
extend the functions f1; : : : ; ft to all of ZN 0 by defining them to be zero outside
of ŒN �. From Lemma B.5 we then have

kfj kU sC1.ZN 0 /�C ı

for some j 2 f1; : : : ; tg. Similarly, we may identify the set K \Zd with a subset
K 0 of ZdN 0 . We can also view ‰ as a map from ZdN 0 to ZtN 0 . Note that ‰ will
then map K 0 to ŒN �d . To summarise, we have reduced matters to establishing the
following.

PROPOSITION 7.10 (Transfer to ZN 0). Let s; t; d; L be positive integer param-
eters as usual. Then there is a constant D, depending on s; t; d and L, such that
the following is true. Let � W ZN 0 ! RC be a D-pseudorandom measure, and
suppose that f1; : : : ; ft W ZN 0 ! R are functions with jfi .x/j6 �.x/ for all i 2 Œt �
and x 2 ZN 0 . Suppose that ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t / is a system of affine-linear forms in
s-normal form with k‰kN 6 L. Let K 0 � ZdN 0 be identified with K \Zd for some
convex K � Œ�1

4
N 0; 1

4
N 0�d . Suppose also that

min
16j6t

kfj kU sC1.ZN 0 / 6 ı

for some ı > 0. Then we have

(C.2) En2Zd
N 0
1K0.n/

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//D oı.1/C �.ı/:

Remark. Note the disappearance of C . This was an artefact of the relationship
between N and N 0, which has now been forgotten.

From this point onwards we do our linear algebra over ZN 0 , rather than over Q.
Note that the notion of s-normal form coincides in the two settings provided that
N 0 >N0.s; t; d; L/ is sufficiently large. Furthermore no two of the homogeneous
parts P i are parallel when considered .mod N 0/. This fact (which is very easily
checked) is a simple instance of a kind of “Lefschetz principle”.

Removing the convex cutoff. The next step is to partially eliminate the cut-
off 1K0.n/ by replacing it by a more analytically tractable Lipschitz cutoff. We
introduce a metric on ZdN 0 by declaring the distance between .n1; : : : ; nd / and
.m1; : : : ; md / to be .

Pd
jD1 k

ni�mi
N 0
k2

R=Z
/1=2, where kxkR=Z denotes the distance

to the nearest integer. This is the metric induced from the standard embedding of
ZdN 0 into the torus .R=Z/d . To establish Proposition 7.10, we claim that it suffices
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to establish the bound

(C.3) En2Zd
N 0
F.n/

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//D oı;M .1/C �M .ı/

whenever M > 0, F W ZdN 0 ! Œ�1; 1� has Lipschitz constant M and the functions
fi are bounded pointwise by � and satisfy min16i6t kfikU sC1.ZN 0 / 6 ı. To see
why, let " > 0 be a small quantity to be chosen later. It will suffice to prove that

En2Zd
N 0
1K0.n/

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//D o".1/C �".ı/C �."/;

as the claim then follows by setting " to be a sufficiently slowly decaying function
of ı.

To establish this bound, we apply Corollary A.3 to effect the decomposition

1K0.n/D F".n/CO.G".n//

for all n 2 ZdN 0 , where F"; G" W ZdN 0! Œ0; 1� are Lipschitz in the above metric with
constant O.1="/. Furthermore, from the Lipschitz and integral bounds in Corollary
A.3 we easily obtain the estimate

(C.4) En2ZN 0
G".n/D o".1/C �."/:

Here we are basically using nothing more than the standard fact that Lipschitz
functions are uniformly Riemann integrable. From (C.3) we have

En2Zd
N 0
F".n/

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//D o".1/C �".ı/

and so by the triangle inequality and the fact that jfi .x/j 6 �.x/ it is enough to
show that

(C.5) En2Zd
N 0
G".n/

Y
i2Œt�

�. i .n//D o".1/C �."/:

Now a standard application of the linear forms condition (see [24, Lemma 5.2])
gives

k� � 1kU sC1.ZN 0 / D o.1/:

Now the function 1
2
.� � 1/ satisfies 1

2
j�.x/ � 1j 6 1

2
.�.x/C 1/, and this latter

function is easily seen to be a pseudorandom measure (see [24, Lemma 3.4]). Thus
from (C.3) we have

En2Zd
N 0
G".n/

Y
i2Œt�

gi . i .n//D o".1/

whenever all the functions gi are either 1 or �� 1, and not all of them are 1. When
gi D 1 for all i we have the bound o".1/C �.�/, from (C.4). The bound (C.5) now
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follows immediately upon writing � D 1C .� � 1/ and expanding as a sum of 2t

terms.
It remains to prove (C.3). We now claim that we may dispense with the

Lipschitz cutoff F entirely, and reduce to proving the estimate

(C.6) En2Zd
N 0

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//D oı.1/C �.ı/;

which involves no cutoff function at all. To see this, first observe that (C.6) implies
the extension

(C.7) En2Zd
N 0
e.m �n=N/

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//D oı.1/C �.ı/:

for any frequency m 2 ZdN 0 . Indeed, if m lies in the span of P 1; : : : ; P t then we
may simply factor e.m �n=N/ into terms that can be absorbed into the f1; : : : ; ft
factors, noting that we can trivially extend (C.6) to cover the case when f1; : : : ; ft
are complex-valued instead of real-valued. If m does not lie in this span, then it is
easy to see that the left-hand side of (C.7) in fact vanishes.

Now we return to (C.3). Let X >0 be arbitrary. By a standard Fourier-analytic
arguement, given in detail in [25, Lemma A.9], we may decompose

F.n/D

JX
jD1

cj e.mj �n=N/COd .M logX=X/

where J D Od .Xd /, cj D O.1/ are coefficients, and mj 2 ZdN 0 are frequencies.
Inserting this into (C.3), we have

En2Zd
N 0
F.n/

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//D

JX
jD1

cjEn2Zd
N 0
e.mj �n=N/

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//

COd

 
M logX
X

!
En2Zd

N 0

Y
i2Œt�

�. i .n//:

Using (C.7) to control the first term and the linear forms condition to estimate the
second, we see that this is bounded by

Od .X
d /.oı.1/C �.ı//COd

 
M logX
X

!
.1C o.1//:

Taking X to be a sufficiently slowly growing function of 1=ı we obtain (C.3) as
desired.
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Main arguement. It remains to prove (C.6). By symmetry we may assume
that f1 is the function with minimal U sC1 norm, thus

kf1kU sC1.ZN 0 / 6 ı:

Recall that the system ‰ W Zd ! Zt is in s-normal form. By permuting the basis
vectors e1; : : : ; ed if necessary, we may then assume that

QsC1
jD1
P i .ej / vanishes

for i ¤ 1 and is nonzero for i D 1.
In summary, we are reduced to proving

PROPOSITION 7.100 (Reduced generalised von Neumann theorem). Let s; t ,
d;L be positive integer parameters as usual. Then there is a constant D, depend-
ing on s; t; d and L, such that the following is true. Let � W ZN 0 ! RC be a
D-pseudorandom measure, and suppose that f1; : : : ; ft W ZN 0 ! R are functions
with jfi .x/j 6 �.x/ for all i 2 Œt � and x 2 ZN 0 . Suppose that ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t /
is a system of affine-linear forms such that

QsC1
jD1
P i .ej / vanishes for i ¤ 1 and is

nonzero for i D 1. Then we have

(C.8)
ˇ̌̌
En2Zd

N 0

Y
i2Œt�

fi . i .n//
ˇ̌̌
6 kf1kU sC1.ZN 0 /C o.1/:

To prove the estimate (C.8), note first that the coefficients P 1.ej /, j 2 ŒsC 1�,
are nonzero and bounded by Os;t;d;L.1/, and hence are invertible in ZN 0 provided
that N >N0.s; t; d; L/. Thus we may dilate16 the first sC 1 variables and assume
that P 1.ej /D 1 for j 2 ŒsC 1�, a manoeuvre which affords a little notational sim-
plicity if nothing more. With this normalisation we have, writing nD .x1; : : : ; xd /
and y D .xsC2; : : : ; xd /, that

 1.x1; : : : ; xsC1; y/D x1C � � �C xsC1C 1.0; y/:

The other forms  i , i D 2; : : : ; t do not involve all of the variables x1; : : : ; xsC1,
since the system ‰ is in normal form. This will be a crucial fact for us and to
handle it we look, for each  i , at the set �.i/ of indices j 2 Œs C 1� for which
P i .ej /¤ 0, and then group the forms according to their associated set �.i/. Thus
�.1/ D Œs C 1� and �.i/ ¨ Œs C 1� for i D 2; : : : ; t . Observe that the indices
j D sC 2; : : : ; d and the associated variable y D .xsC2; : : : ; xd / will be largely
irrelevant in the sequel. With this nomenclature we may write the left-hand side of
(C.8) as

(C.9)
ˇ̌̌
Ey2Zd�s�1

N 0
E
xŒsC1�2Z

sC1

N 0

Y
B�ŒsC1�

FB;y.xB/
ˇ̌̌

16This dilation converts the coefficients from bounded integers, to rationals with bounded numer-
ator and denominator. However, when the time comes to apply the linear forms condition, one can
clear denominators and reduce back to estimates involving only bounded integers again.
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where xŒsC1� D .xj /j2ŒsC1�, xB is the restriction of xŒsC1� to B , and

FB;y.xB/ WD
Y

i2Œt�W�.i/DB

fi . i .xB ; y//:

We have abused notation ever so slightly by regarding fi as a function on ZBN 0 �

Zd�s�1N 0 rather than on ZsC1N 0 �ZdN 0 , suppressing mention of the irrelevant variables
xj , j 2 ŒsC 1� n�.i/. Observe that

FŒsC1�;y.xŒsC1�/D f1. 1.xŒsC1�; y//D f1.x1C � � �C xsC1C 1.0; y//:

Now we have the pointwise bounds jFB;y.xB/j6 �B;y.xB/, where

�B;y.xB/ WD
Y

i2Œt�W�.i/DB

�. i .xB ; y//:

Invoking Corollary B.4, we may bound (C.9) by

Ey2Zd�s�1
N 0

kFŒsC1�;yk�.�ŒsC1�;y IZ
ŒsC1�

N 0
/

Y
B¨ŒsC1�

k�B;yk
1=2sC1�jBj

�.�B;y IZ
B
N 0
/
:

The reader may wish to recall the definition of the quantities appearing here, which
are provided in the statement of Corollary B.4.

Applying Hölder’s inequality17, we see that to show (C.8) it suffices to show
that

(C.10) Ey2Zd�s�1
N 0

kFŒsC1�;yk
2sC1

�sC1.�ŒsC1�;y IZ
ŒsC1�

N 0
/
6 kf1kU sC1.ZN 0 /C o.1/

and that

(C.11) Ey2Zd�s�1
N 0

k�B;yk
2jBj

�.�¨B;y/
D 1C o.1/

for all nonempty B ¨ Œs C 1�. Note that except for f1, the unknown functions
f2; : : : ; ft have all been eliminated. This procedure will be familiar to readers
who have looked at (for example) [24, Chap. 5].

We begin with (C.11). We expand the left-hand side, obtaining

Ey2Zd�s�1
N 0

k�B;yk
2jBj

�B.�¨B;y/

D E
x
.0/
B ;x

.1/
B 2XB

Y
C�B

Y
!C2f0;1gC

�C;y.x
.!C /
C /

D E
x
.0/
B ;x

.1/
B 2XB

Y
C�B

Y
!C2f0;1gC

Y
i2Œt�W�.i/DC

�. i .x
.!C /
C ; y//:

17This is really an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality several times, since the exponent
is a power of two.
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Because of the definition of �.i/, and the hypothesis that no two of the  i were
affine-linear combinations of each other, we see that the affine-linear forms�

x
.0/
B ; x

.1/
B ; y

�
7!  i

�
x
.!C /
C ; y

�
;

as C varies over subsets of B and i varies over those i 2 Œt � such that�.i/DC , also
have the property that no two forms are affine-linear combinations of each other.
In other words, this system has finite complexity. Thus (C.11) will follow from
the linear forms condition (6.2) provided that the degree D of pseudorandomness
is sufficiently large.

Now we turn to (C.10). The left-hand side expands as

E
x
.0/

ŒsC1�
;x
.1/

ŒsC1�
2Z
sC1

N 0
Iy2Zd�s�1

N 0

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

f1

 
sC1X
jD1

x
.!j /

i C 1.0; y/

!

�

Y
C¨ŒsC1�

Y
!C2f0;1gC

Y
i2Œt�W�.i/DC

�. i .x
.!C /
C ; y//:

Substituting h WD x.1/
ŒsC1�

� x
.0/

ŒsC1�
and z WD x.0/1 C � � �C x

.0/
sC1C 1.0; y/, we may

rewrite this as

E
x
.0/

ŒsC1�
;h2Z

sC1

N 0
Iy2Zd�s�1

N 0

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

f1

 
zC

sC1X
jD1

!jhj

!

�

Y
C¨ŒsC1�

Y
!C2f0;1gC

Y
i2Œt�W�.i/DC

�

 
 i .x

.0/
C ; y/C

X
j2C

!j P i .ej /hj

!
:

Observe that for fixed h, the map .x.0/
ŒsC1�

; y/ 7! z is uniform, in the sense that each

z is mapped to by exactly .N 0/d�1 preimages. Thus we may rewrite the preceding
expression as

E
z2ZN 0 Ih2Z

sC1

N 0
W.z; h/

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

f1

 
zC

sC1X
jD1

!jhj

!

where

W.z; h/ WD E
x
.0/

ŒsC1�
2Z
sC1

N 0
Iy2Zd�s�1

N 0

zDx
.0/
1 C���Cx

.0/
sC1
C 1.0;y/

�

Y
C¨ŒsC1�

Y
!C2f0;1gC

Y
i2Œt�W�.i/DC

�

 
 i .x

.0/
C ; y/C

X
j2C

!j P i .ej /hj

!
:
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Comparing this with (B.13), we see that to prove (C.10) it suffices to show that

E
z2ZN 0 Ih2Z

sC1

N 0
.W.z; h/� 1/

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

f1

 
zC

sC1X
jD1

!jhj

!
D o.1/:

By Cauchy-Schwarz and the hypothesis jf1.x/j6 �.x/, it suffices to establish the
estimates

E
z2ZN 0 Ih2Z

sC1

N 0
jW.z; h/� 1jn

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

�

 
zC

sC1X
jD1

!jhj

!
D 0nC o.1/

for nD 0 and nD 2. Expanding, we reduce to showing that

E
z2ZN 0 Ih2Z

sC1

N 0
W.z; h/n

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

�

 
zC

sC1X
jD1

!jhj

!
D 1C o.1/

for nD 0; 1; 2.
This will follow from the linear forms condition. We shall just verify the case

n D 2, as the cases n D 0; 1 follow from that case (they utilise a subset of the
linear forms that are used in the nD 2 case). When nD 2, we can expand out the
left-hand side as

(C.12) E�

 Y
!2f0;1gsC1

�.zC

sC1X
jD1

!jhj /

! Y
C¨ŒsC1�

Y
!C2f0;1gC

�

Y
i2Œt�W�.i/DC

�

 
 i .x

.0/
C ; y

�
C

X
j2C

!j P i .ej /hj /�
�
 i . Qx

.0/
C ; Qy/C

X
j2C

!j P i .ej /hj

!
where the average E� is over all sextuples

.z; h; x
.0/

ŒsC1�
; Qx
.0/

ŒsC1�
; y; Qy/ 2 ZN 0 �ZsC1N 0 �ZsC1N 0 �ZsC1N 0 �Zd�s�1N 0 �Zd�s�1N 0

subject to the affine constraints

(C.13) z D x
.0/
1 C � � �C x

.0/
sC1C 1.0; y/D Qx

.0/
1 C � � �C Qx

.0/
sC1C 1.0; Qy/:

Naturally, we wish to apply the linear forms condition, on the assumption that
� is D-pseudorandom for sufficiently large D. To do this we must first eliminate
the constraints (C.13). To do this, we substitute for x.0/sC1 and Qx.0/sC1 in terms of the
other variables, that is to say we write

x
.0/
sC1 D z� x

.0/
1 � � � � � x

.0/
s � 1.0; y/

and
Qx
.0/
sC1 D z� Qx

.0/
1 � � � � � Qx

.0/
s � 1.0; Qy/:
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In this way we may rewrite (C.12) as an unconstrained average over the 2d C s�1
variables h; x.0/

Œs�
; Qx
.0/

Œs�
; y; Qy.

When written in terms of this set of variables, it is clear that all the linear
forms in (C.12) have integer coefficients which are bounded in terms of s; t; d
and L. To apply the linear forms condition, all we must do is satisfy ourselves that
no two of these forms are affinely dependent, that is to say no two of them have
parallel homogeneous parts.

To see this, first observe that the 2sC1 homogeneous forms zC
PsC1
jD1 !jhj

are pairwise distinct, and that they are also different from any other form appearing
in (C.12) even after performing the above substitutions, because the latter forms
all involve at least one of the variables from x

.0/

Œs�
, Qx.0/
Œs�

(here we are using the fact
that C is a proper subset of ŒsC 1�).

Now consider an affine form  i .x
.0/
C ; y/C

P
j2C !j

P i .ej /hj appearing in
(C.12). Recalling that C D�.i/, the set of all j for which P i .ej /¤ 0, we see that
in our new system of variables this form may be written as the slightly alarming
expression

(C.14)
sX

jD1

P i .ej /.x
.0/
j C!jhj /

C P i .esC1/.z� x
.0/
1 � � � � � x

.0/
s � 1.0; y/C!sC1hsC1/C i .0; y/:

There is a similar expression involving tildes. We claim first of all that at least one
of the variables x.0/1 ; : : : ; x

.0/
s must appear with nonzero coefficient. If this were

not the case then we would have P i .ej / D P i .esC1/ for j 6 s and hence, since
C ¨ Œs C 1�, C is empty. Hence so is the product over !C 2 f0; 1gC in (C.12).
Thus no form (C.14) with this property appears in (C.12), thereby confirming the
claim.

The claim just proved immediately implies that no form (C.14) has homoge-
neous part parallel to that of a form with tildes. It remains to prove that the forms
in (C.14) have pairwise nonparallel homogeneous parts.

Suppose that we are given a form (C.14) written as

q
�
r1x

.0/
1 C � � �C rsx

.0/
s C r

0zC .terms involving h and y/
�

where q ¤ 0. We claim that the set C from which the form came may be identi-
fied knowing only r1; : : : ; rs; r 0. Indeed we must have qr 0 D P i .esC1/, whence
P i .ej /D �.rj Cr

0/ for j 6 s. The set C may be found simply by looking at which
of these quantities do not vanish. It is immediately clear that !C 2 f0; 1gC may
also be recovered.
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The only way in which two forms (C.14) could have parallel homogeneous
parts, then, is if there is some fixed choice of !, some i ¤ i 0 and some rational
q; q0 ¤ 0 such that

q

� sX
jD1

P i .ej /.x
.0/
j C!jhj /C

P i .esC1/

�

�
z�

sX
jD1

x
.0/
j � 1.0; y/C!sC1hsC1

�
C i .0; y/

�

D q0
� sX
jD1

P i 0.ej /.x
.0/
j C!jhj /

C P i 0.esC1/
�
z�

sX
jD1

x
.0/
j � 1.0; y/C!sC1hsC1

�
C i 0.0; y/

�
for all choices of the variables. After some simple manipulations one confirms that
q P i .ej / D q

0 P i 0.ej / for j 6 sC 1 and that q i .0; y/ D q0 i 0.0; y/. Thus P i is
parallel to P i 0 , contrary to the assumption that the system ‰ D . i /

t
iD1 has finite

complexity.
We have verified that it was valid to invoke the linear forms condition, pro-

vided that D is large enough. This completes the proof of Proposition 7.1’ and
hence that of Proposition 7.1. �

Appendix D. Goldston-Yıldırım correlation estimates

One aim of this section is to construct a pseudorandom measure � such that
a suitable multiple of � majorises the modified von Mangoldt function ƒ0

b;W
.

Specifically, we will prove Proposition 6.4. This was essentially carried out in [24,
Chaps. 9, 10], building on work of Goldston and Yıldırım [17], [18], [16], [15], but
the arguement there only led to a majorant for one function ƒ0

b;W
, whereas in the

present work we need to simultaneously majorise ƒ0
b1;W

; : : : ; ƒ0
bt ;W

. A few small
modifications to the arguement in [24] would, however, achieve this. Another aim
of this section is to prove (12.5), a crucial estimate on the Gowers norm of a certain
truncated von Mangoldt function ƒ]. This does not follow immediately from the
results in [24], though can be proved using similar ideas. We take the opportunity
to give a brief but more-or-less self-contained account of these ideas here, while
also providing some simplifications.

The heart of the matter is the establishment of correlation estimates for trun-
cated divisor sums ƒ�;R;a W Z! R of the form

ƒ�;R;a.n/ WD logR
�X
d jn

�.d/�
� log d

logR

��a
:
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In this expression R is a moderately large number, which in practice will be a
small power of N , � W R! R is a smooth, compactly supported function, and
a 2 N. In our applications we only ever take a D 1 or a D 2. We extend ƒ�;R;a
to the negative numbers in the obvious manner. Indeed, the compact support of �
ensures that ƒ�;R;a is periodic.

Remark. Observe that ƒ�;R;a D �.0/a logR on “almost primes” — numbers
coprime to

Q
p6R p. For the purposes of gaining intuition about these functions

one might think of them heuristically as being weights on the almost primes, though
they do also have some weight on other numbers. The reason we need to deal
with ƒ�;R;2.n/ is to correct for the rather unfortunate fact that ƒ�;R;1.n/ can be
negative. This trick is of course closely related to the ƒ2 sieve of Selberg.

Associated to these truncated divisor sums are certain numbers which we call
sieve factors.

Definition D.1 (Sieve factors). Let � W R! R be compactly supported and
suppose that a > 1. Then we define the sieve factor c�;a by the formula

(D.1) c�;a WD

Z
R

: : :

Z
R

Y
B�Œa�

�X
j2B

.1C i�j /

�.�1/jBj�1 aY
jD1

'.�j / d�j ;

where ' is the modified Fourier transform of �, defined by the formula

(D.2) ex�.x/D

Z 1
�1

'.�/e�ix� d�:

The sieve factor c�;a looks very complicated (though explicitly computable),
but in the special cases aD 1; 2 it has a particularly simple form:

LEMMA D.2. We have c�;1 D ��0.0/ and c�;2 D
R1
0 j�

0.x/j2 dx. More
generally, c�;a is a real number.

Proof. We deal first with the case aD 1. From (D.1) and (D.2) we have

c�;1 D

Z
R

.1C i�/'.�/ d� D �.0/�
d

dx
.ex�.x//jxD0

and the claim follows. Now we handle the case aD 2. We have

c�;2 D

Z
R

Z
R

.1C i�/.1C i� 0/

2C i.�C � 0/
'.�/'.� 0/ d�d� 0

Using the identity

1

2C i.�C � 0/
D

Z 1
0

e�.1Ci�/xe�.1Ci�
0/x dx
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we can rewrite c�;2 asZ 1
0

�Z
R

'.�/.1C i�/e�.1Ci�/x d�

�2
dx:

But from differentiating (D.2) we see that the expression in parentheses is ��0.x/,
and the claim follows.

Finally, for general a, we observe that since � is real, we have '.��/D '.�/.
Taking complex conjugates of (D.1) and substituting �j 7! ��j we obtain the claim.

Roughly speaking, we will be able to show the analogue of the generalised
Hardy-Littlewood conjecture for these sums ƒ�;R;a so long as � is suitably smooth
and R is a sufficiently small power of N . More precisely, we prove the following.

THEOREM D.3 (Goldston-Yıldırım estimate). Let t; d; L be positive integers,
let N be a large positive integer as usual, and let ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  t / be a system
of affine-linear forms with k‰kN 6 L. Assume that no two of the forms  i are
rational multiples of one another. Let aD .a1; : : : ; at / 2Nt be a t -tuple of integers.
Let K � Œ�N;N �d be a convex body, and let �1; : : : ; �t W R ! R be smooth,
compactly supported functions. Let R D N  , where  > 0 is sufficiently small
depending on t; d; L; � and a. Call a prime p exceptional if there exist two forms
 i ;  j which are linearly dependent modulo p, and let P‰ denote the set of all
exceptional primes. Write X WD

P
p2P‰

p�1=2. Then we have

(D.3)
X

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

ƒ�i ;R;ai . i .n//

D

Y
i2Œt�

c�i ;ai � vold .K/ �
Y
p

p̌CO

�
N d

log1=20R
eO.X/

�
;

where the local factors p̌ for each prime p were defined in (1.4), (1.6), and the
sieve factors c�;a were defined in Definition D.1. The implied constants here can
depend on t; d; L; �1; : : : ; �t and a.

Remarks. Note that we are not assuming that the system ‰ has finite complex-
ity but, as stated, we do assume that no two of the forms  i are rational multiples
of one another. This means that P‰ is finite but not necessarily bounded in terms of
t; d; L. If, for example, we have d D 1, t D 2 and  1.n/D n,  2.n/D nCM , then
P‰ can be somewhat large if M has many prime factors. If ‰ does have finite com-
plexity then X is bounded in terms of t; d; L and the error term becomes o.N d /.
In other situations this term can be more substantial. We have not attempted to find
an error term which is best possible, being happy to settle for one that suffices for
our application, and in particular for the correlation condition (Definition 6.3).
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Compare Theorem D.3 with Conjecture 1.2. The space ‰�1..RC/t /, which
appears in (1.4), is not present here because the truncated divisor sums ƒ�i ;R;ai
extend periodically to the negative numbers, in contrast to the von Mangoldt func-
tion ƒ.

Remark. In the works of Goldston, Pintz and Yıldırım [17], [18], [16], [15]
the choice of cutoff � was critically important. In our analysis it is not, ultimately
because the inverse Gowers-norm conjecture GI.s/ applies even for arbitrarily
small ı > 0. This allows us to use simpler and smoother enveloping sieves in
which the sieve factors are large. We do, of course, require these factors to be
independent of N . In taking � to be very smooth, a number of simplifications
are possible. Following notes of the second author [41], [38] (see also [29]), we
avoid the use of any deep facts from analytic number theory such as the classical
zero-free region for the Riemann zeta function. One may instead make do with
the elementary observation that the Riemann zeta function �.s/ has the asymptotic
�.s/D 1

s�1
CO.1/ for s near 1 and <.s/ > 1. We note that these simplifications

could also be applied (retrospectively) to Chapters 9 and 10 of [24].

Remark. Observe that if RDN  , then 06ƒ0.n/6 1
�.0/2

ƒ�;R;2.n/ for all
n, R < n 6 N . Thus we can use Theorem D.3 to obtain upper bounds for the

expression (1.7) which lose a multiplicative factor of
�
c�;2
�.0/2

�t
, which is indepen-

dent of N . This observation, coupled with a good choice of � and  , is rather
close to the Selberg ƒ2 sieving technique. As is well-known there are significant
barriers (the “parity problem”) to reducing this multiplicative loss to something
approaching 1.

Proof of Theorem D.3. To simplify the notation we allow all implicit constants
to depend on t; d; L; �1; : : : ; �t and a. We may assume that N (and hence R) are
large with respect to these parameters, as the claim is trivial otherwise.

It is convenient to introduce the index set

� WD f.i; j / W i 2 Œt �I j 2 Œai �g � N2:

With this notation, it is a simple matter to expand the left-hand side of (D.3) as

logt R
X

.mi;j /.i;j /2�2N�

� Y
.i;j /2�

�.mi;j /�i

� logmi;j
logR

�� X
n2K\Zd

Y
.i;j /2�

1mi;j j i .n/:

The � factors allow us to restrict mi;j to N�, the set of square-free natural numbers.
If, for each i 2 Œt �, we setmi WD lcm.mi;1; : : : ; mi;ai /, then we can rewrite the above
expression as

logt R
X

.mi;j /.i;j /2�2N��

� Y
.i;j /2�

�.mi;j /�i

� logmi;j
logR

�� X
n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

1mi j i .n/:
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Since � is compactly supported we may restrict mi to be at most RO.1/ for all i .
In particular if we set m WD

Q
i2Œt�mi then m 6 RO.1/ also. From the Chinese

remainder theorem we see that as a function of n, the expression
Q
i2Œt� 1mi j i .n/ is

periodic with respect to the lattice m �Zd . By a volume packing arguement similar
to that used to prove (1.3) in Appendix A, we haveX

n2K\Zd

Y
i2Œt�

1mi j i .n/ D vold .K/˛m1;:::;mt CO.mN
d�1/

where ˛m1;:::;mt is the local factor

˛m1;:::;mt WD En2Zdm

Y
i2Œt�

1mi j i .n/:

The total contribution of the error term O.mN d�1/ to (D.3) can be estimated
crudely by O.RO.1/N d�1 logt R/, which will be o.N d / if the exponent  that
defines R is sufficiently small. Thus we can discard this term and reduce our task
to that of showing that

(D.4) logt R
X

.mi;j /.i;j /2�2N��

� Y
.i;j /2�

�.mi;j /�i

� logmi;j
logR

��
˛m1;:::;mt

D

Y
i2Œt�

c�i ;ai �
Y
p

p̌CO.e
O.X/ log�1=20R/:

Note that we have eliminated the convex body K and the scale parameter18 N .
From the Chinese remainder theorem we make the key observation that ˛m1;:::;mt
is multiplicative in m1; : : : ; mt , so that if we decompose mi D

Q
p p

rp;i then

(D.5) ˛m1;:::;mt D
Y
p

p̨rp;1 ;:::;prp;t :

Note that as the mi;j are square-free, the rp;i are either 0 or 1.
The next step is to use Fourier expansion to replace the weights �i by more

multiplicative functions. Indeed, as �i is smooth and compactly supported we have
the Fourier expansion (D.2) for some smooth 'i which is rapidly decreasing in the
sense that j'i .�/j �A .1C �/�A for all A > 0. Thus we have

�i

 
logmi;j

logR

!
D

Z 1
�1

m
�
1Ci�
logR

i;j 'i .�/ d�:

We could insert this Fourier expansion into (D.4) directly, but it will be easier if
we first take advantage of the rapid decrease of 'i to truncate the Fourier integral

18Observe that, although the o-notation concerns the situation when N !1, this is exactly the
same as letting R!1.
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to the interval I WD f� 2 R W j�j6 log1=2Rg (say), thereby obtaining

�i

 
logmi;j

logR

!
D

Z
I

m
�
1Ci�
logR

i;j 'i .�/ d�COA.m
�1= logR
i;j log�AR/

for any A. Since �i .logmi;j = logR/ is itself bounded by O.m�1= logR
i;j /, we con-

clude that

(D.6)
Y

.i;j /2�

�i

�
logmi;j

logR

�
D

Z
I

: : :

Z
I

Y
.i;j /2�

m
�zi;j
i;j 'i .�i;j / d�i;j

COA

�
log�AR

Y
.i;j /2�

m
�1= logR
i;j

�
;

where we have written zi;j WD .1C i�i;j /= logR. Let us first deal with the contribu-
tion of the error term OA.log�AR

Q
.i;j /2�m

�1= logR
i;j / to (D.4). Taking absolute

values everywhere, we can bound these contributions by

�A .logR/O.1/�A
X

.mi;j /.i;j /2�2N�

˛m1;:::;mt

Y
.i;j /2�

m
�1= logR
i;j :

Using the multiplicativity, we can factorise this expression as an Euler product

.logR/O.1/�A
Y
p

X
.ri;j /.i;j /2�2N�

p̨r1 ;:::;prt p
�.
P
.i;j /2� ri;j /= logR

where ri WDmax.ri;1; : : : ; ri;ai /. Crude computations then show that p̨r1 ;:::;prt is
equal to 1 when r1 D � � � D rt D 0 and O.1=p/ otherwise (cf. Lemma 1.3) and
hence we can bound the above expression by

.logR/O.1/�A
Y
p

�
1�

1

p1C1= logR

��O.1/
:

Since the Riemann zeta function �.s/D
Q
p.1�

1
ps
/�1 has a simple pole at s D 1

with residue 1, we see that

(D.7)
Y
p

�
1�

1

ps

��1
D

1

s� 1
CO.1/

whenever <.s/ > 1 and s� 1 is sufficiently close to 1. This allows us to bound the
above expression by

OA
�
.logR/O.1/�A

�
which will be acceptable if A is large enough. Thus we only need to deal with
the contribution of the main term of (D.6) to (D.4). After swapping sums and
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integrals19, we write this term as

logt R
Z
I

: : :

Z
I

X
.mi;j /.i;j /2�2N��

Y
.i;j /2�

�.mi;j /m
�zi;j
i;j ˛m1;:::;mt'i .�i;j / d�i;j :

Using the multiplicativity of ˛ once more, we can write this expression as

(D.8) logt R
Z
I

: : :

Z
I

Y
p

Ep;� �
Y

.i;j /2�

'i .�i;j / d�i;j ;

where � D .�i;j /.i;j /2� 2 I� and Ep;� is the Euler factor

Ep;� WD
X

.mi;j /.i;j /2�2f1;pg�

� Y
.i;j /2�

�.mi;j /m
�zi;j
i;j ˛m1;:::;mt

�
:

Our task is to show that (D.8) is
�Q

i2Œt� c�i ;ai
�Q

p p̌ CO.e
O.X/ log�1=20R/.

To tackle this we must understand the Euler factors Ep;� . We may rewrite this
expression as

(D.9) Ep;� D
X
B��

.�1/jBj
˛.p;B/

p
P
.i;j /2B zi;j

:

In this expression ˛.p;B/ WD p̨r1 ;:::;prt , where ri WD 1 whenever .i; j / 2B for at
least one j , and ri WD 0 otherwise. Note that ˛.p;∅/D 1.

Call a set B �� vertical if it is nonempty and contained inside a vertical fibre
fig � Œai � for some i 2 Œt �. If B is vertical then ˛.p;B/D En2Zdp

1pj i .n/, which
is equal to 1=p if p > p0.t; d; L/ is sufficiently large. To say something about
˛.p;B/ when B is neither empty nor vertical, recall that we described a prime p
as exceptional, and wrote p 2 P‰, if there exist i; i 0 such that  i is a multiple of
 i 0 in Zp . For p …P‰, we see from Lemma 1.3 that ˛.p;B/DO.1=p2/ whenever
B is not vertical or empty. If p 2 P then the best we can say in general is that
˛.p;B/DO.1=p/.

From the above discussion we have

(D.10) Ep;� D .1CO.1=p
2//E 0p;� for p … P‰;

19One can justify the exchange of integrals and summations because I is compact, and the sum-
mation can be shown to be absolutely convergent, either by using the crude bounds above, or by
using bounds such as (D.10) below.
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where E 0
p;�

is the Euler factor20

(D.11) E 0p;� WD
Y

B��;B vertical

�
1�

1

p1C
P
.i;j /2B zi;j

�.�1/jBj�1
:

For p 2 P‰ we must rely instead on the far weaker bound

(D.12) Ep;� D .1CO.1=p//E
0
p;� :

From the estimate (D.7) and the fact that jzi;j j DO.log�1=2R/ when �i;j 2 I we
have Y

p

E 0p;� D
Y

B��;B vertical

�
1P

.i;j /2B zi;j
CO.1/

�.�1/jBj
(D.13)

D .1CO.log�1=2R//
Y

B��;B vertical

� X
.i;j /2B

zi;j

�.�1/jBj�1
:

Our aim now is to establish a corresponding estimate for
Q
p Ep;� . Note that we

cannot afford the loss of a multiplicative constant which would result from a naı̈ve
application of (D.10).

PROPOSITION D.4 (Euler product estimate). We haveY
p

Ep;� D

�Y
p

p̌CO.e
O.X/ log�1=20R/

�Y
p

E 0p;�

for any � 2 I�.

Proof. From Lemma 1.3 we have p̌ D 1CO.1=p/ for p 2 P‰ and p̌ D

1CO.1=p2/ otherwise. For starters this implies the very crude bound

(D.14)
Y
p

p̌ 6 eO.X/;

which we will use later on. Our first main task is to dispose of the contribution
of the large primes p, when (say) p > log1=10R. Using the estimates for p̌ just
mentioned, we have

(D.15)
Y

p6log1=10R

p̌ 6 eO.X/:

20To provide a link to the discussion of [24], we observe that

Y
p

E 0p;� D
Y

B��;B vertical

�

�
1C

X
.i;j /2B

zi;j

�.�1/jBj
:
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We also have Y
p>log1=10R

p̌ 6 exp

 
O

� X
p>log1=10RWp2P‰

p�1
�!

6 exp
�
O.X log�1=20R/

�
D 1CO.eO.X/ log�1=20R/;

where the last bound follows from the elementary inequality e�X 6 1C�eX , valid
for �6 1 and X 2R>0. Similarly, using the inequality e��X > 1��eX , we obtain
the corresponding lower bound, and thus

(D.16)
Y

p>log1=10R

p̌ D 1CO.e
O.X/ log�1=20R/:

From this and (D.14) we see that it will suffice to show thatY
p

Ep;� D

� Y
p6log1=10R

p̌CO.e
O.X/ log�1=20R/

�Y
p

E 0p;� :

Now from (D.10), (D.12) we haveY
p>log1=10R

Ep;� D exp
� X
p>log1=10R

p�2C
X

p2P‰Wp>log1=10R

p�1
� Y
p>log1=10R

E 0p;� :

Since X
p>log1=10R

p�2 DO.log�1=10R/

and X
p2P‰Wp>log1=10R

p�1 DO.X log�1=20R/;

we conclude thatY
p>log1=10R

Ep;� D exp
�
O.1CX/ log�1=20R

� Y
p>log1=10R

E 0p;�

D
�
1CO.eO.X/ log�1=20R/

� Y
p>log1=10R

E 0p;� ;

the last step following as in the proof of (D.16). From this and (D.14) we see that
it suffices to show that
(D.17)Y
p6log1=10R

Ep;� D

� Y
p6log1=10R

p̌CO.e
O.X/ log�1=20R/

� Y
p6log1=10R

E 0p;� :
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To do this, we will prove the following lemma.

LEMMA D.5. We have

Ep;� D

 
p̌CO

�
logp

log1=2R

�!
E 0p;� :

for all p 6 log1=10R.

Proof that Lemma D.5 implies (D.17). Suppose first that there is p06 log1=10R
such that p̌0 D 0. Then, using the fact that p̌ D 1CO.1=p/, we have

Y
p6log1=10R

 
p̌CO

�
logp

log1=2R

�!
DO

�
logp

log1=2R

�
eO.X/;

which is acceptable. If no p̌ is vanishes then, since p̌ D 1CO.1=p/ and p̌ is a
rational with denominator dividing pd , we have a bound p̌� 1 with the implied
constant depending only on the global parameters t; d; L. Thus, using (D.15), we
have Y

p6log1=10R

 
p̌CO

�
logp

log1=2R

�!

D

Y
p6log1=10R

p̌ �

Y
p6log1=10R

 
1CO

�
logp

log1=2R

�!

D

� Y
p6log1=10R

p̌

�
�
�
1CO.log�1=3R//

D

Y
p6log1=10R

p̌CO.e
O.X/ log�1=3R//:

Thus (D.17) holds in this case also.

Proof of Lemma D.5. Observe that since � 2 I�, we have

p
P
.i;j /2B zi;j D 1CO.logp= log1=2R/

for all B and all p 6 log1=10R. Dividing (D.9) by (D.11) (noting that the latter
has magnitude comparable to 1) and performing Taylor expansion in w D p

P
zi;j

about w D 1 it is not hard to check that

Ep;�

E 0
p;�

D
zEp

zE 0p
CO

�
logp

log1=2R

�
;
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where zEp; zE 0p are defined setting all the zi;j equal to zero in (D.9) and (D.11)
respectively. Thus

(D.18) zEp WD
X
B��

.�1/jBj˛.p;B/

and

(D.19) zE 0p WD
X

B��;B vertical

�
1�

1

p

�.�1/jBj�1
:

To prove the lemma, then, it suffices to prove the identity

(D.20) p̌ D
zEp

zE 0p
:

Recalling (D.18) and (D.19), it will suffice to show that

(D.21)
X
B��

.�1/jBj˛.p;B/D p̌

Y
B��;B vertical

�
1�

1

p

�.�1/jBj�1
:

Using the binomial theorem, the right-hand side of (D.21) simplifies to p̌.1�
1
p
/t ,

which by (1.6) is equal to

En2Zdp
1p 6j 1.n/ : : : 1p 6j t .n/:

By the inclusion-exclusion principle this can be written asX
r1;:::;rt2f0;1g

.�1/r1C���CrtEn2Zdp

Y
riD0

1pj i .n/;

which in turn is just X
r1;:::;rt2f0;1g

.�1/r1C���Crt p̨r1 ;:::;prt :

We are to show that this is equal to the left-hand side of (D.21), namelyX
B��

.�1/jBj˛.p;B/:

To do this, we compare coefficients of p̨r1 ;:::;prt on both sides. To evaluate the
coefficient on the left-hand side, let I be the set of indices for which ri ¤ 0. Then
this coefficient is easily seen to beY

i2I

X
Bi�Œai �

.�1/jBi j
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which, by the binomial theorem, is simply .�1/jI j. This gives (D.20), and the
claim follows.

We return to the proof of (D.4). Recall that we had reduced this to the task of
finding an appropriate asymptotic for (D.8). Substituting the result of Proposition
D.4 into (D.8) and applying (D.14), it is easy to reduce this in turn to showing the
following two facts. Firstly, that
(D.22)

logt R
Z
I

: : :

Z
I

 Y
p

E 0p;�

! Y
.i;j /2�

'i .�i;j / d�i;j D
Y
i2Œt�

c�i ;ai CO.log�1=20R/I

and secondly that

(D.23) logt R
Z
I

: : :

Z
I

Y
p

jE 0p;� j
Y

.i;j /2�

j'i .�i;j /j d�i;j DO.1/:

Let us begin with the second task, that of proving (D.23). We simply substitute
zi;j D .1C i�i;j /= logR into (D.13). The contribution from the terms logR is
precisely log�t R, by a simple application of the binomial theoremX

B�C WB¤∅

.�1/jBj D 0jC j� 1:

For the terms involving the �i;j we have the crude estimateY
.i;j /2�

.1Cj�i;j j/
O.1/;

and so Y
p

jE 0p;� j �
1

logt R

Y
.i;j /2�

.1Cj�i;j j/
O.1/:

However since � is smooth its modified Fourier transform satisfies j'i .�i;j /j �A
.1Cj�i;j j/

�A for any A> 0, as we have already remarked. The claim then follows
by taking A large enough.

Now we prove (D.22). Using the rapid decay of the functions ' once more
together with (D.13) we see that it suffices to show that

logt R
Z
I

: : :

Z
I

Y
B��;B vertical

 X
.i;j /2B

zi;j

!.�1/jBj�1 Y
.i;j /2�

'i .�i;j / d�i;j

D

Y
i2Œt�

c�i ;ai CO.log�1=20R/:
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The first move is to reinstate the integrals over all of R, rather than just over I .
Doing this introduces an error which is�A log�AR for any A > 0, on account
of the rapid decrease of '. Once this is done the multiple integral is easily seen to
factor, there being one integral for each index i . After scaling out the factors of
logR, the claim follows from the definition (D.1) of the sieve weights c�;a. The
result follows, and we have concluded the proof of Theorem D.3. �

Construction of the enveloping sieve. Now we are ready to prove Proposi-
tion 6.4, the statement of which was as follows.

PROPOSITION 6.4 (Domination by a pseudorandom measure). Let D > 1 be
arbitrary. Then there is a constant C0 WD C0.D/ such that the following is true.
Let C >C0, and suppose that N 0 2 ŒCN; 2CN �. Let b1; : : : ; bt 2 f0; 1; : : : ; W �1g
be coprime to W WD

Q
p6w p. Then there exists a D-pseudorandom measure

� W ZN 0 ! RC which obeys the pointwise bounds

1Cƒ0b1;W .n/C � � �Cƒ
0
bt ;W

.n/�D;C �.n/

for all n 2 ŒN 3=5; N �, where we identify n with an element of ZN 0 in the obvious
manner.

The definition of D-pseudorandom was given, and discussed, in Section 6.
See in particular Definitions 6.2 and 6.3 and the paragraphs following the latter.
Let  D .C;D/ > 0 be a parameter to be chosen later and set R WD N  . Fix
an arbitrary smooth even function � W R! R which is supported on Œ�1; 1� and
satisfies �.0/D 1 and

R 1
0 j�

0.x/j2 dx D 1. For such a function we have c�;2 D 1,
thanks to Lemma D.2.

We define the preliminary weight Q� W ŒN �! RC by setting

Q�.n/ WD Ei2Œt�
�.W /

W
ƒ�;R;2.W nC bi /

and then transfer this to ZN 0 by setting �.n/ WD 1
2
C

1
2
Q�.n/ when n 2 ŒN � and

�.n/ WD 1 otherwise.
By construction, Q� is certainly nonnegative. To verify the pointwise bounds,

it suffices to show that

ƒ0bi ;W .n/�C;D
�.W /

W
ƒ�;R;2.W nC bi /

for all i 2 Œt � and n 2 ŒN 3=5; N �. The left-hand side is only nonzero when W nCbi
is a prime which is greater than N 3=5. Supposing that  < 3=5, we see that in
this case the left-hand side is equal to �.W /

W
logN , while the right-hand side is

�.W /
W

logR. Since RDN  and  depends only on C;D, the claim follows.
It remains to show that � is a D-pseudorandom measure. Our arguement here

shall follow that in [24] rather closely, but will use Theorem D.3 as a substitute for
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[24, Props. 9.5, 9.6]. For that reason we shall skip some of the details which are
more or less exact repetition of those in [24].

Let us first verify the .D;D;D/-linear forms condition. By decomposing
� up into its various components as in [24], it certainly suffices to establish the
somewhat general boundX

n2K\Zd

Y
j2Œm�

Q�. j .n//D vold .K/C o.N
d /

where ‰ D . 1; : : : ;  m/ is a system of affine-linear forms, no two of which are
affinely related, m; d; k‰kN are all OD.1/, and K � Œ�N;N �d is a convex body
with ‰.K/� Œ�N;N �m. Splitting Q� up further, we thus reduce to showing that

(D.24)
�
�.W /

W

�m X
n2K\Zd

Y
j2Œm�

ƒ�;R;2. j .W nC bij //D vold .K/C o.N
d /

for all i1; : : : ; im 2 Œt �.
Now we apply Theorem D.3. As we are assuming that no two of the forms

 j .n/ are affinely related, the same is true for the forms  j .W n C bij /. In
particular we see that the exceptional primes, if they exist, are bounded in size
by O.w/ D O.log logN/. In particular we have X D O.log log1=2N/ and so
eO.X/ log�1=20RD o.1/. We can thus write the left-hand side of (D.24) as�

�.W /

W

�m
cm�;2 vold .K/

Y
p

p̌C o.N
d /

where we suppress the dependence of constants on t; m; d; L;D. Because all the
bij are coprime to W , we see that p̌ D .

p
p�1

/t for all p 6 w, and in particularQ
p6w p̌ D

�
W
�.W /

�t
. Also, for p > w we see from Lemma 1.3 that p̌ D 1C

O.1=p2/, and so
Q
p>w p̌ D 1C o.1/. Since c�;2 D 1, the claim follows.

Now we verify the D-correlation condition for �. As before we can pass from
� to Q�, and reduce to showing thatX

n2I

Y
j2Œm�

Q�.nC hj /�N
X

16j<j 06m

�.hj � hj 0/

for all m D OD.1/, all h1; : : : ; hm 2 ŒN �, and all intervals I � ŒN �, and where
� W Œ�N;N �! RC obeys the moment bounds En2Œ�N;N��.n/

q�q 1 for all q > 0.
We may assume that no two of the hi are equal as in this case one can use crude
divisor estimates, setting �.0/ to be moderately large (see [24] for details). Again,
we split up Q� and reduce to showing that�
�.W /

W

�m �X
n2I

Y
j2Œm�

ƒ�;R;2.W.nC hj /C bij /

�
�N

X
16j<j 06m

�.hj � hj 0/
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whenever i1; : : : ; im 2 Œt �. We can apply Theorem D.3 with the system of forms
‰ D .W.nC hj /C bij /

m
jD1 and write the left-hand side as�

�.W /

W

�m �
cm�;2jI j

Y
p

p̌CO.Ne
O.X/ log�1=20R/

�
:

As before we can discard the sieve factor c�;2 D 1, and we have
Q
p6w p̌ D�

W
�.W /

�m
.

It thus suffices to show thatY
p>w

p̌C e
O.X/ log�1=20R�

X
16j<j 06m

�.hj � hj 0/:

From Lemma 1.3 we see that for p > w we have p̌ D 1CO.1=p/, with the
improvement p̌ D 1CO.1=p

2/ as long as p … P‰, that is as long as p does not
divide W.hj � hj 0/C bij � bij 0 for any 16 j < j 0 6m. Thus

(D.25)
Y
p>w

p̌�

Y
p>w
p2P‰

 
1CO

�
1

p

�!
� exp

 
O

� X
p>w
p2P‰

1

p

�!
:

On the other hand, since w DO.log logN/ is so small we have

eO.X/ log�1=20R 6 exp

 
O

� X
p2P‰

1

p1=2

�!
log�1=20R

� exp

 
O

� X
p>w
p2P‰

1

p1=2

�!
:

It follows from this analysis that if we set

�.n/ WD
X

16j<j 06m

exp

 
O

� X
p>w

pjWnCbij�bij 0

1

p1=2

�!

then we obtain the desired correlation estimate. To show the moment bounds on �
it suffices to show that

En2ŒN � exp
�
q

X
p>w

pjWnCh

1

p1=2

�
�q 1
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for all hDO.W /. By repeating the proof of [24, Lemma 9.9] we can deduce this
bound from X

n2ŒN �

Y
p>w

pjWnCh

.1Cp�1=4/�q N:

Using the bound Y
p>w

pjWnCh

.1Cp�1=4/6
X

.d;W /D1
d jWnCh

d�1=4

we reduce to showing that X
.d;W /D1
dDO.WN/

d�1=4
X
n2ŒN �
d jWnCh

1�q N:

But we have X
n2ŒN �
d jWnCh

1DO.1CN=d/

by the Chinese remainder theorem, and the claim then follows easily. This con-
cludes the proof of Proposition 6.4.

The correlation estimate for ƒ]. The final task of this appendix is to establish
the correlation estimate (12.5), which was the crucial fact that ƒ]

b;W
� 1 has small

Gowers norm. We allow all constants to depend on s. Expanding out the U sC1ŒN �
norm, it suffices to show the slightly more general boundX

.n;h/2K

Y
!2f0;1gsC1

�
�.W /

W
ƒ].W.nC! � h/C b/� 1

�
D o.N sC2/

wheneverK is a convex body in Œ�N;N �sC2. Expanding out the product, it suffices
to show thatX

.n;h/2K

Y
!2B

�.W /

W
ƒ].W.nC! � h/C b/D volsC2.K/C o.N sC2/

for all B � f0; 1gsC1. Now observe that ƒ] D�ƒ�];R;1, and so we may invoke
Theorem D.3 with the system of forms ‰ D .W.nC! � h/C b/!2B to write the
left-hand side as 

�
�.W /

W

!jBj
c
jBj

�];1
volsC2.K/

Y
p

p̌CO.N
sC2eO.X/= log1=20R/:
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As in the preceding section, we compute that
Q
p6w p̌ D

�
W
�.W /

�jBj
, while p̌ D

1CO.1=p2/ for p > w. Furthermore all exceptional primes p have p 6 w, and
thus since w is so small

eO.X/= log1=20RDO.log�1=20R/ exp

 
O

� X
p6w

1

p1=2

�!
D o.1/:

Finally, from Lemma D.2, we have c�];1 D�1. The claim follows. �

Appendix E. Nilmanifold constraints; Host-Kra cube groups

Our aim in this appendix is prove Proposition 11.5, which asserts a constraint
concerning parallelepiped in nilmanifolds. It turns out to be convenient to gener-
alise the notion of a parallelepiped to a more general object, namely a Host-Kra
cube. Thus much of this appendix will be devoted to the algebraic theory of these
cubes. We will first introduce such parallelepipeds in the Lie group G, establish
the constraint there, and then descend to the quotient space G=� and show that the
constraint persists down to the quotient. In preparing the material that follows we
benefitted much from conversations with Sasha Leibman, and also from remarks
made by one of the anonymous referees.

Host-Kra cube groups in G. Let G be a connected Lie group with identity
idG , with the associated lower central series G� given by

G DG0 DG1 �G2 � : : : ;

where G0 D G1 D G and GiC1 D ŒG;Gi �. We recall the standard facts that
ŒGi ; Gj � � GiCj , and that each Gi is a closed connected normal Lie subgroup
of G; see for instance [6, Chap. 3, �9, Cor. to Prop. 4]. In particular the quotient
groups GinG are also Lie groups.

To define the Host-Kra cube group HKsC1.G�/ we first need some combina-
torial notation.

Definition E.1 (Simple combinatorics of f0; 1gsC1). We refer to f0; 1gsC1 as
the cube. Its elements ! may be partially ordered by decreeing that ! 6 !0 if
!j 6 !0j for j D 1; : : : ; sC 1. A hyperplane is any set of the form Hj;a WD f! W

!j D ag. If 06 d 6 sC1 then we say that a face of codimension d is any nonempty
intersection F of d distinct hyperplanes, and we write d D codim.F /. Thus any
vertex in f0; 1gsC1 is a face of codimension sC 1, whilst the whole cube f0; 1gsC1

is a face of codimension 0. We say that two faces are parallel if they have the same
fixed coordinates, and hence the same codimension. Every face F has a minimal
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element min.F / and a maximal element max.F /. We say that a face21 is lower
if min.F /D 0sC1. Note that every face is parallel to exactly one lower face, and
that lower faces F are in one-to-one correspondence with their maximal elements
max.F /, which can be arbitrary. Finally, we say that two parallel faces are adjacent
if their union is a face of one lower codimension.

Definition E.2 (Face groups). Let F � f0; 1gsC1 be an face of codimension
d . For any element g 2 G, we write gF for the element of Gf0;1g

sC1

such that
.gF /! D g when ! 2 F , and .gF /! D idG otherwise. The face group �F is the
group generated by all elements gF with g 2Gcodim.F /, thus �F ŠGcodim.F /.

Definition E.3 (Host-Kra cube group). The Host-Kra cube group HKsC1.G�/
is the subgroup of Gf0;1g

sC1

generated by all the face groups �F , as F ranges over
faces of f0; 1gsC1.

The Host-Kra cube group could be defined with a more general filtration in
place of the lower central series G�, that is to say a sequence of subgroups in which
the condition that GiC1 D ŒG;Gi � is relaxed to an inclusion ŒGi ; Gj ��GiCj . We
will not need this here.

The significance of the group HKsC1.G�/ for us is that it contains the paral-
lelepipeds:

LEMMA E.4 (Parallelepipeds are Host-Kra cubes). Given any g; x 2G and n,
h1; : : : ; hsC1 in Z, the parallelepiped g WD.gnC!�hx/!2f0;1gsC1 lies in HKsC1.G�/.

Proof. We may write, in Gf0;1g
sC1

,

gD .ghsC1/FsC1.ghs /Fs : : : .gh1/F1.gnx/F0 ;

where F0 WD f0; 1gsC1 and Fi is the hyperplane Fi WD f! W !i D 1g for i D
1; : : : ; sC 1. Thus g is the product of sC 2 of the generators of HKsC1.G�/.

The face groups GF are related to each other in a pleasant way:

LEMMA E.5 (Face relations). Let F;F 0 be faces in f0; 1gsC1.

(i) If F;F 0 are disjoint, then the elements in �F and �F 0 commute with one
another.

(ii) If F and F 0 intersect then Œ�F ; �F 0 �� �F\F 0 .

(iii) If F and F 0 are adjacent and parallel, then �F � �F 0�F[F 0 and �F 0 �
�F �F[F 0 .

21With respect to the partial ordering 6, a lower face is exactly the same concept as a principal
filter.
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Proof. (i) is immediate. To prove (ii), note that any element of Œ�F ; � 0F �
has the form xF\F

0

for some x 2 ŒGd ; Gd 0 �, where d WD codim.F / and d 0 WD
codim.F 0/. The result follows on noting that codim.F \ F 0/ 6 codim.F / C
codim.F 0/, and recalling from group theory that ŒGd ; Gd 0 � � GdCd 0 . (iii) is
immediate; in this setting we have xF xF

0

D xF[F
0

.

From Lemma E.5(iii) and an easy induction on the codimension we see that
every face group �F lies in the group generated by the lower face groups. In
particular this implies that the entire group HKsC1.G�/ is generated by the lower
face groups. The same result holds for the upper faces, but we will not have any
further use of this here.

Now we seek a more explicit description of HKsC1.G�/ by the lower face
groups. To achieve this, we need

Definition E.6 (Decreasing ordering of faces). Let F1 > � � �>F2sC1 be any or-
dering of the 2sC1 lower faces of f0; 1gsC1. We say that this ordering is decreasing
if whenever Fi � Fj we have i > j . Thus F1 D f0; 1gsC1 and F2sC1 D 0

sC1.

Clearly, decreasing orders of faces exist; let us fix such an ordering. Now,
observe from Lemma E.5(i), (ii) that if i < j , then we either have �Fj � �Fi �
�Fi ��Fj or �Fj ��Fi � �Fi ��Fj ��Fk for some k > j . From these inclusions we
see that any product of elements from the lower face groups �Fi can eventually be
contained in �F1 ��F2 � � � � ��F2sC1 , as one can use the above inclusions to move
all occurrences of �F1 to the far left, use the closure property �F1 � �F1 D �F1
to concatenate, then move all occurrences of �F2 to be adjacent to �F1 , and so
forth. Since the lower face groups generate HKsC1.G�/, we have thus obtained
the factorisation

HKsC1.G�/D �F1 ��F2 � � � � ��F2sC1 :

Thus there exist functions �i W HKsC1.G�/! �Fi such that

(E.1) gD �1.g/ : : : �2sC1.g/

for all g 2 HKsC1.G�/.

Remark. Because �Fi Š Gcodim.Fi / is a closed connected Lie subgroup of
Gf0;1g

sC1

, we can conclude from the above factorisation that HKsC1.G�/ is also
a closed connected group Lie subgroup of Gf0;1g

sC1

. Furthermore, since the hy-
perplane face groups consist entirely of parallelepipeds, and the lower dimensional
face groups can be expressed as commutators of the hyperplane face groups, we
see that HKsC1.G�/ is in fact the subgroup generated by the parallelepipeds. Thus
this is an extremely natural group for studying parallelepipeds.

In the factorisation (E.1), the �i are unique: an inspection of the max.F1/
coefficients of both sides shows that �1.g/ is determined uniquely by g, and then
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after factoring �1.g/ out, an inspection of the max.F2/ coefficients of both sides
shows that �2.g/ is determined uniquely by g, and so forth. Indeed, this algorithm
shows that if gD .g!/!2f0;1gsC1 , then �i .g/ 2 �Fi is a continuous function of the
coordinates gmax.F1/; : : : ; gmax.Fi / only; indeed, equating �Fi with Gcodim.Fi /, the
group element �i .g/ is an explicit word in these coordinates. Conversely, gmax.Fi /
is a word in �1.g/; : : : ; �i .g/ only.

Recall that we are aiming to prove Proposition 11.5, which establishes a con-
straint amongst the 2sC1 vertices of a parallelepiped in G=� , an s-step nilmanifold.
Henceforth we assume that we are in this setting (the discussion up to now has been
valid quite generally). The preceding observations allow one to prove a related
fact, namely that if G is s-step nilpotent and if .g!/!2f0;1gsC1 2 HKsC1.G�/ then
g0sC1 is a word in the g! , ! 2 f0; 1gsC1� . Indeed the nilpotence of G implies
that the final face group �F

2sC1
is trivial, and hence �2sC1.g/D id for all g. Thus

g0sC1 D gmax.F
2sC1

/ is a actually a word in �1.g/; : : : ; �2sC1�1.g/, and hence in
the g! , ! 2 f0; 1gsC1� .

To prove Proposition 11.5, we must show how this constraint “descends” to
G=� . A step in this direction is the following lemma, which follows immediately
from the fact that g0sC1 is a word in the g! , ! 2 f0; 1gsC1� .

LEMMA E.7. Suppose that gD .g!/!2f0;1gsC1 2HKsC1.G�/ and that g! 2�
for all ! 2 f0; 1gsC1� . Then the remaining point g0sC1 lies in � as well.

We have defined the Host-Kra cube group; now we define the Host-Kra nil-
manifold.

Definition E.8 (Host-Kra cube nilmanifold). We define the Host-Kra nilman-
ifold HKsC1.G�=�/ to be the s-step nilmanifold

HKsC1.G�/=
�
�f0;1g

sC1

\HKsC1.G�/
�
:

A priori, this definition does not make sense. The Lie group HKsC1.G�/ is
connected, simply-connected and s-step nilpotent Lie group (the nilpotence follows
from the fact that it is a subgroup of Gf0;1g

sC1

and the simple-connectedness from
the factorisation (E.1) together with the simple-connectedness of the face groups
�Fi Š Gcodim.Fi /). We have not, however, shown that �f0;1g

sC1

\ HKsC1.G�/
is cocompact inside it. This is the business of Lemma E.10 below. To prove it,
we will need a basic topological property of nilmanifolds, first established in the
foundational paper of Mal’cev [35].

LEMMA E.9 ([35]). Let G be a connected, simply-connected nilpotent Lie
group, and let � be a discrete cocompact subgroup. Then for any j > 1 the group
� \Gj is discrete and cocompact in Gj .
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Remark. To obtain results such as the Main Theorem in the case s D 2, we
need only consider nilmanifolds which are products of Heisenberg examples. This
was observed in Proposition 8.4. In this case, Lemma E.9 can easily be verified by
hand using calculations along the lines of those in [25, Appendix B].

LEMMA E.10. �f0;1g
sC1

\HKsC1.G�/ is a discrete and cocompact subgroup
of HKsC1.G�/.

Proof. The discreteness is obvious, since �f0;1g
sC1

is discrete in Gf0;1g
sC1

.
Now by Lemma E.9 there is a a compact setKj �Gj such thatGj DKj \.�\Gj /.
For each i , consider the subgroup Hi 6 HKsC1.G�/ consisting of those g such
that �1.g/D � � � D �i .g/D id. By our earlier observations this is the same as the
subgroup fg W gmax.F1/D � � � D gmax.Fi /D idg, and hence in particular Hi is normal
in HKsC1.G�/.

Suppose that 1 6 i 6 2sC1 and that g 2 Hi�1. Then g D �i .g/h, where
h 2Hi . Since �i .g/ lies in the fact group �Fi , we may write it as .kii /Fi where
ki 2Kcodim.Fi / and i 2 � \Gcodim.Fi /. Since Hi is normal, we may hence write

gD .ki /Fi �h0 � .i /Fi ;

where h0 is another element of Hi .
Continuing inductively until i D 2sC1, we eventually express an arbitrary

element of HKsC1.G�/ as a product of .k1/F1 : : : .k2sC1/
F
2sC1 times an element

of �f0;1g
sC1

\HKsC1.G�/. Since the set

f.k1/
F1 : : : .k2sC1/

F
2sC1 W k1 2K1; : : : ; k2sC1 2K2sC1g

is compact, this proves the lemma. �

Proof of Proposition 11.5. The projection Gf0;1g
sC1

! .G=�/f0;1g
sC1

in-
duces a 1-1 continuous map from the compact set HKsC1.G�=�/ to .G=�/f0;1g

sC1

.
Henceforth, we consider the former set as a a compact subset of the latter. Let p
be the restriction to HKsC1.G�=�/ of the obvious projection from .G=�/f0;1g

sC1

to .G=�/f0;1g
sC1
� , and let † be the range of this map. It follows from Lemma E.7

that this map is 1-1, and hence there is a unique map P W †! G=� such that
.P.x/; x/ 2 HKsC1.G�=�/ for every x D .x!/!2f0;1gsC1�

2 †. The map P is

automatically continuous since its graph HKsC1.G�=�/ is compact and all spaces
involved are Hausdorff.

Proposition 11.5 follows immediately from Lemma E.4.
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